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Introduction 

 

What kind of student are you?  Do you know?  How do you find out?  A simple way to 

model this is to say that there are 3 kinds of student: over-achiever, average and drop out.  A 

person can be any or all of these over the stretch of time that represents their time spent at 

college.  For most students who aren’t Michael Dell or Bill Gates (two famous students that 

dropped out of college to start a business), they aim for over-achiever status and away from drop 

out status.  But competition in school can be fierce, and in a zero-sum game (anyone who doesn’t 

win the game, loses the game), the overachiever wins and everyone else is average or a dropout.  

It doesn’t seem like college is a zero-sum game when students are graded on an absolute scale 

(i.e.: 93+ is an A, 85-92 is a B, and so on).  But college introduces the idea of grading on a scale, 

so that all grades are relative to the highest performing (over-achiever) student, and there will 

always be a set number of “C’s”, “D’s” and “F’s” in the class for each assignment.  But 

regardless of the testing scheme, the hierarchy of the 3 student types sure seems to be zero-sum, 

and colleges are set up to reward the over-achiever at the exclusion of everyone else. 

 

 This book attempts to provide guidance to the average student.  That is to say, this book 

addresses the student that applies themselves in every way that they think possible but still end 

up getting average grades, average internships (or no internships) or average career opportunities 

based on their educational achievements.  This is the type of student that performed well enough 

in high school to make it to college, but who doesn’t know the realities of college that most 

people come to grasp only in hindsight, after they have already graduated from the university.  

This book attempts to address the average student and to provide guidance in clear, no-nonsense 

descriptions of tricks, tips, models of behavior and traps to avoid that will smooth the transition 

of a high school student into becoming a proficient college student.   

 

 When an over-achieving high school student applies to go to college, they tend to have 

many advantages helping them to make the best decisions possible.  More often than not, they 

have supportive parents, teachers and friends to whom they can go to for guidance.  Their grades 

are excellent, so it is likely that they have their pick of scholarships.  In addition, if they come 

from a wealthy family, their parents have saved up for their college expenses, so the few loans 

that will carry over with them beyond their college years will be trivial.  With most of their 

biggest hurdles taken care of before they step foot on a college campus, they have more time to 

concentrate on their academic achievement.  This is certainly the ideal situation, but most people 

will not have it this easy. 

 

 For the average student, significant hurdles await them before they even begin thinking 

about life beyond high school.  Besides taking the standardized tests and writing the essays that 

all college applications require, students need to become concerned with many of the important 

intangibles of the college lifestyle that they may otherwise have taken for granted.  These 

intangibles are the unspoken realities of dealing with college bureaucracies, navigating academic 

policies, and plugging into social networks that the school provides.  Underlying this is the harsh 

reality that for most students there is a vast gulf between high school and college academics for 

which they must plan and appreciate if they wish to survive as well as to thrive. 

 

 The over-achieving student in high school is not the same person as the over-achieving 



student in college.  The reason is simple.  In high school, a student generally competes against a 

small population of students.  The student's class ranking reflects their standing against 10, 100 

or sometimes 1000 other students.  In college, the student is competing against every student in 

their major at their school, and hypothetically with every student in their major at every school in 

their region or in their country.  In addition, when a student graduates from college, they are now 

competing against all other new graduates in their field, as well as anyone who has recently 

graduated in the previous few years who happens to be looking for employment in junior, 

associate or fresh-graduate positions.  Expanded competition coupled with the fact that the 

quality of a student's high school education is often less than satisfactory and oftentimes inflated 

with “honors” and “advanced placement” credits means that the over-achieving high school 

student upon entering college may quickly find themselves to be an average-performing college 

student. 

 

 The overachiever has fewer obstacles than the average student.  Every success that the 

overachieving student obtains becomes another bullet-point on their resume.  The average 

student's resume is typically meager by comparison.  This is because the advice that career 

counselors give the average student is aimed not at them but instead at the overachieving student, 

whose GPA allows them access to internships, working with professors, inclusion in 

achievement-based fraternities, scholarships and the like.  Overachieving students increase the 

prestige of the university, whereas the average student as an individual is replaceable, even 

though it is reasonable to assume that as a group their tuition expenses constitute most of the 

share of the university's income from tuition payments.  Based on their resume and especially 

their GPA, the overachieving student usually has their pick of first jobs right out of college.  The 

average student, on the other hand, will leave college with only a freshly minted degree, a firm 

handshake and a vague awareness that nearly every class that they took will be useless in the 

“real world.”  This book attempts to present the “real” issues that an average student will face in 

college. 

  

An Aside: My High School Years 

 

 I graduated from Harry A. Burke High School in Omaha, Nebraska in the spring of 1994.  

I was on top of the world and hoping to be moving on to a bright future.  I was psyched to be 

entering engineering college as an Electrical Engineer, I was moving from Nebraska to a strange 

place, a new “country” called Texas and I was overfilled with anticipation to be a college 

student.  All four of my high school years were spent as preparation for getting into college.  I 

received my Eagle Scout award, I took calculus and physics courses, and I played football as an 

offensive lineman because it was fulfilling to do so, but also because it would look good on my 

college applications.  I didn’t study or prepare for the ACT (the standardized test most often 

accepted by midwestern schools) and taking it I got a combined score of 30 (28 Math, 34 

English), which was enough to get me into several Midwestern schools.  I also took the SAT 

(another standardized test but most often preferred by non-midwestern universities) and I got a 

combined score of 1170, which I am told is only average.  My scores and my grades were maybe 

slightly better than average, but blinded by the inflated grades that I received in honors courses 

(B’s become A’s), I assumed (and my teachers all affirmed) that I was well prepared for college.  

I was totally wrong about that.  Unfortunately, no one around me was giving me the advice I 

needed to succeed.  And I hadn’t spent any time developing study habits that I would need to 



tackle something as daunting as Electrical Engineering. 

  

 What had I been doing during high school if not being studious?  Well, I wasn’t a partier, 

and I didn’t drink alcohol or do drugs.  I wasn’t popular so I wasn’t going to hipster parties 

(hipster wasn’t a concept back then), but I also wasn’t a complete loner as I had several close 

friends and many other friends who I wanted to get to know better.  Basically, I was a bit of a 

nerd, watching old Doctor Who episodes on public television with my friends on Fridays after 

coming home from high school football games.  I was also a nerd in that (I probably shouldn’t 

reveal this if I want to keep my street cred) I played Advanced Dungeons and Dragons a lot 

around this time.  And how did I spend my time, if not being studious?  I came home from school 

after football or track practice and I ate dinner in front of the TV in my living room, and then I 

spent the next 3-4 hours doing homework before I went to bed at 10 PM.  I did my math 

homework listening to music (and I was a big alternative/indie/underground music fan of the 

kind of music one would see as music videos on the MTV program “120 Minutes”) since it 

didn’t seem to distract me from doing math problems.  On weekends I generally “spent the 

night” at a friend’s house every Friday and/or Saturday and did no studying whatsoever.  Come 

Sunday around noon I came home from a friend’s house and broke open the books, where I 

studied off and on until around bedtime.  Sunday was my most continuous and productive block 

of time spent studying, and it was this time that I did most of my work on English papers and 

Social Studies projects.  But my studying was done on the floor of my bedroom, and this was the 

age before kids had computers.  I wrote everything out long hand with paper and pen before 

passing my papers to my mother (a medical secretary by profession) who edited and typed up my 

papers for me.  I had a support network of people who cared about me and basically I took them 

for granted.  I took my whole life up until this point for granted, because I assumed that my 

background was sufficient for me to enter into the middle class and elevate myself out of the 

slightly impoverished conditions that were a result of being raised by a single mom. 

 

Don’t get me wrong, my future was bright, but unfortunately I had many hard lessons to 

learn before I attained anything that I could consider to be successful. 

 

The Big Picture 

 

 At some point in your life, high school career counselors, teachers and even other college 

students or graduates will likely provide you with information about college.  Each of these 

people has their own particular perspective and their own particular philosophies and approaches 

that they have gleaned from their personal experiences, successes and failures.  Their stories and 

advice may be entertaining or sound very wise, but in most circumstances these people are 

heavily biased and therefore should not be counted on as the sole source of college information.  

Oftentimes these people are either speaking from ignorance or they are speaking about their own 

circumstances which due to the many advantages that they had back when they went to college 

have little or nothing to do with your own situation.  For instance, your parents may not have 

college degrees or have never gone to college, so unfortunately their advice often may not be 

very helpful.  On the other hand, teachers, counselors and college alumni may have succeeded in 

college because of the accumulation of knowledge that they gleaned from their support network, 

but now take this knowledge for granted and fail to pass what would be best for your situation on 

to you. 



 

 As a college student, you need to be fully aware of the big picture.  Your goal is to 

graduate from college with every possible advantage at your disposal.  People often say that if 

you miss out on something in college, you only have yourself to blame.  The reason that they say 

this is because as a college student, you have more choice to select your future path than ever 

before in your life up to this point.  On the other hand, this new freedom means that you are free 

to make poor decisions for which you may later come to regret.  Choosing a major in which you 

have little proficiency or for which you have little desire, overloading your number of courses in 

an effort to graduate early, or moving far away from home and ending up disconnected and 

lonely are typical errors that first-time college students sometimes make.  You can avoid the big 

mistakes if you prepare for them. 

 

 The biggest myth today is that colleges and future employers are looking for well-

rounded students.  This is not strictly true.  Colleges and future employers care first and foremost 

about your GPA.  This single number tells them whether on average (“grade point average”) you 

have developed a successful or a failed academic track record.  It is true that after taking a look 

at your GPA, entrance counselors will use criteria other than your GPA such as your involvement 

in extra-curricular activities and the like as a means of differentiating between two students with 

the same GPA.  It is true that many of the more progressive colleges and employers will take a 

close look at you as a complete package when evaluating candidates for entrance to their school 

or company.  It is also true that in order to gain the attention of recruiters, extra-curricular 

activities can serve to highlight a person's versatility.  However, this is not very important for the 

average college student.  The reason is because the average college student has a mediocre GPA, 

and no amount of extra-curricular activities is likely to outweigh this fact in the evaluating eyes 

of a company recruiter or graduate school admissions board. 

  

 Therefore, the solution to this conundrum for an average college student is to find a way 

to improve their GPA score.  The major that you select, the prestige of the school you wish to 

attend, the means by which you fund your education and the time that you take to complete a 

degree are all important factors to consider and decide upon.  The major that you select likely is 

directly connected to your future job.  The prestige of the school you attend will convey to your 

future employer, for better or for worse, the quality and caliber of your education, your intellect 

and your character.  A person who has passed the “vetting” procedures of the premier colleges is 

assumed to be a top candidate.  The means by which you fund your education will help 

determine your future financial situation, credit scores and may impress your future employer.  

The time you take to complete a degree will only affect your career opportunities if it is 

accelerated faster than the standard 4 years.  However, the harsh reality is that none of these 

factors will make very much difference after you graduate if you don't have a good GPA score 

(unless by happy accident an alumni from your school is responsible for your hiring). 

 

 An illustration of the typical attitude of a new college student serves as a good example 

of mistakes that can be made.  For instance, say you have a moderate ability in high school math 

and science, and you like playing computer games.  Based solely on these criteria, you select 

Electrical Engineering as your major because it seems like a degree that is in high demand in the 

job market and is somehow related to computers.  You decide on enrolling in the college with the 

highest ranking for which you can get accepted, regardless of its location.  You decide to finance 



your schooling with all loans, because you figure that you need to concentrate on your 

schoolwork, and a part-time job would distract you from homework.  You also decide that getting 

involved in clubs of any kind would just be another distraction from your homework, so you 

decide to refrain from joining any clubs.  In addition, you decide to take the maximum allowed 

course load per term in order to graduate as fast as possible.  When you finally arrive at school, 

you will find that the college workload, lifestyle and pace will quickly overwhelm you, despite 

your good intentions and seemingly intelligent decisions.  The reason you will be overwhelmed 

is because you did not gage your aptitude for your selected major very well, and you have not set 

yourself up with the proper supportive environment which would remove potential hurdles from 

your path.  You will be far from school, lonely, raking up debt, flunking courses and asking 

yourself if you really enjoy the major that you have chosen for yourself.  Sure, you have an 

aptitude with computers, but do you really like solving the puzzles of which an Electrical 

Engineering curriculum consists?  Perhaps you could major in Computer Science, which would 

not demand as much from an unprepared student and may most closely match your aptitude, or 

maybe you could major in Sociology, since let’s say that you have a budding interest in societal 

problems and their solutions.  Otherwise, you will have focused too closely on individual and 

immediate obstacles without taking into consideration the Big Picture. 

 

 The Big Picture is essentially that after you graduate from high school, you will 

eventually need to get a job.  Even if you go to college first, when college is over you will still 

need to get a job once you are finished with your degree.  Therefore, you will need to plan 

accordingly so that your college experience takes you to the destination you want to reach.  Also, 

when you go off to college, unless you plan otherwise, you will be all on your own.  You will be 

taking a major step towards individual freedom and maturity, but this major step cannot be made 

without encountering some major pitfalls.  You will need to make significant preparations to 

ensure your success, or you will find that your failures will coalesce around you until like a 

whirlpool you will be consumed by them.  The reason is simple: for better or for worse, people in 

a position to judge you will look to your GPA as the thing that defines you in the end.  The 

average student does not properly manage their GPA, and so the average student is defined as 

mediocre, common and replaceable.  Your goal in college should be to differentiate yourself as 

much as possible, and the best way to do this is by making sure that your GPA score is as high as 

possible.  Your GPA score is what your future employers will care about the most, and for the 

average student getting a job after graduation is what they care about the most.  Therefore, 

bringing these two goals into alignment is best achieved by focusing on GPA score. 

 

An Aside: My GPA Score Through the Ages 

 

 My GPA in high school was 3.80.  I was an honors student in AP Calculus and AP 

English all throughout my senior year.  However, even then I knew deep down that I wasn’t 

challenging myself academically.  For the previous four years I had been cruising by doing the 

minimum amount of studying that I needed to do and still keep my grades in “A” territory.  Since 

my days in elementary school I had focused on getting all “A’s” but receiving the occasional “B” 

now and then.  I was happy and satisfied with my grades and thanks to the policy of honors 

classes bumping grades up one level (“B’s” become “A’s”) my mediocrity could masquerade as 

excellence.  I was completely flat-footed when I came to college far from home with no friends, 

no support network, bad study habits and a general malaise that made me feel that all the hard 



work wasn’t worth it to become an engineer just so that I could learn how to make cool gadgets 

(which at the time was a dream and an aspiration that I had for myself).  As a result, 5 years later 

(I went an extra year because I had changed my major to Mechanical Engineering) I wound up 

with a 2.80 GPA, a full point drop down from my high school GPA.  After graduation I realized 

that getting a job as an engineer was totally not going to happen with my low GPA score.  

Lacking job prospects, I managed to get a graduate degree at Illinois Institute of Technology (I 

had moved to Chicago, Illinois) in both Mechanical Engineering where I raised my GPA to 3.30, 

and later a degree in Software Engineering where my GPA was even better at 3.50.  My 

education, my number of degrees and my GPAs all increased and so did my job prospects.  I 

learned to enjoy study at the university, but I also knew recruiters would judge me based on my 

GPA, so I couldn’t live with a mediocre one.  I wasn’t screwed after all, but it took a lot out of 

me and a lot of time late in life to recover from my undergraduate GPA debacle. 

 

The Unspoken Truth about GPA Score 

 

 The best way to make sure that your GPA score is as high as possible is to do whatever it 

takes to do everything in college the way that you want to do it.  This is the biggest unspoken 

secret that no one will talk to you about directly, but if you take this secret seriously it will 

assuredly minimize all of your future risk related to college.  Doing everything in college your 

own way is key.  For instance, when a counselor tells you that the school policy discourages 

students from attending school part-time, but you need or want to work part-time and go to 

school part time, that's what you should always do.  Don't back down from your plans just 

because the counselors advise you otherwise.  Many colleges have a policy that discourages part-

time enrollment, it is true.  But every college has the option of part-time enrollment for a reason.  

Take advantage of it.  If every student in college was attending school part-time, the college 

would lose half of its income every term, so of course they discourage part-time enrollment.  

They are acting on their own self-interest, but they won’t tell you that they are motivated mostly 

by self interest.  Instead, they will feed you an ambiguous “line” about their policy, at the same 

time making you feel guilty for asking about it.  The best way to defend yourself, while looking 

out for your own self-interest and competing successfully against the sea of students at your 

school is to “do your own thing”.   

 

That said, if a wise person advises you against doing something, like your parents or a 

mentor, then of course weigh their advice against your own judgment.  But if after weighing all 

concerns you know in your gut that you are right about something, trust yourself.  If a decision 

you make goes wrong either way, then it’s far better to regret a decision that was your gut 

decision than to go against your gut and have that go wrong when you could have done 

something differently but you just deferred to someone else. 

 

 Some college programs may restrict part-time enrollment such that it is intended for only 

temporary use.  A student could enroll say part-time for 1 semester because a “life change” has 

occurred (marriage, child birth, death in the family, etc.).  Another reason for restricting part-time 

enrollment could be that the school policy restricts students from graduating with a degree within 

a certain time period (say 6 years for a bachelor’s degree).  If the student tried enrolling part-time 

for their entire college career, they would run out of time (the 6 years would expire) before they 

could complete the degree requirements.  The savvy student should consult with their school 



policies before deciding on an enrollment strategy that meets their part-time enrollment 

approach.  In this case, a truly savvy student would do the job of selecting a university or college 

partially based on the program’s part-time enrollment policies.  In addition, it may be a good 

strategy to attend community college for the first 2 years of college to get general studies and 

pre-requisites out of the way before transferring to a 4 year college.  This may allow the student 

to stretch out their time spent in both schools, when doing so would help the student to better 

manage their GPA. 

 

An Aside: Why Do I Love School So Much? 

 

 When I was in the 6th grade, I wrote a 10 page book report on a biography of Albert 

Einstein.  The report ended up being 8 pages in length more than was required, and I wrote it by 

hand on college rule paper that had the 3-hole punches on the left hand side of each sheet.  My 

English teacher, Mr. Benzel, had specified to my class that we were to only use the school-

provided college rule paper that we had to obtain from Mr. Benzel himself, and this paper didn’t 

have the 3-hole punches that our personal supply of paper typically had.  When the day came for 

the class to hand in our reports, Mr. Benzel quickly became angry as he collected the reports 

from the class.  He was noticing that nearly all of the reports were written on paper that had the 

3-hole punches, directly violating his primary directive.  Nevermind that he perhaps should have 

actually expected this situation to occur if the students in his class were conspicuously not 

requesting his special school-sanctioned paper as the time came near for the report to be due.  

Mr. Benzel’s wrath grew as he flipped through the collected reports and as the accumulation of 

paper violations mounted.  But then Mr. Benzel saw my report at the head of the stack of reports 

that he had so far collected.  At first his ire was reaffirmed when he saw that I too had failed to 

obtain the correct paper (I had waited until the last possible moment, the night before, to write 

the report in a marathon writing session and therefore had not the foresight to get the Mr. Benzel-

sanctioned paper).  Suddenly, Mr. Benzel became quiet with surprise.  After a moment of 

flipping through the report, he asked me if I had written this 10 page report, and I responded that 

yes I had.  Mr. Benzel’s attitude suddenly changed and he looked at me with approving eyes and 

said something to the effect of yes I was still in trouble for using the wrong paper, but that I had 

done a good job of writing the report.  Suddenly impressed, his wrath was cooled and the rest of 

the class was spared the worst of his indignation.  This rollercoaster of emotions rocked me at 

such a young age, but it was this episode that taught me that I wanted positive affirmation from 

my teachers and that I wanted to excel academically if only I could find a way.  Fast forward to 

college 7 years later, and my aspirations were just as strong as in my earlier days, but college 

was just too tough for me and to quote a Texas band from that time, Zulu as Kono, I had “gone to 

college to find out that I was dumb”.  If only I could find a way to boost my GPA I could then get 

the positive affirmation from my professors and be on easy street again for my efforts.  I never 

reached that goal in Austin, but later in Chicago I was able to get some accolades and educational 

opportunities that I only managed to find thanks to that day in Mr. Benzel’s class where I learned 

that mistakes can be forgiven if one only persists toward achieving their goals. 

 

12 Years of Your Life, 18 – 30 

 

 The standard model of college education is for a college student to graduate in 4 years.  

This model is intended to apply equally for every major, and assumes that if one major is more 



difficult than another, the difference is made up by the abilities of the individual.  Therefore, the 

onus on the average college student is to assess their own abilities with respect to the perceived 

demands of the college major, and proceed with making a decision about choosing a college 

major for themselves.  If the average student overrates their own abilities, they may choose a 

college major whose demands they will be hard pressed to meet.  On the other hand, if they 

underrate their own abilities, they may find that they are under-challenged or dissatisfied with 

their current major.  Therefore, getting the major “just right” is a difficult proposition but well 

worth the effort. 

 

 However, in most colleges, the college major is not tailored around the abilities and 

predilections of the college student.  Instead, the college major is a template that is applied like a 

cookie cutter or a factory stamp, with the final output being the student's GPA score.  Again, this 

is convenient for future employers who are looking for an easy way to evaluate one prospective 

new-hire against another.  It is also convenient for professors, who must deal with processing 

multitudes of replaceable students.  Universities are selling their “accreditation” or their right to 

grant diplomas and degrees, and students are purchasing the diploma or degree as a means to 

prove their educational qualifications or bona fides.  Therefore, tailoring a degree around the 

abilities of an individual would not be practical at most universities, as the degree would not fall 

within any standard accredited or prestigious category.  Employers would frown upon this “free-

form” degree, as they would not have a clear point of reference by which they could judge its 

difficulty or quality.  Therefore, selecting a major is a matter of accepting the fact that the student 

must pick from the existing list of majors, with the advantages and drawbacks of each. 

 

 The burden of meeting the demands of your chosen major is not insignificant.  Economic 

pressures are often the driving motivation behind a student's selection of a major, without regard 

to personal ability or desire.  This is obviously a mistaken approach, but it is understandable.  

Often an individual will not truly know their capability until after they have been tested.  This 

means that the individual will have to decide between spending a significant amount of money 

towards attempting to obtain a difficult degree and risking failure, or going with a “safer” degree 

which they may only ambiguously “feel” is within their capabilities to manage.  In other words, 

the only way someone might know that they are capable of meeting the demands of a difficult 

college degree is if they try out some of the coursework and see if they are capable of completing 

it and performing well.   

 

 Unfortunately, the level of difficulty of many degrees is not constant from course to 

course.  A student's performance may be adequate in an introductory course, but with subsequent 

courses their performance may deteriorate as their course-load increases in complexity.  Often 

the higher level courses require complete mastery of a few key elements of the lower level 

courses in order for students to succeed at the higher level courses.  However, professors at either 

lower or upper levels often fail to point this fact out to their students, as it is assumed to be 

common knowledge.  The average student, however, may not appreciate this aspect however.  

Professors of lower level courses desire that their students master everything in their course, 

while the professors of the higher level courses only desire mastery of the key elements from the 

lower level courses which apply to their higher level courses.  On the other hand, employers 

likely desire that fresh-graduates have mastered a completely different set of topics, many of 

which may not have even been offered by the college.  The average student finds themselves re-



learning old material and learning from scratch old material that they failed to master from the 

lower courses, at the same time that they must assimilate new material from the higher level 

courses.  Professors rationalize this fact by saying that the overlap and review serves to reinforce 

the material and to aid in its retainment.  However, for the average student, this situation turns 

out to be more of a pitfall than a pedagogical (teaching/learning) aid.  In fact, this situation is one 

of many “flags” or key indicators that should alert the student to re-assess whether or not they 

should stay in their current major, if they find re-learning material too difficult to maintain.  At 

this point, the average student may decide to change their college major to something else, and 

this would be a wise decision that is all the more wise if done earlier on in a student’s college 

career. 

 

 A straight-forward means of handling the “ramping up” of difficulty, and at the same time 

handling the decision-making process of selecting or changing college major, is for the college 

student to “delay” their education.  In high school, students are discouraged from being held 

back, and there is a great stigma attached to working at a slower pace then other students.  In 

fact, besides the cost of funding elementary education, teachers are concerned that all students 

are capable of learning at relatively the same pace, to make room for the next “crop” of students 

the following year.  In college there is less of this “timeliness” pressure because it is well 

understood that college is a time for students to try out new things in order to find where they 

“fit” in.  Also, in general colleges are larger institutions than high schools which can handle some 

“slack” in the system.  The best way to take advantage of this “freedom” that society is handing 

to the student is to work at their own pace, regardless of the pace of other students or the 

contradictory advice of counselors or professors.  It is true that the student who has them will 

have to pay back their loans eventually, but this is true regardless whether or not they take 3 or 4 

“extra” filler classes along the way, or if they go to school part-time.  If it helps the student to 

delay making a decision until a later time, this is what they should always do.  It is far worse to 

make an ad-hoc decision early and regret it later on than to put off the final decision until the 

student has fully assessed their own capabilities.  That being said, it is best to decide or change 

and re-decide on a major early on if possible.  The “delay” tactic is best used once the major has 

been selected in order to manage GPA score, but “delay” can also be used alongside the “choose 

a major” process. 

 

 In fact, even after the student has stabilized their career path in college, no decision is 

ever truly final because their first job straight out of college may have nothing to do with their 

college major.  This is true even for so-called “occupational” degrees like engineering, computer 

science, pre-law, pre-medicine, the sciences and business majors.  The average student will often 

find themselves working after graduation in a position that is nominally related to their degree, 

but mostly concerned with administrative or sales duties that may or may not have anything to do 

with their college degree.  The person who finds themselves in this situation may thrive in their 

new profession.  But more often than not their position is simply a stepping-stone towards a 

future career either in a different position, or in preparation for return to more education.  This 

process often extends itself for many years.   

 

 The over-achieving student will achieve mastery of their educational goals early on and 

proceed to leave college behind as they advance into the workforce.  The average student may 

instead find that their education so far is insufficient.  The average student may believe that 



further schooling beyond a bachelor's degree is unobtainable.  But in fact further schooling is 

oftentimes exactly what the average student needs in order to get a “leg up” on their competition 

against the over-achievers.  Even if the average student is content with a bachelor's degree, the 

best tactic for an average student to be successful is to delay their education as much as possible 

in order to allow them to truly master the material that they study and to improve their GPA 

score.  This is the “Delay Tactic”.  Therefore, the average student should consider that their 

educational efforts related to college will begin right after high school and more often than not 

extend onward until they are around 30 years of age (+/- 5 years).  This time window is much 

greater then the one currently accepted by society at large.  But this is left-over from attitudes 

formed back when college was reserved for an elite class, whose children had all the possible 

resources they needed to excel in a timely fashion.  The average student is operating under less 

then optimum conditions, and therefore must use “tricks” or “tactics” which even the playing 

field. 

 

An Aside: Picking Your College Major 

 

 When I was in high school I decided that I wanted to major in Electrical Engineering 

when I made it to college.  I had known for some time that I wanted to study engineering, ever 

since my siblings had embarked on their own paths toward engineering and software 

development, and Electrical Engineering seemed to me to be the ultimate profession if a person 

wanted to be an inventor or an innovator.  In fact, most of the many brothers and sisters of my 

mother’s side of the family (my uncles and aunts) were engineers of some sort, so it seemed like 

engineering was a family tradition.  I am the youngest in my immediate family, so I was the last 

kid to head off to college.  Since a young age and as a part of my earliest memories, watching 

space shuttle flights on TV and casually keeping tabs on space science, I had the aspiration of 

becoming an astronaut for NASA.  But like many other kids in the U.S., my dreams were just 

dreams and later on in college I found out that I didn’t have what it takes to become an astronaut, 

when I couldn’t even do well as a college student grades-wise.  I knew in the back of my head 

that the chances of becoming an astronaut, even with impeccable grades were slim to none.  But 

I figured that an engineering degree, even if it didn’t get me into space, would be a good 

investment towards a promising career.   

 

Like many dreamers, I read a lot of science fiction and fantasy novels in my free time in 

junior high and high school, and this kept my dream alive if only vaguely.  The real work of 

studying and figuring out what the professor and the books were telling me I could never pull 

off, and my meager understanding of the subject leading up to taking engineering courses meant 

that I was ill prepared to compete against other students who had more serious preparation that 

they received at magnet schools or as valedictorians of their respective high schools.  I was a 

slacker and I got slacker grades, and the difference between fantasy and reality was that I 

couldn’t get the grades I needed to one day get hired as a working engineer.  So, having failed 

Electrical Engineering Circuits 101 twice, I decided that I needed change my major.  At first I 

thought to change to Civil Engineering, as I found it to be appealing and because a good friend 

of mine was studying it.  But after some reflection about my favorite part of high school physics 

being the mechanical topics, and based on the fact that my mother’s father, my grandfather, had 

been a Mechanical Engineer working in a bomber plane factory mass producing airplanes for the 

war effort during World War II, I decided that the way to go for me was to major in Mechanical 



Engineering.  I was hoping that Mechanical Engineering would be more intuitive than Electrical 

Engineering and that I would have the right stuff to pull off getting this other engineering degree.  

The one thing that stopped me in my tracks was that as an Electrical Engineer I had taken 3 

programming courses and I had found that I really enjoyed them all.  Pascal (where I learned 

about variables and functions), C++ (where I learned about objects and templates) and Assembly 

(where I learned how low level commands interface directly with electronic hardware) were all 

fun to me (although my grades still left a lot to be desired there, too).  However, I found out 

somehow that if a student changes their major, it is much less of a headache to change to another 

major that is within the same college than it is to switch over to a completely new college within 

the university.  So for instance if I wanted to switch to Computer Science I had to first leave the 

engineering college, then get accepted to the Natural Sciences college before finally changing to 

the new Computer Science major.  I was afraid of getting dumped from the university, so I told 

myself that it was better to have a list of backup degrees, where if Electrical Engineering failed 

me, I would pick next Mechanical Engineering, then Civil Engineering, and finally Computer 

Science as my college major, in that order of preference.  So since I was able to scrape by as a 

Mechanical Engineer in my undergraduate years, I stuck with it and graduated. 

 

So some lessons that I draw from this experience are the following.  Mechanical 

Engineering was still a challenge to me, almost as much as Electrical Engineering had been, so 

my GPA only marginally improved when making the shift of college major.  As I transitioned 

into upper level courses I experienced the ramping up of difficulty and I struggled with my 

courses.  Even though Mechanical Engineering was indeed more intuitive for me to comprehend 

than Electrical Engineering, my GPA just wasn’t that great.  Partly this was due to my poor 

showing in my prerequisite courses and my elective courses.  Later on down the road when I got 

to grad school and again later to my second graduate degree, I realized that my GPA was reset at 

a new school and a new degree, so I had so much more opportunity to improve my GPA at that 

point.  In addition, after my undergraduate program I worked as a Java Developer in the IT field 

for 1.5 years, and I found myself working outside of my college major discipline.  As a 

Mechanical Engineer I was adequate, but as a Java Developer I was excelling.  Upon going back 

to school for Software Engineering, I found that I had a better aptitude for programming and I 

ruminated on the thought that had I only done Computer Science from the very beginning, I 

could have avoided all my angst over my struggles with completing an engineering degree and 

gone straight away to work after graduating instead of job hunting fruitlessly for months, 

seemingly without end or successful results.   

 

If I had picked my major correctly from the start, I wouldn’t have had to change my 

major and take longer to complete a degree.  I would probably have had a better GPA score 

because I would be more adept at the work involved and I would have a greater passion for the 

work.  Also, I would be more equipped to handle the ramp up of difficulty when transitioning 

into upper level courses and the “delay tactic” would be less necessary because I would better 

handle the workload required by the college major.  With all these successes I would be much 

more likely to land a job related to my major after graduation, and I would be more satisfied with 

myself and proud of my accomplishments instead of regretting failures.  That all being said, all 

of my experiences with college were valuable to me, and at the very least they served as a means 

of teaching me what to do and what not to do.  For instance, I learned that sometimes a college 

degree takes longer to earn than expected, and in my case I learned just what the true timeline 



could be to earn a college degree when you are the average college student and not an over-

achiever. 

 

 

Degree Timeline 

 

 Bachelor's Degree: 18 – 25 years old 

 

 Master's Degree: 25 – 30 years old 

 

 Doctor's Degree: 30 – 35 years old 

 

 The time-lines listed above are intended to indicate typical time-spans over which 

students might work towards obtaining the various degrees available in a college or university.  

One way to gage the amount of time that a student needs to spend in school is to pick the highest 

degree that they feel that they can obtain, and the time-spans that lead up to and that correspond 

to this degree will indicate the time required to complete them.  However, this approach is not 

particularly useful for the average student, because due to the “delay” tactic discussed above, the 

successful average student will not be constrained by any time limits.  Instead, the student should 

focus on increasing their GPA score and not worry about the timeliness of obtaining a degree.  If 

this means that the average student needs to take so-called “remedial” courses to bolster their 

performance, and these extra courses add a few semesters to their final graduation date, then the 

average student should not hesitate to use this “delay” tactic to their fullest advantage.   

 

 In addition, it is often true that the average student does not set their sights beyond 

obtaining a bachelor's degree.  This means that a 10 year time-span within the time-lines shown 

above can hypothetically be used specifically for obtaining a bachelor's degree (subject to 

restrictions in university policy).  A 10-year time span or window in which to study for 4 years 

and to obtain a bachelor's degree may seem unreasonable to some.  However, it is not expected 

that the average student will attend school in a vacuum.  Student's get married, have kids, work 

part-time or full-time and have a social life outside of the academic portion of school.  But these 

factors only serve to reinforce the proposition of a “delay” tactic.  In fact, although the best 

approach for the average student tackling a degree is to focus on 1 degree at a time, the average 

student should not consider the advanced degrees (master's, doctor's) beyond their reach.  

Actually, a student has many options in regards to this area.  Online degrees are a possibility for 

students, but they currently lack the prestige of long-established or premier brick-and-mortar 

colleges.  A current employer may underwrite the obtainment of an online degree, but many 

employers seeking new candidates will favor traditional degrees over candidates with online 

degrees because of the gap in prestige and credibility that online degrees are currently perceived 

to have.  Therefore, an excellent approach for the average student is instead to search for 

opportunities at smaller colleges and colleges that are less well-ranked than are the more premier 

schools.  Oftentimes these colleges have opportunities for the average student to earn an 

advanced degree when competition at the more premier schools is otherwise restrictive.  An 

average student often has lackluster grades, but if the student puts in considerable effort into 

searching for a program that accepts them (not stopping their search after the first “no” they 

receive), they are very likely to find a program that is actively recruiting graduate students just 



like them.  In affect, the average student can then earn an advanced degree in order to place 

themselves on par with the over-achieving student who is in their peer group (who may or may 

not after all have an advanced degree of their own).  Of course, this may also require the student 

to travel far from their home in order to attend the school that will accept them.  However, it is 

reasonable to expect that by the time the student reaches graduate school, their friend and work 

colleague support networks will be robust enough to soften the blow of uprooting themselves to 

attend a distant school. 

 

An Aside: The Timeline of My College Degrees 

 

 I started college in the fall of 1994 at The University of Texas at Austin at the age of 18.  I 

changed my major from Electrical Engineering to Mechanical Engineering at some point I think 

in 1996.  A lot of the same pre-requisite foundation classes (Physics 1 & 2, Calculus 1 & 2, 

History, Government, English) were the same for all engineers, so even though I changed my 

major I did not lose as much progress as for instance if I had instead drastically changed my 

major to say one in the Liberal Arts or in the Natural Sciences.  If I had set my mind on 

graduating in 4 years, I should have completed my degree by the spring of 1998.  However, 

changing my major, and taking several “filler” courses that I wanted for enrichment and to try 

and pad my GPA pushed my graduation back a full year and a half to when I completed my 

degree in the winter of 1999 at the age of 25.  I have since heard this extra year called a “super 

senior year”.  I worked for a time for my sister who had started a software company, and then I 

returned to school in the fall of 2001, this time at Illinois Institute of Technology (IIT) in 

Chicago.  I majored in Mechanical Engineering again (although my master’s thesis was 

sponsored by the Materials Engineering department) and although some over-achievers complete 

their degrees in a year, I finished my degree in the spring of 2003 after 2 years of study at the age 

of 28.  I believe that this Master’s degree and the specialized coursework that it required is what 

gave me an essential boost to finding a fulfilling job in my major.  For instance I was able to take 

a course on computer drafting using a program called “Pro/E”, which helped me in picking up 

the drafting program AutoCAD on the job that I used in my first Mechanical Engineering job.   

 

Years passed for me in the working world, and I came to the sad conclusion that 

Mechanical Engineering for me was not lucrative enough in a world where manufacturing, the 

main artery of Mechanical Engineering, was forever in decline.  So, with both my older brother 

and older sister working in the Information Technology (IT) field, I made the decision to quit my 

job and go back to school at Illinois Institute of Technology again, this time as an alumnus of the 

school.  I believed that no IT employer would take me seriously if I didn’t have a degree, even 

with a year or so of experience at my sister’s company under my belt.  So, I spent 3 more years at 

IIT, 2006 – 2009, and I stacked up some pretty hefty student loan bills, but I achieved my goal of 

getting another Master’s degree, this time in Software Engineering.  I was 35 when I graduated 

in 2009. 

 

Grade Point Average (GPA) Score 

 

 As was already discussed, the most important factor that sells the prospect of an average 

student to a potential employer is the student's GPA score.  The average student should not 

assume that enrollment in a difficult major will make up for a mediocre GPA score in the eyes of 



a recruiter.  Very often the person in charge of making hiring decisions has a degree in the same 

field as the student.  This means that the recruiter will not attach any “sympathy points” or give 

the benefit of the doubt to a student just because they “try hard”.  In fact, even when the recruiter 

is a Human Resources (HR) professional, they may not appreciate the difficulty of the student's 

degree, or even when they do, they are paid by their employer to get the best possible candidate, 

not to hire someone for whom they have sympathetic feelings.  As was stated above, colleges 

assume that any discrepancy in difficulty between college majors is supposed to be made up by 

the individual.  An HR professional likely will have no conception of why an average student has 

a mediocre GPA score.  Instead they will simply wonder why a person would pursue a degree in 

which they had a mediocre GPA score, when they could have settled for something else in which 

they excelled.  Indeed, a naïve philosophy that an average student may have is that they “Aim 

High” (to steal the one-time motto of the U.S. Air Force) by attempting difficult tasks, like their 

intended college major, in order to generally better themselves and their job prospects.  To the 

average student, their mediocre GPA may be considered to be a reflection of the difficulty of the 

material of the college major, and therefore a badge of honor and prestige.  However, in the eyes 

of a recruiter, a mediocre GPA simply tells them that the student is perhaps under-qualified for a 

position within the recruiter’s company.  The old adage that a person should stick with what they 

truly enjoy doing, rather than torturing themselves with grueling trials and tribulations is true 

insofar as it means that you should be both happy in your job but also good at your job.  If 

obtaining a college degree is vexing, then surely obtaining and then working in a job based on 

the degree will be just as taxing.  Therefore, it behooves the average student to avoid the very 

real trap of allowing their GPA score to fall into the “mediocre” range, regardless of the student's 

aspirations. 

 

 The most important tactic to prevent GPA score drop is the “delay” tactic discussed 

above.  In addition, the student should become aware of some general facts about the GPA score.  

As the student accrues more grades after taking more and more classes, the GPA score tends to 

stabilize around a specific score.  This is because with more courses added to the GPA score 

calculation, each individual grade has less and less of an effect towards changing the GPA score, 

due to the inherent mathematical nature of calculating an “average” value from a set of numbers 

or grades.  Therefore, it is helpful first to establish a good GPA score early on in underclassman 

courses so that difficult junior and senior-level courses and the mediocre grades that sometimes 

result when taking those courses will not adversely affect the student's GPA score as much as 

otherwise.  This is common knowledge about the GPA score that professors and colleges take for 

granted.  The courses required for a freshman are often accelerated versions of courses offered in 

high school and are therefore considered to be courses to “pad” a student's GPA with good 

grades.  The courses a student takes their senior year in college are often complicated and 

difficult project or capstone courses.  By this time the average student has passed beyond the 

phase of accumulating “pad” courses and likely will have had to shoulder the burden of some 

mediocre grades along the way as they enroll in more difficult courses. 

 

 However, the flip-side of the GPA score calculation is also true.  If the average student 

enters college as a freshman and fails to perform well in their first set of courses, it will drop 

their GPA score “early on” and affect their entire college career.  Without a laborious 

accumulation of top scores in many future courses, the damage will be done and their GPA score 

will remain mediocre at best.  This situation applies to students who enter college who have 



trouble adjusting to unstructured time, who abuse new freedoms, who party too much or who 

underestimate the accelerated learning curve of college coursework.  Fraternities, sororities and 

clubs help students manage their time, freedoms, social functions and sometimes study habits.  

The student that avoids these organizations may end up hurting themselves because without 

having a support system available to help them manage their time, the student may “drift” along, 

colliding into mediocre or poor grades like a ship in dark waters collides with the rocky 

shoreline.  Counselors, private tutors and so-called “help centers” will also help students adjust 

to college expectations and get them past difficult academic hurdles that the helper has already 

had to navigate beyond.  The average student should seek out these sources of guidance as soon 

as they become aware that their grasp on course material is slipping.  Waiting until the last 

minute to address deficiencies is what leads the average student to mediocre grades every time.  

Getting extra help is always advisable and will avoid the student ending up in this “early on” 

version of GPA score drop. 

 

 There are many other tactics to avoid GPA score drop, and all of them involve optimizing 

your environment.  Choosing the right college major, picking the right living arrangements, 

proper scheduling of courses in order to balance difficult, straightforward and easy courses and 

balancing academic workload with social considerations are all under-appreciated areas that need 

the student's careful attention.  These areas will be discussed in more depth in the upcoming 

chapters.  The environment that the student surrounds themselves in can severely hurt the 

student's academic performance if they are not particularly careful.  Finding the right balance 

between these factors, with the student performing at an optimal level, is necessary but often 

involves many small failures before getting the balance just right.  The earlier in their college 

experience that the student can stabilize their environment, the earlier the student will likely 

stabilize their GPA score, and the more likely the student will settle on a college major in which 

they excel and that truly suits them. 

 

An Aside: My Poor Grades 

 

 As an engineering student taking undergraduate lower-level prerequisite courses, I found 

that I was unable to get better than “B’s” and “C’s”.  I looked around at the other students in my 

classes and they all seemed to be confident and successful, while I struggled with the material.  

Had they taken prep courses?  Were they working with tutors?  Did they have a study group that 

helped them complete the work on schedule in a timely fashion?  Did they take these classes in 

high school and so the classes were just review for them?  I never really asked anyone, but it 

became clear to me while I took these classes that I had a deficiency and I never felt capable of 

addressing them in order to turn my grades around.  But I had many issues to deal with that never 

really resolved themselves.  I had left my good friends behind in my home state, so finding new 

friends got in the way of my studying.  I spent too much time in the cafeteria talking to people 

when I should have been studying.  I didn’t track my studying so I never knew if I should be 

studying more than I did.  I did problems in math and science that were assigned to me and I read 

the parts in the book related to the problem sets but I never had time to review the notes I took in 

class.  Also, I wasn’t ready for the shear amount of reading that I had to do and I didn’t have the 

study skills to learn the material as I go in one pass instead of needing multiple passes of review 

that I could never complete on time anyway.  It took me many years to come to understand my 

deficiencies and to understand how to address them.  In time I became much more serious about 



my grades, and although my poor grades early on in college kept my GPA low, I was able to stop 

my GPA from dropping even further.  That may not ever have been appreciated by job recruiters, 

but it did mean a lot to me. 

 

College Myths and Realities 

 

 The most important college myth is that colleges and future employers are not strictly 

looking for well-rounded students.  Beyond this there are many preconceptions that student may 

have formed upon entering college, or which they may carry with them throughout college which 

may significantly hinder their progress if they do not work to alter their preconceptions properly.  

The following are some typical misconceptions. 

 

“You do not need to be naturally talented in the major that you choose, because hard work 

will make up for any deficiencies that you start out with.” 

 

 Some high school students are preoccupied with activities other than academic 

performance.  When they reach college, they often become more serious about their academics, 

and thus are able to meet the demands of a difficult college major by simply relying on their 

natural talents plus some hard work to “get them up to speed”.  However, due to the wide gap in 

difficulty between high school and college level academic work, the average student often finds 

that the ability to “hit the ground running” in college is extremely challenging.  Also, the average 

college student may often still be preoccupied with activities other than their academic 

performance, making college simply an extension of their time in high school.  Therefore, the 

average student must be very careful when considering choosing a college major that may be 

beyond their abilities.  The old adage that says “you never know something until you try it” is 

true up to a point.  For instance, one approach is to enroll in a program and see how you perform 

in an introductory course.  However, you should also be aware that the introductory course is 

always much easier than the upper and advanced level courses, such that your ability in an 

introductory course is only a temporary indicator (at best) of your potential future performance 

and capabilities.  You may find that when you take the first tier of courses beyond the 

introductory course, the difficulty increases dramatically, while your ability to compete against 

other students may drop off dramatically.  In other words, simply getting by in an introductory 

course and considering your performance acceptable (because the college will allow you to 

continue) is not very wise. 

 

 Everyone enrolled in your chosen major wants to receive a good grade.  Some students 

and some professors may try to down-play the importance of the grade for a course, either stating 

that the course is not important for the degree or that learning the material is more important than 

the final grade.  These sorts of statements are rationalizations to cover up a student's inability to 

perform or a professor's inability to have all of their students do well.  Some students will be 

better equipped to receive a good grade.  Those students who are better equipped will use both 

hard work and natural talent to achieve their goals.  However, the average student lacks some of 

the natural talents of the overachiever.  In the easier college majors, students may be capable of 

substituting extra quantities of hard work for deficiencies in natural talent in order to meet the 

demands of their courses.  However, in the harder college majors, coursework for a single course 

is demanding enough that both natural talent and hard work are vitally important.  Add this to the 



fact that harder college majors always suggest that students enroll in multiple difficult courses 

per semester, and the average student will discover that there is never enough hard work or 

enough hours in the day to make up for deficiencies in natural talent.  Natural talent provides 

shortcuts that overachievers use to their advantage so that they can spend more time on critical 

material.  The average student enrolled in a harder college major always finds themselves 

running behind, reviewing and re-reviewing material that the overachiever has already mastered 

and moved beyond.  This difference between the average student and the overachiever is the key 

difference separating success from failure.  The overachiever doesn't need review.  If you find 

yourself constantly behind, as was stated earlier, this is the first key indicator that you should 

consider changing your major. 

 

 It is true that with time you will likely improve your capabilities.  However, you must 

always judge yourself relative to your competition (i.e.: everyone else).  Professors will often 

indicate the distribution of grades in the class.  You should always pay close attention to your 

placement within this distribution.  If you are not performing as well or better than your 

classmates, this is another key indicator that you should consider another college major.  The 

reason is simple.  Employers always try to pick the best students they can find.  If you are not 

one of those people, you will be overlooked by the best employers.  Second or third tier 

employers may “settle” for you, but they will always be at least mildly unhappy with your 

performance, because they will always be aware that you are “second class material.”  It is only a 

matter of time before they replace you with someone better, but if not they may just make you 

feel that it is so.  This is true because just as you would always seek the best possible employer, 

employers are always seeking the best possible employees.  It may not seem fair, but to receive 

something less than the best is simply disappointing for all parties involved. 

 

Also, you must never believe that you cannot change your major at any time, despite 

what others may say to you about it.  The difficulty of the course material for every college 

major changes with time as you progress from semester to semester, and universities never do a 

good job of indicating the difficulty of their courses.  This means that you will always have an 

element of risk associated with every course you enroll in.  Besides the level of difficulty, other 

extraneous risk factors always play a part.  The professor may be more interested in research than 

in teaching.  The professor may be a poor teacher or a poor speaker.  The textbook may be 

inadequate.  The homework may be straightforward, but with impossible tests (and with your 

grade mostly based on tests) you may find the course to be a lost cause.  You may be given 

assignments for which you are not qualified (as when you enroll in a course for which you lack 

prerequisites, or as during senior-level project courses when project sponsors request say 

computer simulations that even a graduate-level student might find beyond their capability).  You 

may be enrolled in several difficult courses at once, and find yourself “taking a hit” in your grade 

on some courses in order to “get by” on the hardest courses in your workload.  A course you take 

may also simply be uninteresting but required for graduation.  All of these risk factors are 

possible, and often more than one can occur at the same time.  When these risk factors frustrate 

you such that your performance becomes unacceptable, you will have reached another key 

indicator that your major is not right for you and you should consider changing it immediately.  

In this scenario, no amount of hard work or natural talent may get you through the difficulty 

bottlenecks. 

 



“College 'career centers' are your only source for job leads.  If you don't jump through 

their 'hoops', you won’t be able to land a job.” 

  

 

 College “career centers” do a good job of making college students feel that their only 

source of job leads is through the career center department.  At the same time, they often 

contradict themselves by saying something like “you should network with all of your relatives 

and friends, asking them if they know of any available jobs.”  The reason for this contradiction is 

simple.  They cannot guarantee that you will find a job through their department.  In fact, the 

prime motivation for a career counselor working in a college career center is finding a job for the 

overachieving student, not for the average student.  The job of a career counselor is to represent 

the best interests of the university.  In their eyes, the university is best represented by the 

overachieving student.  Career counselors believe that their job is to link overachieving students 

with the best companies, second tier students with second tier companies, and so on, in that order 

of preference.  If the available jobs left over for the average student are undesirable or non-

existent, the advice of the career counselor is simply to “ask your relatives” or to “check the 

Internet”, both of which you don't need a career counselor for.  Career counselors will often point 

out non-academic qualities (character, personality) which they believe to be as important or more 

important than GPA score in landing an interview or a job.  If this were strictly true, the average 

student (who often has an advantage in non-academic areas) would often be capable of reducing 

the deficiencies between themselves and overachieving students, and thus securing for 

themselves many interviews and job offers.  However, in truth, non-academic qualities are only 

relevant to employers when comparing two candidates who have nearly equal GPA scores.  Also, 

employers desire first and foremost that candidates are best suited to do the work, with non-

academic qualities useful for separating one equally qualified candidate from another.  The 

advice that career counselors have to give is insufficient because it is not relevant for the average 

student.  Therefore, the average student must accept the fact that they may not land an internship, 

a Co-Op or a job through their career center despite their best efforts, because the college career 

center is not really an adequate resource for the average student. 

 

 Career centers have many resources for all college students, both overachieving and 

average.  They often offer free courses on writing resumes, common interview questions, dress 

codes, “winning” attitudes, the importance of punctuality, procedures for maintaining candidacy 

with a potential employer and strategies for finding jobs.  These services are all useful to the 

average student, but a career center lacks the ability to provide full employment to all of its 

students and therefore the average student should not depend on the career center for anything 

beyond these services.  Also, while it is not true that the college career center is the only source 

of job leads, many career websites post jobs, but these jobs are mostly geared towards people 

who are already working, not “fresh grads” or “new hires”.  Even websites geared towards “fresh 

grads” are of little help, as they are often sparsely populated with few relevant jobs or with jobs 

that are located too far away geographically to be reasonable.  “Jobs Wanted” ads in the 

newspaper are often overlooked in this day and age when so much focus is placed on Internet 

postings, but these too are not often geared towards “junior” or “associate” employees.  The truth 

is that your college career center can be a big bottleneck in your ability to get your career started, 

as they often require you to meet unnecessarily taxing qualifications in order to qualify for the 

opportunity to be chosen for an interview with a company.  At the same time, the average college 



student often finds that the effort involved in meeting career center qualifications is not worth the 

eventual trickle of job leads they receive.  The average student's time is often better spent on 

coursework than on the “busy work” a career center asks its participants to engage in (often 

simply for the benefit of the prestige of the university and having nothing to do with the benefit 

of the student). 

 

 If the average student finds that they are unable to land an internship, a Co-Op or a job in 

their field, they still have many options available to them.  Their first option is to continue taking 

courses, either after the student graduates, or (preferably, because the university may not allow it 

otherwise) by delaying graduation.  This approach involves the “delay tactic” discussed above.  

This option has many advantages.  First, interviewers always inquire as to your employment 

history.  If you continue taking courses, you can tell the interviewer that although you were not 

employed for a period of time, you were taking courses during that time, thus giving you a 

reasonable excuse for not having a solid or continuous work history.  Second, you can continue 

taking courses which may better qualify you for your field of interest and thus differentiate you 

from all the other students with whom you are competing for a job.  Third, by staying enrolled in 

school, you keep your skills fresh and viable, instead of stagnating.  Finally, student loans 

provide temporary income until you can land yourself the position that you are seeking (even if 

you land a job half-way through a semester, and you have to drop your courses to be able to 

attend work, it is probably ok financially because the money you have lost for this one semester 

will probably not add too much to the monthly payment on your student loans, if you do have 

student loan debt).   

 

Another option available to the average student is to get a job outside their college major 

or field of interest.  This option is not absolutely desirable because it lessens the time that the 

person has during working hours to go to interviews, but it allows the student to receive income 

until job markets improve or until another option becomes available.  Also, instead of waiting 

until the last possible minute after graduating from school to wind up searching for a job in a 

field outside their major, it is wise for the average student to employ another component of the 

“delay tactic” which involves working part time while attending school part time.  This approach 

provides a steady inflow of income, and it has the added bonus of providing the average student 

with a solid base of employment when school ends, from which they can advance toward their 

chosen field.  If the student is lucky, the work will be related to their major, and will look good to 

future employers.  University policy and college career centers often frown on part-time 

enrollment.  However, without a “backup” plan, the average student may find themselves left 

“high and dry” with no plan at all, with little help from a college career center that provides 

absolutely no advice for the average college student and no help from a university bureaucracy 

whose sole function is to process loan checks or to administer tests. 

 

“You need to be involved in a Co-op or an internship or you won’t be able to compete 

against the students who have these experiences.” 

 

Students often feel that a Co-Op or one or more internships is the key to landing a job after 

graduation.  Parents, friends, co-workers and counselors will often press this necessity.  While 

this may be true for the overachieving student, the average student is much less likely to land a 

Co-Op or an internship.  Companies hire college students for Co-Op and internship positions 



because for them it is a low-cost method of training potential new hires, while also allowing 

them to market themselves to overachieving students and the university at large.  The average 

college student is largely ignored during this process, because companies select the 

overachieving students, not the average students, to participate in these programs.  Therefore, 

although college career centers often push the idea that it is essential for all students to secure an 

internship or a Co-Op in order to land a job after graduation, this is not realistic.  There are a 

limited number of these positions available, and the competition for them is fierce.  Even for the 

largest companies, who offer internships more for “cheap labor” and prestige than for future 

recruitment and therefore may have a greater number of positions available, the average student 

will always be forced to compete for the limited supply of positions available.  Oftentimes, the 

college career center has strict GPA score requirements which would prohibit the average student 

from participating in Co-Ops.  In this case, the average student is forced to focus on obtaining 

one or more internships instead of participating in a Co-Op, which may require more time and 

effort to acquire, if they are acquirable at all.  Therefore, while college career centers often 

require students to devote a significant amount of time to preparing and submitting applications 

and attending mandatory meetings, the average college student will find that these activities are 

largely a wasted effort if the companies that are recruiting are ignoring the average student.  The 

average student should therefore devote as little time as possible toward obtaining a Co-Op or 

internships, because their main objective (as discussed previously) is to maximize their GPA 

score.  Spending time on obtaining an internship, with little “return on investment”, will likely 

adversely affect GPA score.  If, however, the average student feels that they have the ability to 

secure an internship due to their current GPA score and/or their extra-curricular activities, an 

internship is highly suggested as it is true that it is a positive element to add to a resume.  Co-Ops 

and internships are not guaranteed, so the average student should view them as a bonus and less 

of a necessity to their career. 

 

 In addition, the average student should look to securing a part-time job in their field or a 

related field as an alternative to a Co-op or an internship.  This alternative works best when the 

student attends school part-time.  The reason is that employers typically frown upon giving their 

full-time employees hiatuses to attend school, for instance when summer break has ended.  

Employers prefer steady, reliable employees who are good workers and who are committed to a 

long term position.  Students who are looking for short-term work during their breaks are 

therefore severely limited in their ability to obtain meaningful work experience outside of the 

standard Co-Op or internship.  Instead, an alternative tactic for the average college student would 

be to change their university status from full-time to part-time, and work in a long-term 

employment position part-time.  Upon graduating, this average college student would likely have 

some of the significant real-world experience that Co-Ops and internships are advertised to 

provide, while at the same time providing the added benefit of a “fall-back” position for possible 

full-time employment should the post-graduation job-search extend into several months or 

beyond.  Indeed,  many companies rarely hire for college-level entry or mid-level positions, but 

rather more often hire for “low-level” positions where turn-over is higher.  Therefore, it is to the 

advantage of the average student to get a “foot-in-the-door” of a company as early as possible, 

likely in one of these “low-level” positions.  This tactic can provide a significant edge over other 

average college students who are simply content with taking courses.  However, college 

administrators will often discourage part-time enrollment (as discussed previously), but this 

should be ignored or resisted because the student typically has the final say on this matter. 



 

 “College is much easier than working a 9-to-5 job in the 'real world' and paying bills.” 

 

 It cannot be strictly argued conclusively one way or the other as to whether this myth is 

true or false.  The 9-to-5 job demands strict punctuality, high performance requirements and 

often (unspoken but mandatory) participation in office politics.  College demands looser 

punctuality, minimum performance requirements and strictly voluntary participation in club, 

university or department politics.  The 9-to-5 job often demands attendance Monday through 

Friday, or some variation, with some over-time as necessary.  The college schedule is often more 

dispersed, and depending on the difficulty of the major, “over-time” is mandatory with students 

often working or studying late into the night (“burning the midnight oil”).  Also, college requires 

more discipline than either high school or a 9-to-5 job, because without a supervisor, the college 

student must regulate or manage themselves and avoid procrastination.  A person working a 9-to-

5 job is often supporting a family, while the typical college student is often single without 

dependents, and has the freedom necessary to operate within the college schedule.  College 

students taking out loans are getting themselves increasingly into debt, whereas a person working 

a 9-to-5 job receives income (instead of debt) for the work they perform.  If the end-goal of the 

student is to land a job, then delaying this goal until graduation can be frustrating, considering 

that a 9-to-5 job provides a steady income, whereas a college education may often only provide 

increased loan debt.  College isn't necessarily easier than working a 9-to-5 job, it just requires a 

different set of skills. 

 

 It is well established that college graduates often make more money than their 

counterparts.  However, depending on your college major, this may not be the case.  The average 

college student should investigate the job market associated with their college major closely 

before deciding between work, school, or some variation.  This investigation should include 

more than the information that the university provides, because the university is focused on the 

overachiever student, not the average student.  The average college student should look at job 

postings, in newspapers and on the Internet, and compare their qualifications against the jobs that 

interest them.  They should then make a “best-effort” throughout their college career to obtain 

the skills listed in these job postings in order to differentiate themselves from other students.  

This process should continue beyond the quick perusal of a single newspaper want ad into a 

deeper investigation lasting perhaps weeks or months.  For instance, the student could schedule 

some time for themselves every weekend to read through job postings, perhaps taking notes on 

the skills and experience that are being required.  At this time, the average student will obtain a 

deeper understanding of what the university can offer, as well as what employers are looking for 

in candidates.  In some fields, ads may ask for candidates to have more qualifications than are 

likely to be found in a potential pool of candidates or than are sufficient for the job.  However, 

regardless of the intent of the ad, the qualifications should give the student a good indication of 

the skills that pertain to the field of interest. 

 

 However, skills requested by employers in job postings change often with time, so the 

student should focus on “long-term” skills (well-established computer programs, etc).  Also, 

colleges often do not offer courses to teach many of the skills that are listed in job postings.  

Colleges see themselves mostly in the business of teaching fundamentals that don't change much 

with time.  Also, colleges focus on the overachiever students who will likely be hired following 



graduation by employers solely based on high GPA scores, not necessarily based on workplace 

related skills.  Therefore, colleges are less motivated to tailor their curriculum according to the 

needs of students, but rather by the requests of companies with which they correspond (who also 

focus mostly on overachiever students). In addition, job postings are not geared toward fresh-

graduates but rather toward candidates with experience who obtain these additional skills in the 

workplace.  In other words, companies expect to hire the overachiever student and get them 

trained and up-to-speed in work-related skills, because they have mastered college material and 

they are therefore perceived to be the best prepared candidate for training.  This means that the 

average student is stuck in the classic dilemma: they don't have the skills necessary to land a 

certain job, because they don't have the job that would train them in these same skills they need.  

Colleges wont train them with these skills (which may often be workplace-specific), and 

companies prefer to hire and train overachiever, not average students.  Therefore, the average 

college student is stuck either finding alternative sources of training (i.e.: community college, 

online colleges), or buying a book and training themselves (if possible), on their own time.  The 

average college student will likely have no guidance in the area of obtaining workplace-related 

skills, and therefore (as discussed above), should investigate these skills on their own. 

 

 “You are better off working and getting a paycheck with benefits than sticking it out and 

getting a degree.” 

 

 As discussed above, it is well established that a person with a college degree typically 

makes more money and benefits than their counterparts who lack a college degree.  This fact 

may not necessarily be particularly fair, especially for the 20-year employee who lacks a college 

degree but who is vital to the success of the company in which they work.  The reason for this 

discrepancy is that the managers of most businesses themselves have college degrees, and so 

they very often consider a college degree to be an important prerequisite for higher pay.  Also, 

although it is not often spoken about openly, people with college degrees tend to look down upon 

or discriminate against people who lack college degrees.  Even in the military, where many 

people join for the G.I. Bill or because they don't necessarily wish to make the military their 

career but who need a job while they figure out what to do in college, getting a college degree to 

continue on in the military as an officer is heavily encouraged by the military establishment.  

Therefore, even for people who don't initially feel that they can achieve a college degree, it is 

actually much to their advantage to remain open to the idea of pursuing a college degree in the 

future if not immediately after high school. 

 

 “You are better off working on homework and projects by yourself, because partners 

often slack off and don't get their work done anyway.” 

 

 Courses in college often require that students complete projects, where groups of 

teammates share the workload of the project.  Professors either assign students to groups, 

sometimes using scores from personality tests or each student’s preferences for the project topic, 

or they allow the students to form their own groups.  This process is not always perfect, and a 

student can find themselves paired with both good and bad partners.  Some partners may have a 

heavy course load in their other classes and they may be unable to contribute their share of the 

work necessary to complete the project or to meet project deadlines.  On the other hand, another 

partner may find themselves shouldering a majority of the work of the project, because they may 



be better performers, they may be the leader of the group, or because the other partners simply 

don't contribute.  This situation occurs for most groups, where some partners contribute more 

than others.  Professors do not warn students of this reality, and the overachiever students tend to 

complain that they do all the work.  The average student is at a greater risk for contributing less 

to the group than the overachiever.  In order to avoid being the partner who does not “pull their 

weight”, the average student should make sure to account for any extra workload that a project 

might require.  This means that the average student should consider taking “easier” courses 

during the same semester that they take project-based courses.  These courses could be from the 

set of courses that are required for graduation (i.e.: American History), but oftentimes those 

courses are fairly challenging in their own right.  Therefore, the average student should consider 

taking some “filler” courses that don’t require homework, for instance physical education 

courses.  However, this may not be a possibility, and the average student may find that they have 

less time for their remaining courses because they spend so much time on a project-based course.  

In this case, the average student will need to manage their schedule very closely in order to make 

sure that they contribute their fair share of work to their projects. 

 

 The overachiever student is likely to have the opinion that they are better off working on 

projects alone, because they often claim to be responsible for a majority of the work that goes 

into the project teams that they belong to.  However, the average student should not allow 

themselves to hold this belief, because there are many reasons why the average student should 

prefer working in teams, whether or not the work is for a project-based course or simply for 

routine homework.  When people work in teams, ideas that occur to one person can be shared 

with others and vice versa.  This back and forth between partners speeds up both the productivity 

and the learning process of all involved.  When students work alone, they miss out on this back 

and forth process.  Students who don't work with partners will tend to fall behind the students 

who do work in teams.  Therefore, it is important for the average student to find one or more 

partners with whom they can get along with and for whom they feel that all involved contribute 

to the partnership about equally.  Thus, a social element is important in forming teams, which 

professors often do not bother aiding students with or informing students about.  Therefore, the 

onus is on the average student to find suitable project and homework partners.  This is especially 

challenging for students enrolled in difficult majors, where a majority of the people are 

overachiever students and who prefer working alone. 

 

 The average student must make a concerted effort to find other like-minded students 

(both overachiever and average) with whom they can work with for every course for which they 

find partnerships necessary.  This effort is best made early on in the semester of a course, but also 

early on in the career of the student.  Students who make a lot of friends in their major will often 

coordinate so that they end up taking courses at the same time, such that they can work together 

as partners on their shared course work.  However, students change majors or drop out of school, 

although with less frequency as they progress through their program, causing a certain amount of 

social upheaval to be expected.  At the same time, students who already have a sufficient 

network of friends are usually less likely to incorporate new people into their network as they 

progress through their program.  In balance, it is better for the average student to form a network 

of colleague students early on in their career, with some turnover along the way, in order to have 

a support system to rely on for notes, ideas, homework solutions, old versions of tests to study 

from (chapters of professional societies, i.e.: ASME – American Society of Mechanical 



Engineers, may have these), changes to the course schedule or syllabus, and so on.  Difficult 

courses are usually graded on a curve, which means that each student is graded with respect to all 

of the other students in the course.  So those students who cooperate together will tend to do 

better together in the course.  In addition, working with partners increases a student's awareness 

about the level of quality that is sufficient in order to perform well in a course with respect to the 

other students.  Average students who fail to focus on this social aspect of their course work 

regimen will suffer from a real deficiency for which they will find it difficult to recover from, 

unless they make significant moves to correct the deficiency. 

 

 “You need to strictly schedule yourself in order to keep up with deadlines and to stay 

motivated.” 

 

 Many students (both overachiever and average) hold the opinion that in order to succeed 

in college, they need to have a strict schedule, with day-planners, calendars and deadline-notes 

carefully updated.  However, this is not completely true.  Although the student should keep 

careful track of deadlines and manage their progress in coursework accordingly, the college 

environment is such that once the deadline passes, the work is turned in, graded and the student 

moves on to the next assignment.  This situation is different from a 9-to-5 job, where the 

employee puts in extra overtime, or management adds more people to the assignment or pushes 

back the deadline in order to complete the assignment at a sufficient level of quality.  However, 

in order for the student to prepare for the requirements of a 9-to-5 job, the student should focus 

on producing quality output in the allotted time which course deadlines require.  This situation is 

the closest that the student can get to the 9-to-5 regimen from the college experience. 

 

 In a 9-to-5 job, the manager informs the employee of the schedule, and the employee is 

motivated by this schedule, as well as by their paycheck and benefits.  In college, the student is 

motivated by the desire to learn, the desire for a good GPA score, and the desire to get a job after 

graduation.  However, the average college student has many other distractions which can deter 

them from staying on track.  These include video games, movies, friends, music, parties, meals, 

chores, family and so on.  These distractions can be managed and course deadlines met without 

the strict time-keeping that some students rely on.  The key tactic is to use these distractions as 

rewards for completion of coursework.  Only when a significant milestone has been achieved, 

which the student decides on ahead of time, should the student engage in the “distraction 

activity.” (call a friend and talk for 10 minutes, play a video game for 10 minutes, have a cup of 

coffee, etc.)  In this “milestone-based” schedule, the student will accomplish many of their 

academic goals, while at the same time fulfilling their outside needs, without needing a strict 

scheduling system.  Also, since the act of meeting a milestone is open-ended, the student will 

tend to work until they complete a task, instead of stopping prematurely.  This means that the 

student will tend to get more work done faster.  This approach requires that the student develop 

and maintain an active list of “distraction activity” rewards (it shouldn’t be hard to come up with 

some).  This approach of a “milestone-based” distraction schedule can then be carried over to an 

office setting after graduating from college. 

 

 Certain distractions from coursework tend to occur at strict times, like class times, meals, 

homework deadlines and tests.  These distractions can be accommodated, while all other tasks 

should tend to fit into the “milestone-based” schedule.  The key with the milestone-based 



schedule is to pick proper milestones.  If a student picks “completion of all homework for all 

courses for the current week” as their milestone, they may be forced to quit prematurely in order 

to make it to class on time.  However, if the milestone is simply “the current homework set for 

one course for the current week”, the student will probably have time to engage in a distraction 

activity before moving on to another task.  The other key to this schedule is to keep distraction 

activities short, around say 10 – 15 minutes for every hour spent working.  The student will need 

to enforce some discipline on themselves to keep distraction activities short, and not to let their 

interests be subsumed by their distractions.  If the distractions get to be too time consuming, the 

schedule won’t work and the student’s goals won’t be met.  Engaging in distraction activities 

while at the same time meeting academic goals is the key to staying motivated in a course. 

 

 “The amount of time that you spent working and studying and the schedule that you kept 

in high school should still roughly work for you in a college setting.” 

 

 In high school, the schedule that you kept was enforced by the school and the clubs in 

which you belonged.  As a student in a typical high school, you may have had some choice as to 

the order in which the classes were held, but for the most part your schedule was strictly 

enforced.  The coursework in most high schools is challenging but is insufficient preparation for 

college-level work except for the best high school performers.  When the average high school 

student arrives at college, they often find that the loose college schedule is difficult to handle 

because the college schedule requires only a few hours of class per day and does not offer the 

structure and guidance provided by a day in a high school setting.  Instead, the student is 

expected to use the experience they learned in high school to manage their day in a college 

setting.  More often than not, college students find that they must balance their new, more 

random and spread out schedule against a workload that is more difficult.  In general, this means 

that the average student must spend more time studying and doing homework than they were 

accustomed to doing in high school.  Even students that were enrolled in honors or advanced 

placement programs in high school will find that college-level work is very demanding.  The 

average student should not expect that studying in college will be “business as usual” as may 

have been their performance in high school.  Instead, the average student should expect to need 

to work on their study habits by increasing their level of discipline.  In other words, they should 

expect to spend more time studying than previously they had been used to.  This means that they 

will inevitably need to find ways to alleviate boredom in order that it will not distract them or 

cause them to waste too much time outside of their studies.  Planning “distraction activities” 

within a “milestone-based” schedule as mentioned above goes a long way toward achieving the 

necessary discipline.  Also, the average student should avoid spending too much time at meals or 

at meetings which might distract from their studies.  Instead, the average student should allocate 

their free time to planned social events which do not interfere with their studies.  After the 

average student gets used to the increased level of discipline that is required in a college setting, 

the student should find that their study habits and their ability to manage college-level material 

will both increase in quality.  However, due to the ramping up of the difficulty of college-level 

material, this process may need to be repeated periodically.  The average college student should 

expect that they will need to revise their study habits from time to time in order to keep pace 

with the material.   

 

 “Libraries, coffee shops and bookstores are good places to study.” 



 

 As stated previously, the college schedule is usually much looser than the high school 

schedule.  In addition, the college student is usually constrained by a limited supply of sufficient 

locations for study.  For instance, due to the large number of college students and the relatively 

limited number of locations for study on most campuses, college students usually find that it is 

difficult to locate good places to study on a daily basis.  They tend to fight with other students for 

seats in the library, at coffee shops or at bookstores.  Time that the college student spends 

jockeying for places to study is time the student could otherwise spend studying.  This is wasted 

time that high school students usually don't have to worry about, since most high school students 

are given time to do homework in study halls or in school libraries which have plenty of space to 

accommodate their students.  In college, students must organize their own study time, with the 

understanding that a typical college day requires far fewer hours of class time, where the chunk 

of time left over is then in theory available for college students to tackle the harder material of 

the college regimen.  However, even if the college student had all of the available time in a 

standard college day for study, they often find that it is not sufficient to complete all of their 

work, and they often put in overtime by staying up late into the night working.  Compound this 

with the fact that the average college student often ends up fighting for study space at the library, 

at coffee shops or at bookstores, and the already limited study time that is available is even more 

limited.  Therefore, it is essential that the average college student minimize the amount of time 

that they spend looking for study space every day.  This is best accomplished by finding reliable 

study space which does not have a lot of competition for use.  This task is difficult to gage 

because the availability of public study space changes with the time of day and the time of year. 

 

 Some students require total silence while studying, while others need the environmental 

noise of other students to keep them engaged.  In fact, the best space to study is not at the library, 

at coffee shops or at bookstores, but rather usually the best place to study is at the student's 

residence, especially when the student works best in relative seclusion, or when the student has a 

lot of books and notes to lug around.  Oftentimes, the effort involved in moving from library, to 

coffee shop, to bookstore in a search to find an empty seat, and then finally unpacking all of a 

student's gear in a crowded coffee shop is not worth the trip if the student could have saved 

valuable time by staying home instead.  For students who live in communal housing or in 

dormitories, this may not be the case, since the high traffic of students in and out of the residence 

reduces a student's ability to be productive.    In this case, the college student may be forced to 

locate a reliable study space away from their residence, but doing this is usually fairly difficult.  

Therefore, it is best for the average college student to attempt to move into housing where 

reliable study space is available.  Many students enter college without knowledge about what 

their study space needs are.  High school students should assess their needs closely prior to 

choosing their college residence.  This will help determine how the student will manage their 

study time, and how effective their study time will be for their chosen type of residence. 

 

 “Professional societies associated with your college major have nothing significant to 

offer, and only serve as lame resume padding for students who become officers in these 

organizations.” 

 

 While much is said by university officials about the importance of professional societies, 

it turns out that only a select few students, usually composed of the overachiever students, are 



allowed to serve as officers in these organizations.  In effect, the average student therefore often 

comes to the conclusion that since they have nothing to contribute to these societies, they must 

only be important as resume filler for the officers, or for whatever bake sale fund raiser they 

might be hosting on any given week.  Sometimes these societies host cookouts, picnics or 

parties, but these can be notoriously anti-social events, especially when they invite professors to 

show up (who often ignore most of the students except for their favorite overachiever students).  

Thus, the average student may believe that for them, these societies are a waste of time in which 

to participate.  However, this is not true.  Some of these societies may keep copies of old tests on 

file, so that a student who is registered with the society can check them out from the club office, 

and use them to make copies of and study from.  This is a great advantage for the average student 

about which professors often fail to inform students, because the professors hope that students 

will master the material from their notes and the textbook, not from old tests.  Old tests are not a 

substitute for study (truthfully, this is not just a line the professors will feed you), but rather a 

supplement or a guide for further study and a good indication about what the professor believes 

is the “take away” from the class.  Also, networking with members from the professional society 

associated with their major can give the average student some indication beyond the course 

catalog about the nature of the courses in their major, their difficulty and their structure.  In 

addition, getting to know the officers in the professional society of their major is one way of 

getting to know some of the “key players” within their major and thus the kind of people they 

can expect to be working with in their future career.  The social aspect of working is as important 

as the technical demands of working.  If the student finds that they are miserable working with 

other students within their major, they can expect to be miserable working alongside co-workers 

at their future job.  If the student finds that they have trouble getting along with anyone within 

their chosen major, this is another key indicator or flag that they might wish to switch their major 

to something that aligns better with their social inclinations. 

 

 Getting along with the people in the professional society is not necessarily a prerequisite 

for pursuing a degree in that major.  However, in the future when the average student graduates 

and goes off to work, they will find themselves working alongside people with the same 

temperament as many of the officers in the professional society of their major.  Therefore, if the 

average student finds that they don't get along with many of the people in their professional 

society, it could be that either they don't get along with overachiever students, or rather that they 

don't fit in with people within their chosen major.  This also applies, of course, to most of the 

other students met during classes.  In high school, simply getting a sufficient GPA score was 

sufficient for many average students.  However, in college the major that a student enrolls in is in 

theory supposed to apply directly toward a future career.  Therefore, if the average student feels 

that they don't fit in with their “colleagues” in college, they will likely find that they don't fit in 

with them in the workplace later on.  Therefore, the average student should consider how well 

they “fit in” with “the club” that is their college major when they first enroll in it.  Otherwise, 

they may find later on that they wish to change their major (after they've already wasted 

significant time and money taking courses in their current major), or that after they graduate and 

get a job related to their major they may find that they wish to change jobs.  It is much better to 

make changes early on when it costs less money and effort than later on when it is much more 

difficult.  In conclusion, professional societies offer a variety of opportunities for the average 

college student to explore how they fit in with their chosen college major. 

 



 “College is a time to get as far away from home as possible in order to maximize your 

freedom.” 

 

 The support system that you grow up with, your parents, relatives and friends, is an 

important resource.  The average student may feel that they need to break away from their 

parents and friends, in order to branch out and operate as an independent adult.  This is true to a 

point.  However, operating completely alone is extremely difficult and relies upon luck more 

than anything else.  It is important, especially for the average student that they don't branch out 

too far from their “support network”, because they have enough other concerns to worry about 

than that of creating a new support network from scratch.  If the average student moves away 

from home to a college that is located far away, they will most likely need to develop a 

completely new set of friends, as well as try and keep in contact with their parents and relatives.  

This is a difficult experience for the average college student to manage alone.  Instead, a better 

approach is for the average college student to pick a college which is either close to home or 

where a social network is available (for instance, if the student knows of a few other people who 

are also attending the college with whom they will likely socialize).  This way, they can have a 

basis of support from which they can get to know more people, instead of always being the “odd 

person out”, since it is always easier to meet new people if they already have friends on campus 

to support them. 

 

 Moving far away also entails expensive moving costs.  If the average student wishes to 

keep more of their money for books and living expenses, it is wise to consider going to a college 

nearby their home.  Moving expenses and travel costs for going to and returning from home can 

add up quickly.  Also, the time required for moving and traveling could be better spent doing 

something else (like studying, socializing, working, et cetera).  Therefore, the average student 

should consider location and cost as well as the quality of the college before settling on a specific 

one. 

 

 In addition, freedom from control of your parents is not necessarily a good rationale for 

moving far away from home.  Rather, the quality of the program that the average college student 

is considering should be worth the effort of traveling if the college is located far away from 

home.  Picking a far flung destination mostly for the reason that it is located far from parents is 

not wise because many students have moved to a far away college only to return within a year 

because they were homesick or because they couldn't manage the many conflicting demands that 

living far from home can generate. 

 

 Finally, it is important that the student gage where they wish to live after they graduate.  

It is true that in our modern society there are national job postings that give people the ability to 

move to wherever the jobs are.  However, the difficulty of students moving far away from 

support networks remains just as significant for students that graduate from college and become 

employees of a company far from home.  It is likely that the college degree that a student obtains 

will only be respected in cities that are within the same region as the college that the student 

attended.  However, the student may prefer to return to their home city or region to get a job.  

Unfortunately, if the student attends a college far from home, they may find it difficult to return 

home and use their college degree to get a job there.  The lack of knowledge from recruiters 

about a student’s college may keep them from getting a job at home, because lack of knowledge 



is also lack of respect.  Also, the absence of alumni of the faraway school at home could mean 

that the student is overlooked by alumni of other schools.  Basically, the student should plan to 

go to a college near where they also want to live after graduation. 

 

 “College is the only time that you will have to explore your horizons.” 

 

 Students are encouraged to explore their horizons in high school, and they have many 

opportunities to explore their horizons in college.  However, many students feel that they will 

have to “get serious” after they graduate and get their first job.  For the typical college graduate 

this is not the case.  Most college graduates working 9-to-5 jobs are still exploring their horizons 

all throughout their twenties.  Actually, many college graduates (including former average 

college students) with bachelor's degrees are unsatisfied with their job prospects, and eventually 

return to school for an advanced degree.  Also, the increased amount of free time that the 

working lifestyle affords often allows people the freedom to continue hobbies and interests that 

they may have ignored while in college.  In fact, it is often necessary to sacrifice many hobbies 

and interests during college in order to keep up with coursework.  This is a necessary evil which 

the average college student should be prepared to accept, since although it may not seem so at 

the time, college is a temporary span of time that will eventually come to an end (often too soon 

for some). 

 

 However, college is a good time for the average college student to make a list of their 

interests and to prioritize their favorite college majors.  If their current college major doesn't 

work out for them, the student can use their prioritized list of college majors to pick their next 

favorite major.  This process can then repeat as many times as necessary until the student has 

settled into a college major in which they both excel and enjoy.  This tactic is of course the ideal 

situation that is never completely realized, because colleges have rules to discourage students 

from changing college majors too frequently.  Therefore, it is important that the average college 

student continually work toward identifying how well they fit in with their chosen college major 

so as to avoid unnecessary college major changes much later on. 

 

 “College is a great time to meet new people.” 

 

 College is a stage in a person's life when they have the opportunity to meet a lot of new 

people, both from different geographic and from different cultural backgrounds.  In addition, 

college is a good time to make new lasting friendships which will carry over into a person's 

future life beyond college.  However, the average college student should be careful about 

expecting too much from the “college experience”.  Universities present much “propaganda” to 

the student which touts the many wonderful experiences that await a student the day they set foot 

on campus.  Some students will take away more from the opportunities afforded by college than 

others, and nothing is given to the student that they will not have to earn.  Meeting new people 

can actually be a lot of hard work, especially when a person meets a lot of new people with 

whom they do not readily “click” before they ever make a true friend.  It usually takes a 

significant amount of time to make close friends, so the average student should expect to make 

many acquaintances along the way.  Also, it is important for the average college student to keep 

their expectations low enough that they don't have their expectations dashed the minute a minor 

social obstacle presents itself.  This means that the student should be open to “hanging out” with 



many different types of people before they settle into one or more cliques.  In fact, it is likely that 

with the many upheavals of people graduating and new people arriving, these cliques will change 

often anyway. 

 

 Some people rely mostly on their courses as a source for meeting new people.  While this 

may work for some people, this is generally a poor approach.  First, most of the people in a 

course are mostly interested in the course material and in getting a good grade in the course, not 

so much interested in meeting a new person from a course.  Second, most people have 

independent schedules which means people are in a rush to get to their next course, to meet a 

friend, to get to their job, or to find a place to study.  Third, professors look down upon 

socializing during their lectures, so socializing is mostly contained to immediately before and 

after class (which is unfortunately when students are rushing off somewhere).  Fourth, the only 

thing that most students have in common in a course is their shared interest of the course topic.  

This shared interest may be lacking if the course is simply a requirement for graduation.  It is 

probably pure chance that an average student would have much in common with any other 

random person they would meet in a course.  Therefore, unless the student is persistent (and 

lucky), meeting people in a course is arduous, mostly unrewarding work, and bonding with a 

person in a course is unlikely.  One exception is when a student must form or join a group for 

project work.  This is when the student must form a working relationship with the other people in 

the group in order to accomplish the goal of completing the project successfully.  The bonding 

experience that the student has with the other members of the project group is often enough to 

form at least cordial acquaintanceships if not close friendships, which may be useful to the 

student in later courses when cooperation with fellow students can yield improved study (or very 

rarely later on when looking for a job after graduation). 

 

 A better approach for meeting new people in college is to join a club, a fraternity or a 

sorority.  These organizations exist almost solely as outlets for socializing.  Even if the student 

has little interest in any of the organizations that are available, it is best if the student picks their 

favorite of those available and attempts to get involved in at least one or more.  Students 

involved in the organization will at least have the shared interest of the main purpose of the 

organization (rugby, sailing, dancing, parties, etc.), which is better than simply running into a 

random stranger in class and attempting to strike up a conversation.  Also, the planned events 

sponsored by these organizations can be best for a time-constrained student, or for students who 

are far from home, who don't wish to construct their own social calendar from scratch every 

weekend.  Joining clubs can be a difficult process, where well-established members tend to 

“screen” new candidates, making meeting new people tiresome or disappointing.  Therefore, the 

average college student should expect that it may take considerable time and effort to become 

“established” in an organization, and should avoid feeling discouraged, as the process may take 

some time to be fruitful.  The students who get the most out of clubs and the Greek system are 

the ones who commit to sticking with the group for a longer term stretch.  Turnover is likely in 

any group but the ones that stick around make the most connections.  On the other hand, when 

opportunities for social events present themselves, the student should take advantage of them 

instead of putting them off, because social networks in college tend to form early on, and it is 

best to participate in events rather than to abstain from them if the student wishes to be a part of a 

social network of acquaintances and friends. 

 



 “You will have plenty of time to form friendships and socialize after the serious business 

of getting a college degree is completed.” 

 

 People are social creatures who rely on communication with other people for nearly 

every aspect of their lives.  College is a time in a person's life when they learn basic socializing 

skills and life-skills which allow them to be independent and functioning members of society.  

Also, future employers expect that their employees will have at least a moderate ability to 

socialize with their co-workers in order that they will be able to “get along” with everybody at 

work.  This means that students who are heavily concerned with academics at the expense of 

their social skills will be at a disadvantage when they eventually participate in interviews, 

interact with co-workers, or handle daily chores where they have to interact with people.  Also, 

for most students, a lack of a social life has a serious detrimental effect on their academic 

performance, which implies that some form of socializing is necessary for students to maintain 

their academic productivity.  On the other hand, employers are mostly concerned with the ability 

of their employees to perform the tasks with which they are assigned, and expect that social 

skills are a given.  Non-work-related socializing is expected and tolerated in the workplace, but 

as with academic performance, the assigned tasks and the company's ability to be profitable are 

clearly more important than the socializing of its employees.  Therefore, it is important for the 

average student to strike a balance between a level of adequate socializing and diligent academic 

scholarship.  When one area suffers, the other area tends to suffer as well.  The exact proportion 

of socializing to academics is not the same for every student, because this relationship is based 

on the emotional well-being of the individual, rather than on a strict formula.  Satisfying this 

relation is an ongoing process, which the student should re-evaluate on a periodic basis in order 

to make sure that they are not socializing too much or too little. 

 

 “Your high school friends won’t mean anything to you anymore when you make new 

friends in college.” 

 

 As stated previously, it is important to maintain a strong foundation upon which you can 

build your college experience.  However, many of your high school friends will go in directions 

different from your own direction.  This means that you will likely be forced to develop a new 

set of friendships and acquaintanceships when you head off to college.  Some people readily 

welcome this change, while others deal with this change with some trepidation.  The ideal 

situation is to not lose any of your high school friendships, but rather to maintain them while at 

the same time working at making new friendships in college.  In this way, the average college 

student may expand their social network instead of contracting it, which is always easier to do 

when they have a basis to start from rather than at the other extreme where they start from 

scratch and have no friends.  Moving to a faraway city to attend college usually means starting 

from scratch in regards to having friendship networks.  Staying in your hometown usually means 

keeping your existing friendship networks in place.  The reality is that most people start from 

somewhere in between these two extremes. 

 

 Ultimately, the friendships that a person forms in high school may remain strong long 

after high school and long after college, if that is a priority to the person, who must work to 

maintain their friendships.  A person should not expect that they will be forced to give up their 

high school friends, but they should realize that after graduation from high school, a person may 



simply drift apart from those people.  Therefore, it is vitally important that the average college 

student should make forming new friendships and getting to know new people an important 

priority.  The transition from high school to college is an unstable time, and the average college 

student should assume that making new friends in college is absolutely necessary in order to 

ensure that they do not end up without any friends once high school is over (or for that matter 

once college has ended). 

 

 “Fraternities and Sororities are mostly for partiers or for people who feel that they need to 

'buy' their friends.” 

 

 Fraternities and sororities are not for everyone.  These organizations have earned a 

reputation over time for such negative activities as hazing, binge drinking and excessive 

partying.  Extreme forms of fun, bonding and socializing are appealing to some people.  

However, most colleges work to control these behaviors in order to protect their reputations as 

centers of academic achievement, and therefore much of the more extreme forms of fraternity 

and sorority behavior is usually curbed by the university authorities.  However, the extent to 

which these behaviors are controlled is largely dependent on the effectiveness of the individual 

college policies, and the extent to which these behaviors are attempted or practiced is largely 

dependent on the individual fraternity or sorority.  Also, the stereotypical “frat boy” or “sorority 

girl” type does not appeal to everyone.  One negative portrayal of this stereotype includes preppy 

dress, moneyed parental support, and bland music and cultural tastes.  Others might say that they 

are instead well dressed, blessed with a great family and concerned with normal things that 

matter instead of weird fringe esoterica.  Therefore, it is important for a student who is 

considering joining a fraternity or sorority to research these clubs closely to see if they match one 

such organization and if the stereotypes are true before joining one. 

 

 Fraternities and sororities exist to fulfill many of several different purposes.  Some are 

“service” organizations which espouse development of personal character, responsibility, 

leadership, community service and philanthropy.  Others are “academic” organizations which 

honor academic excellence, achievement and scholarship.  Still others focus on organizing 

“social” events such as formal dances, themed parties and networking.  Although most of these 

organizations focus on just one of these niches, they all share in most of these activities to some 

extent, so that no matter which organization the student selects they are likely to be exposed to at 

least some of the proffered services listed above.  Also, most fraternities and sororities offer 

housing and meals, although the academic organizations may exist without this service.  

Detractors of these services sometimes claim that people who join a fraternity or a sorority are 

“paying to have friends”, or that they represent privilege and snobbish exclusivity.  While it 

might be true for some, not many other organizations or clubs in college offer all of the services 

that fraternities and sororities can offer and many of these organizations recognize these negative 

aspects of past incarnations and actively work to curb elitist tendencies.  Also, depending on the 

size of the college that the student attends, these organizations may be the only option open to a 

student who would otherwise be stuck alone in a strange new town.  On the other hand, 

fraternities and sororities can be an expensive option at some colleges for the average student 

who may simply not have the funds to afford the privilege of belonging to one of these 

organizations. 

 



 There are many alternatives to fraternities and sororities.  Dormitories are where the 

majority of students live at most universities, for at least part of their time in college.  The staff in 

dorms often coordinate social events, and many people who live together in dorms often eat 

meals together or form unofficial social groups.  Some dorms are notorious for certain groups of 

people, for instance the “engineering” dorms or the “partier” dorms, somewhat akin to the 

reputations of some fraternities or sororities.  Dormitories can be official “on-campus” buildings 

managed by the university, or private “off-campus” buildings with often more luxurious 

accommodations but located somewhat further away from the center of campus.  “Cooperatives” 

are available at some universities, which are “student run” housing organizations that require its 

members to perform a token amount of cooking and cleaning duties in exchange for a reasonable 

room and board fee.  These organizations tend to attract more “liberal” students such as 

vegetarians, community organizers and “alternative lifestyle” enthusiasts or people simply not 

comfortable with the options offered by fraternities and sororities or traditional dorms.  In many 

ways, housing options often dictate much of the social options available to a student.  Therefore, 

it is important that the average student selects the housing option which maximizes both their 

academic and their social options.  It is best if the student spends much time researching these 

options far in advance of the time when they will make a transition in their housing 

accommodations. 

 

 “College is the best time to travel.” 

 

 When a person is in college, they have a lot of free time over summer and winter breaks 

to travel.  However, travel expenses can be considerable, and the average college student should 

not expect that they will be able to afford extravagant trips.  Instead, students should assume that 

they will be able to afford luxurious trips later on in life, most likely later on when they have 

established themselves in a career when they can afford such trips.  Instead, they should focus on 

using economy airlines, car pooling with friends on road trips, and exploring local areas.  The 

money that the college student saves from traveling can be better spent on books or living 

expenses.  On the other hand, when the student is working full time and perhaps raising a family, 

they will have much less time available for travel until they have spent many years accruing 

vacation time and when their children are old enough to appreciate travel.  Therefore, college is 

indeed a good time for travel, but the average student is on a budget, so they should stick to 

reasonable travel destinations. 

 

 A good plan is to travel to places where the student knows someone with whom they can 

rely on for lodging and sight-seeing advice.  This saves the student the cost of paying for 

lodging, while allowing the student the opportunity to socialize with their contact, and to rely on 

this person as a source of information about the area.  Without a contact in the area, the student 

must find solutions to all of their travel hurdles on their own.  If the student travels with friends, 

the responsibility and the cost of travel can be divided up between friends, making this burden 

less of an issue.  However, having local information can be  invaluable when otherwise the 

traveling student must rely on pamphlets, brochures, magazines or travel guides which can be 

tedious or biased towards expensive commercial locations. 

 

Navigating School Websites and Catalogs 

 



University websites can be daunting to the first-time viewer, since today’s highly stylized 

websites can contain a wealth of eye-catching information.  Universities are composed of many 

different departments and despite the efforts of web designers, the differences between 

departments often shows up as differences in department web pages.  However, most school sites 

have a similar set of links that organize their top-level content along similar lines.  Most schools 

have links to “Students”, “Academics”, “Athletics”, “Parents”, “Alumni” and “Faculty and 

Staff”.  These 6 links typically constitute the top level categories that most everything else 

associated with the school is organized.  These top level links should be the first research that a 

student and their parents conduct when evaluating a school.  Other links may include libraries, 

research, financial aid, traditions, course schedules, housing and maps.  These are second-level 

links that students and parents can click through on to find more specific information. 

 

The “Students” link typically is concerned with admissions, financial aid and student life.  

“Admissions” deals with the process of applying for admission to the university.  Undergraduate 

and graduate programs are usually presented separately.  Undergraduate programs typically 

require ACT or SAT scores, along with high school grade transcripts.  Admissions reviewers may 

also consider academic rigor of the student’s high school, extra-curricular activities, personal 

achievements, extenuating circumstances due to life struggles, and high school class rank.  Some 

undergraduate programs require a portfolio of high school work, possibly complemented by 

original essays.  Graduate programs typically require GRE, MCAT or LSAT scores depending on 

the program, along with college grade transcripts and a minimum GPA requirement.  

Undergraduate programs may require recommendation letters from one or more high school 

teachers.  Graduate programs may require letters of recommendation from professors or people 

in the student’s life who can vouch for the student’s quality such as employers.  Foreign students 

may be required to have a TOEFL (Test of English as a Foreign Language) or similar score.  

There may also be a section on “testing and placement” where students who wish to “test out” of 

a course can take a qualifying exam.  In addition to test scores, undergraduate students may be 

required to have proof of having completed specific high school coursework.  Admission in 

either undergraduate or graduate programs may be as a degree-seeking, non-degree seeking or as 

a certificate student.  Students may qualify as either domestic, foreign or transfer students.  

Undergraduates who have transferred from another undergraduate university may be required to 

present their transcripts from the other university and enroll under the transfer students track.  

Admission as an undergraduate usually must be completed by a “deadline” date sometime before 

the desired start semester.  For instance, for a student who wishes to begin school in the fall, the 

school application deadline may be for instance December 1st of the previous year.  Some 

schools (i.e.: large state schools) often accept applications after their deadline, but 

accommodations such as housing may be hard to come by as dormitory housing is usually on a 

first come, first served basis.  Applicants may be allowed to complete an application to the 

university online via the school website, while still requiring students to mail physical copies of 

transcripts and portfolio work.  Universities may have the ability to report application status on 

the school website.  Some programs may also require that the student complete a resume listing 

employment, honors and awards, community service and other activities that are not listed in 

other required documents.  Schools will typically require a one-time application fee to pay for 

the processing of the student’s application. 

 

The section on “Financial Aid” typically lists information on scholarships, loans, grants, 



student employment and cost of attendance (tuition and fees).  To be eligible for loans, grants 

and work-study (paid student employment with the university where income is used toward 

paying university tuition and expenses), the student must fill out the FAFSA (Free Application 

for Federal Student Aid) application.  Generally this application must be completed every 

January 1st prior to the upcoming school year.  For instance, for a student planning their financial 

aid for September 1st 2016, the FAFSA for that school year must by filled out by January 1st, 

2016.  The financial aid section should have information about this application.  This cost of 

attendance information can be used to compare the costs between universities, which for many 

students is a “bottom line” indicator on whether or not the student is able to attend the university.  

Information about “residency” (living status of a student: in-state or out-of-state) may be 

available here for purposes of determining the rate of tuition that will be applied to the student. 

 

The section on “Student Life” or campus life typically includes information on extra-

curricular activities, housing and dining, athletics, student organizations, student services and 

activities in the surrounding town, city or community.  Students may be required to apply for 

housing with a non-refundable application fee and with either a rolling deadline where students 

are accepted on a first come, first served basis or a hard deadline where on-campus housing is no 

longer available after the deadline has expired.  Extra-curricular activities typically includes  

 

The “Academics” link is typically associated with colleges and degree programs.  

“Academics” may also contain course descriptions and course registration.   

 

The “Athletics” link typically showcases the school’s varsity athletic programs, club 

sports and fitness centers.  The “Parents” link typically is the landing place for information for 

parent involvement and concerns, including campus safety, new student information, university 

events and newsletters.  The “Alumni” link typically accepts donations and provides transcripts, 

diplomas, an alumni directory, career centers and university news.  The “Faculty and Staff” link 

typically includes information pertaining to employees of the university which is not usually 

very relevant to prospective students and their parents. 

 

Top Level Links Sub Topic Links 

Students Admissions, Financial Aid, Student Life 

Academics Colleges, Degree Programs, Course Descriptions, Course Registration 

Athletics Varsity Athletic Programs 

Parents Campus Safety, New Students Information, University Events, Newsletters 

Alumni Fund Raising, Transcripts, Diplomas, Alumni Directory, Career Centers 

Faculty and Staff Employee Resources 

 

 

Choosing a Major 

 

 For some people, selecting a college major is tough work.  A student may have some idea 

of the kinds of topics which interest them, based on their abilities in high school and based on the 

dreams that they have entertained about themselves in their younger years.  However, in general 

high schools do not do a good job of educating the student so that they will be prepared to make 

a sound decision about choosing a college major.  The reason is that high schools do not wish to 



push their students in a direction that a student may later reject.  Instead, students are simply 

encouraged to do their own soul-searching on this matter, perhaps with some general advice 

about schools and the many programs that are offered, along with some official literature.  This 

approach is perhaps enough to get a student started in the direction of doing their own research, 

but it is insufficient if a student is to decide on a college major that they will need to fully invest 

themselves in, starting from their first day of college class. 

 

 In order to choose a college major, the student should weigh three things: their 

“Abilities”, their “Interest Level” and the “Marketability” of the major.  The student’s “Abilities” 

include all talents that the student feels that they possess which sets them apart from others and 

makes them special.  There is a good chance that the student has already identified these talents 

and is already pursuing them in their high school activities.  A student could be a visual thinker 

and be good with drawings, visualizing complex patterns or organizing colors and shapes.  The 

student could be a literal thinker and be good with names, lists, analyzing data or memorizing 

facts.  The student could be good with math and logic, meaning that they would be good at hard 

sciences.  The student could be good with symbols or language, making them good at 

communicating information.  The student could be good with social functions, giving them great 

charisma and allowing them to make friends easily and often.  The student could be in touch with 

their emotions, giving them great insight into people’s motivations and great empathy for others.  

The student could be a natural leader with good decision-making prowess and character.  The 

student could have a physical talent, giving them great athleticism.  The student could be attuned 

to musicality and drama, giving them a great sense for expression.  Most people will likely have 

one or more “Abilities”.  An overachiever student may excel in many areas, whereas the average 

student may be a “jack of all trades, master of none”.  However great or small these talents are, 

the student needs to evaluate their talents in order to choose a major. 

 

The student needs to assess their talents carefully.  Most people are proficient in many 

areas, but having a talent in something means that the person is gifted in such a way that they can 

compete successfully against others such that their gift is sought and appreciated.  A good way 

for the student to go about this would be to compose a list of their “Abilities” and rank them on a 

simple scale of 1 – 10, with 1 being “no talent” and 10 being “master talent”.  This seems simple 

enough on first inspection, but it is up to the student to decide what constitutes a “1” and what 

constitutes a “10”.  For instance, is the ranking based on 18 year-old students just entering 

college, or is the student ranked against anybody of any age.  A ranking of “8” for knowledge of 

Math for an 18 year-old might only be a “3” for a math professor at a major university.  A 

ranking of “8” for jogging and running in a high school track and field team might only be a “3” 

for an Olympic quality sprinter.  Whereas a ranking of “8” for an 18 year-old that is naturally 

gifted with a wonderful singing voice might stand up well against a 35 year-old and remain for 

them a ranking of “8”.  The student can decide if the rankings should all be “relative” (i.e. 8 for 

high schoolers, 3 for everybody), or “absolute” (8 for everybody).  The student could even 

choose to mix the ranking styles with some “relative” and some “absolute”.  However it is that 

the student wishes to approach ranking, this exercise will give them a better appreciation for their 

talents.  Also, the student should try to be as honest as possible with themselves with these 

rankings.  The student can even ask friends and family who know the student well to rank the 

student’s abilities, giving friends and family the talent list so that they can rank each talent 

(letting them know which talents are to be ranked “relative” to other 18 year olds and which 



talents are to be ranked “absolute” with respect to all people of any age).  Comparing the 

rankings you make for yourself against those of others who rank you can alleviate some of the 

bias you might unknowingly interject into your own rankings. 

 

Ranking your “Abilities” is the first step.  Now you know what you are good at, but what 

do you actually like doing?  A lot of the time these are one in the same, but not always.  So, next 

comes determining your “Interest Level”.  Everyone has talents in something and both the 

overachiever student and the average student should focus on aligning their talents with their 

college major.  Picking a college major for which you have no “Abilities” will mean that you 

struggle needlessly with something for which you are not well suited.  But picking a college 

major for which you have no “Interest Level” will also lead to the same struggle.  Obviously, 

having both no “Ability” and no “Interest Level” in an area is to be avoided.  Also, oftentimes it 

is the case that areas for which you have “Ability” will lead you to have “Interest Level”.  For 

instance, people good at math may find hard science fields (that use a lot of math) to be very 

fulfilling.  However, letting your parents push you or pushing yourself into picking a college 

major for which you may have “Ability” but no “Interest Level” will not motivate you to do 

well, either in college or in the working world.  Eventually you will “burn out” and then you will 

find yourself starting over in some other field, long after your peers have moved on.  Both 

“Ability” and “Interest Level” together should be maximized when picking a college major. 

 

Finally, the “Job Market Outlook” is a metric that is often mentioned in literature that 

provides occupation descriptions, for instance resources provided by the government.  This is the 

“Marketability” of the college major.  You can have ability and interest in a college major, but 

the average student needs a job after graduation, and if the major is not a stepping stone to a job 

then the student better have a backup plan since the degree they get might not help them much.  

The average student should consider that occupations which have “Job Market Outlooks” which 

are not growing or which are shrinking may be less than ideal choices.  An overachiever student 

may have the wherewithal to persevere through a tough college major, to persevere through a 

tough job market and finally to land a job after fending off fierce competition.  However, the 

average college student should consider that if the overachiever student will likely land the job, 

then there may not be a job left over for the average college student in a college major which 

belongs to this stagnant field.  Therefore, it is perhaps a better choice for the average college 

student to select a college major which belongs to a growing field, where jobs are known to be 

more numerous and available.  Growing fields tend to have jobs with better pay, benefits, 

prestige and job security.  Also, these jobs tend to be located in major metropolitan areas, instead 

of in distant suburbs or in rural settings far from where a person may wish to live after they 

graduate.  The “Marketability” for many fields may appear to change often depending on the 

state of the economy.  However, the average student should consider selecting a college major 

which is considered to be an “occupational” degree (engineering, business, pre-law, pre-

medicine, natural science, etc.) which is always in demand, unless they have special talents, 

desires or connections which could help them land a job in some other field (languages, 

radio/television/film, drama, art, etc.).  In this respect, “Marketability” may be less of a concern, 

in that the student is less interested in using their major to land a job, and more interested in a 

college major that helps them to grow as a person and to fine tune their talents. 

 

Combining all of these factors (Abilities, Interest Level and Marketability) can help the 



average student properly analyze which college major they are well suited for.  They can see in a 

straightforward and simple manner which college majors would be a good match for their 

abilities, for their desire and for the job market.  In fact, each of these factors can be compiled 

into a table through which the average student can properly evaluate their options.  One way to 

do this is to supply rankings for “Interest Level” and for “Marketability” the same as what was 

done above for “Abilities”.  Scores from each row can then be totaled and averaged, such that the 

student can then directly compare each college major using either the “Total Score” or the 

“Average Score”, or both (the ranked order for each college major appears to be the same 

whether you use total or average score).  Please note that this approach can also be used to 

evaluate the student’s extra-curricular activities, like sports, marching band and clubs.  However, 

whereas the average student is likely to pick just one college major, for extra curricular activities 

the average student can make many selections.  Also, unless the student’s extra-curricular 

activities could lead them to a professional career (NFL Football, PGA Tour, etc), the table for 

extra-curricular activities should probably leave out the “Marketability” column.   

 

The bolded college majors in the table below have the highest total and average scores, 

and therefore reveal to the student their best 2 choices in college major.  This result is a good 

reality check for the student.  If the results in the table below don’t mesh with what the student 

wants most, then they should re-evaluate the scores in each column.  At the end of the day, the 

student has to make their own decision about picking a college major.  Schemes like the table 

below are only a tool to help the student make a choice, and should not be the final word.  

Interest level before enrolling in a college course could be different than after the student finishes 

their first semester class, say “Introduction to English Literature”.  The student needs to 

constantly update their interest level and ability to keep themselves aware of their status and 

progress. 

 

College Major Ability  

[1-10] 

[relative, 

absolute] 

Interest 

Level  

[1-10] 

Marketability 

 [1-10] 

Total Score Average 

Score 

Mechanical 

Engineering 

7, relative 10 6 23 7.6 

Computer Science 8, relative 10 8 26 8.6 

English 9, relative 10 5 24 8 

Pre-Medicine 5, relative 5 9 19 6.3 

Pre-Law 5, relative 4 5 14 4.6 

Chemistry 6, relative 6 5 17 5.6 

German 6, relative 6 2 14 4.6 

Art History 2, relative 2 2 6 2 

 

Extra 

Curricular 

Activities 

Ability  

[1-10] 

[relative, 

absolute] 

Interest 

Level  

[1-10] 

Marketability 

[1-10] 

Total Score Average 

Score 

Fraternity 3, relative 6 - 9 4.5 

Football 5, relative 8 - 13 6.5 



Basketball 2, relative 4 - 6 3 

Rowing 2, relative 3 - 5 2.5 

Radio DJ 7, relative 10 - 17 8.5 

German Club 6, relative 6 - 12 6 

Habitat for 

Humanity 

5, absolute 7 - 12 6 

Guitar Lessons 6, absolute 8 - 14 7 

 

 

College Major Difficulty, Interest Level, Marketability – “The Three Concerns” 

 

 As an alternate exercise to the one above for “Abilities”, “Interest Level” and 

“Marketability”, the following is a more simplified plan for choosing a college major.  The 

average student can focus on fields which offer a balance of tolerable “Difficulty”, adequate 

“Interest Level” and sufficient “Marketability” (“Ability” is the opposite of “Difficulty”).  If 

these “three concerns” are balanced correctly, the student will have arrived at a college major 

which suits them and which they will be less likely to reject later on down the road.  Highly 

marketable college majors tend to be at least moderately difficult.  Therefore, the average college 

student should first focus their attention on identifying a set of possible candidate college majors 

for which they have a high level of interest.  From this set, the student should next identify the 

level of marketability of each major (based on the common knowledge of the student, on the 

“Job Market Outlooks” found in texts, or based on a review of job postings on the Internet or in a 

newspaper).  Finally, the student should be able to rank their chosen college majors according to 

the three concerns (Difficulty, Interest Level and Marketability), where “Difficulty” should not 

be much of a factor, as long as the student avoids the “difficult but stagnant” fields.  As in the 

first approach described above, based on these rankings the student should be able to select a 

college major with which they can start off their college career.  If later on in their college career, 

they decide that they need to change their college major, the student can use their rankings to 

select the next college major in their list of candidates.  Having a list of candidate college majors 

allows the average student to remain flexible about their future, and also gives the student some 

indication about what sort of career moves they may wish to make in their future (in graduate 

school, at work, in hobbies, etc.).  The student could create a table like the one below to gage 

how the three concerns relate to their short list of college majors.  Entries in the table include 

“high”, “good”, “moderate” and “low”, but the student could expand these qualifiers to include 

more gradations if necessary.  Please note that assigning ranks to the college majors is much 

more subjective with this approach, and the student may wish to employ this technique as a pre-

cursor to the first approach above.  Also, it is true that judging the “Difficulty” of a college major 

is probably easier for the average student than judging their “Ability” within a college major, 

especially because they will not truly know what their ability is relative to other college students 

until they have actually taken some courses in the major (and even then, entry-level courses are 

easier than upper division courses and further complicate the analysis).   

 

 

 

 

 



Rank, College Major DIFFICULTY INTEREST LEVEL MARKETABILITY 

2, Engineering high good good 

1, Computer Science high good high 

4, Economics good low good 

3, Liberal Arts good high moderate 

 

 

 “Ability” vs. “Difficulty” 

 

 In the discussion above, two approaches were described regarding ranking college 

majors.  The first approach used “Ability”, “Interest Level” and “Marketability” as dimensions.  

The second approach used “Difficulty”, “Interest Level” and “Marketability” as dimensions.  

Here, both “Interest Level” and “Marketability” describe the same dimension for both 

approaches.  However, “Ability” is not the same thing as “Difficulty”, although they are 

measured on the same scale.  By this I mean that a college major has a set “Difficulty” level, and 

each student has a set “Ability” level ranked against the “Difficulty” level.  For instance, I may 

decide that “Computer Science” has a “high” difficulty level, but that I have a high (8) ability 

level.  Therefore, although the difficulty level is high, my ability level suggests that I should be 

able to manage this college major. 

 

 There are no scores assigned to cells in the table for the second approach.  While 

assigning high scores for “Interest Level” and “Marketability” makes a college major more 

desireable, assigning a high score to “Difficulty” has the opposite effect, where it is either 

undesirable or a necessary evil that college majors that have high “Marketability” tend to also 

have a moderate to high “Difficulty”.  Therefore, the second approach does not use scoring, but 

rather the student assigns values of “high”, “good”, “moderate” and “low”.  You could say that 

these values are just analogs of number scores (4, 3, 2, 1), and that is correct.  However, this 

second approach does not attempt to generate “Total Score” or “Average Score”, since adding a 

“Difficulty” number to “Interest Level” and “Marketability” numbers does not make sense, so 

assigning number values is not done here. 

 

 

The Unspoken Hierarchy of Majors (“Difficulty”) 

 

 College majors have various levels of difficulty, with students in some majors 

contributing more time and effort towards their studies than other students.  Universities rarely 

advertise this fact overtly, but when they are advising students on courses and college majors, 

college counselors will often imply that certain majors are more difficult than the rest.  Also, it is 

generally well known by the student body of any university that some college majors are more 

demanding than others.  In general, the “occupational” majors are more difficult than the rest, 

although some majors may require special talents or years of prior knowledge (music, language, 

etc.) which ranks them rather high in difficulty.  However, the student should realize that the 

difficulty of a college major does not necessarily equate to a greater ability or likelihood of 

getting a job in a field related to that major, nor that a person with a degree in a difficult major 



will make a lot of money in their line of work (even for an “occupational” degree).  This is 

because some college majors that may be extremely challenging (physics, engineering, 

mathematics, geology, architecture, etc.) may have “job market outlooks” which are very grim 

(i.e.: hard to find a job in a related field) or may have jobs which pay at the same level or lower 

than other fields that may be considerably less challenging intellectually (i.e.: administrative, 

data entry, etc.).  Although the overachiever student is less likely to be affected by the reality of a 

sparse job market for “difficult but stagnant” (high difficulty, low marketability) fields (since 

colleges and professors tend to support their overachiever students), the average student should 

stay away from these fields. 

  

 The average student may wish to know how the various college majors relate to each 

other in terms of their difficulties.  While there is no official list which is universally agreed 

upon, it is instructive for the average student to have an unofficial list which ranks the college 

majors by difficulty, with the most difficult college majors ranked first.  A list of this kind is 

highly subjective, and is in no way perfectly accurate.  In fact it is highly likely that a person 

with a degree say in Social Work would compile a completely different list than a person with a 

degree say in Nursing.  In fact, it may not be strictly accurate to compare all majors against one 

another in terms of difficulty in this manner.  Therefore, this list is intended as a framework or 

starting point for discussion and thought rather than as a definitive guide, and is in no way 

intended to be degrading or disparaging of majors far down the list.  Also, the student should 

notice that the “marketability” of a college major (the ability of a person with a degree in a 

college major to land a job) is not necessarily directly a result of the “difficulty” of the college 

major (see below).  Therefore, just because the college major appears high up on a list, this does 

not necessarily indicate high earning potential. 

 

 Physics 

 Medicine 

 Pharmacy 

 Mathematics 

 Astronomy 

 Chemistry 

 Engineering 

 Molecular- and Micro-Biology 

 Computer Science 

 Accounting 

 Law 

 Geology 

 Nursing 

 Languages (German, French, Spanish, etc.) 

 Operations Management 

 Architecture 

 Landscape Architecture 

 Economics 

 Finance 

 Interior Design 

 Psychology 



 Biology 

Kinesiology 

 Management 

 Art 

 Music 

 Education 

 Advertising 

 Communications 

 Liberal Arts 

 Art History 

 Public Relations 

 Journalism 

 Social Work 

 Theatre 

 Dance 

 

 A list of this nature is always controversial, where lack of difficulty may imply to some 

people that the college major lacks quality or value, which is why no university would bother 

publishing such a list.  However, the list presented here is not meant to imply lack of quality or 

value.  In fact, as an economist might point out, some college majors which lack high difficulty 

are valued highly by the business world (such as Communication majors), or are valued highly 

by the art community (such as Art History, Music Performance, Drama majors).  In fact, a Drama 

major in college may proceed to become a working actor in Hollywood and subsequently enjoy a 

fruitful career.  Therefore, the criterion of “difficulty” as used here relates strictly to the amount 

of homework, studying and test taking required by a typical course in the college major, as well 

as the level of intellectual rigor required of the material of the college major.  The quality or 

value of the college major is highly subjective and often depends much more on what an 

individual will get from it than on some inherent worth as implied by this list.  However, using 

this list, the average student should be able to gage how their interests relate to their abilities, 

which is useful for the average student to select a college major. 

 

 Another aspect of this hierarchy estimate is that people are born with natural talents in 

varying degrees, which may give them an advantage over others who come to a discipline with 

lesser talents.  Thus, a person born with a great memory may find learning a new language to be 

a breeze.  Another person with less of a gift for memory may struggle for instance while studying 

vocabulary flash cards.  After a student has evaluated their abilities (see “Choosing a College 

Major” above), they may find that their abilities do not align well with their desires.  It is 

conceivable that some students would select a major from the list above based only on perceived 

level of difficulty.  A student may feel that by tackling a difficult subject, they don’t need to 

worry so much that their interest level may be lacking or that their earning potential may not be 

what they are shooting for.  A student may feel instead that attempting a degree in a difficult field 

will impress future job recruiters and make it more likely to be hired by them.  The student 

would be assuming that interest and earning potential would be second tier concerns, which 

could be considered only after the difficult task of being hired is completed. Other students may 

instead consider both difficulty and earning potential, relegating interest alone as the second tier 

concern.  The best field for the student to choose should be one in which their abilities, their 



interest level and the field’s earning potential are all maximized.  The student cannot afford to set 

any of the three concerns as second tier.   

 

 

Student Skill and Student Will (“Ability” and “Interest Level”) 

 

 Student skill could be said to be related to the “difficulty” of the college major and 

student will could be said to be related to the student's “interest level” in the material of the 

college major (where “difficulty” and “interest level” were introduced above).  The average 

college student should gage their own skill in the area of a particular college major, as well as 

their level of will to perform such that they meet the expectations of the college major.  The 

overachiever student rarely needs to gage their level of skill or will in an area, because they tend 

to be both highly motivated (high will) and to readily master necessary tasks (high skill).  Thus, 

it falls upon the shoulders of the pre-college student to measure their own skill and will, and this 

is usually not known very clearly ahead of time.  As stated previously, the difficulty of a college 

major tends to increase as a student progresses through a program.  Also, a “smart” high school 

student may just be an “average” college student, since college can be much more competitive 

than high school.  Therefore, the student should spend some time getting to know as much as 

possible about their candidate college majors. 

 

 The section titled “College Myths and Realities” goes into some detail about this topic.  

However, one possible approach for the exploration of candidate college majors is to first locate 

a course catalog of one of the student's candidate colleges.  Most course catalogs will suffice, 

regardless of the specific year or university.  Using this course catalog, the student can locate 

courses in a candidate college major.  The student should then use these course names as a 

guideline in locating the textbooks for these courses, either by going to a bookstore located on 

the campus of one of these candidate colleges or by searching online and looking up some of the 

textbooks for the candidate college major.  A good approach is to look at books intended for a 

few introductory courses, a few mid-level courses, and perhaps a few upper level and graduate 

courses so that the student has a full spectrum representation of the college major.  In the upper 

level and graduate level courses, the student will likely be unable to comprehend much of what 

the books contain based on a cursory investigation.  However, the student should take some time 

to attempt to read the material from books intended for introductory-level courses by starting at 

the beginning of one textbook and attempting to read several pages.  If the material appears to be 

tedious or overly difficult, this is the student's first key indicator that the candidate college major 

may not be a good “fit” for them.  Next, the student should move on to investigating the books 

intended for mid-level courses.  Sometimes the introductory-level courses are simply 

uninteresting or not very challenging, and although they would be necessary as a degree 

requirement and possibly as a prerequisite in order to grasp later material, lack of interest in an 

introductory-level course is a warning sign, not absolute proof of lack of “fit”.  Therefore, it is 

necessary for the student to attempt to read several pages of a textbook intended for a mid-level 

course in the same fashion that they did for the introductory-level course.  If the student finds 

that they are again either confronted with tedium or excessive difficulty, they should consider 

that it is highly likely that they would lack either the skill, the will or both that would be 

necessary to master the candidate college major.  However, if the student is not confronted with 

tedium or excessive difficulty when attempting to peruse the textbooks of a candidate college 



major, this is a good sign that the student might have a shot at competing against their fellow 

students in this college major (but of course nothing is guaranteed). 

 

 Also, the student should investigate the textbooks intended for the upper level and 

graduate level courses of a candidate college major.  As stated above, the pre-college student 

may not glean much from these textbooks.  However, since the student expects to one day be in a 

position to enroll in upper level and graduate level courses, the student should at least be aware 

of the topics involved in these courses.  Very often, some specializations of college majors lack 

marketability or are otherwise not in high demand in the job market.  This may not be much of a 

concern for the overachiever student, who will likely land a job after graduation regardless of the 

specialization that they focus on.  However, the average college student should find out which 

specializations are the most marketable and aim for those (i.e.: in Mechanical Engineering go for 

Mechanical Design, in Computer Science go for Software Engineering, etc.).  Oftentimes 

mastery of the material in upper-level courses relies on mastery of material in lower-level 

courses.  Therefore, if the student is aware of the upper-level courses for which they should aim, 

they will likely be more highly motivated to succeed at the lower-level prerequisite courses 

which support these upper-level specialization courses.  This way the student stays better 

focused, maintains a higher sense of morale and can see the point of all their hard-won effots 

leading to a desirable and relevant outcome.  Otherwise, the average student may become 

“bogged down” from the tedium and excessive difficulty of so-called lower-level “weed out” 

courses (difficult lower-level courses which are unofficially intended to discourage less well 

qualified students from continuing on in their current college major). 

 

 

Life Goals (“Interest Level”) 

 

 One component of “student will” consists of the long term life goals that the student has 

formed for themselves.  “Life Goals” are the aspirations and expectations that the student, 

parents, teachers and friends have formed for the student.  The student's “Life Goals” may not 

necessarily be realistic, as when a student's life goal is to become a famous movie star or to 

become a rich millionaire.  However, friends and parents may encourage unrealistic life goals for 

the student, since they will likely wish that their friends or children should hold on to their 

dreams as long as possible.  Also, sometimes friends and parents try living vicariously through 

the student, bragging about their association with the student and their college major.  When the 

student arrives at college, they must either immediately work towards making their impossible 

dreams come true, or it may be advisable that they should expect to put aside their childhood 

dreams and focus on more realistic life goals.  The reason is that study in college is a relatively 

serious time, and the average college student must pay for the relatively expensive privilege of 

studying.  If a student holds on to unrealistic life goals during their time in college, they may 

waste precious time pursuing these unrealistic life goals, wasted time which they will never be 

able to recoup.  The key here is for the student to assess and to understand the difference between 

their realistic and their unrealistic life goals. 

 

 Instead, the student should realistically evaluate their abilities and their aspirations (skill 

and will), so that they can form realistic life goals.  These life goals should include their plans for 

a college major.  Also, realistic life goals may include graduating with a degree, meeting a life 



partner in college (or more likely years after college), accumulating books or music which could 

form the start of a personal library, meeting partners for a rock band, forming a network of close 

friends and acquaintances, becoming a homeowner, learning to play a musical instrument, 

picking up a second language, and so on.  Unrealistic life goals would include anything which 

the student cannot reasonably expect to achieve with their current resources, even with a 

prolonged and deliberate schedule, which only a select few people will likely ever achieve (i.e.: 

movie star, millionaire).   

 

 The student should be very careful and deliberate about selecting their life goals, as the 

time that they spend working on their life goals is truly one of the most precious commodities 

that the person will have in their lifetime.  For instance, if after the person has spent a significant 

amount of time working on their life goals, the person finds that they are dissatisfied with their 

progress toward achieving their goals, they may reassess their desire to continue working 

towards a particular life goal and instead switch to focusing on another goal.  For instance, if the 

person has been working on picking up Spanish as a second language, but they find that after 

many years of practice and attention that they just aren't making enough progress, the person 

may decide to instead concentrate on their other life goal of learning yoga.  If the person does not 

return to work on their Spanish skills, they can always tell themselves that they have at least 

enriched their life with general knowledge.  But imagine if the person had chosen a better life 

goal for which they would have achieved more.  The person would not need to switch their 

concentration to other goals, but rather they could point to a history of effort which would 

culminate into a significant achievement and realization of a life goal.  Achievement of a life 

goal is a “feather in the cap” of a person about which they can feel proud, and which may have a 

significant affect not only on the person's esteem but also as a real milestone in the person's life. 

 

 The student should come to understand that life goals tend to be long term plans which 

may take many years to come to fruition.  Therefore, the student should be patient with their 

progress toward realizing their life goals.  In fact, a good approach for the student is to dedicate 

themselves to spending a short period of time (once per day, week, month, etc.) working towards 

achieving their life goals.  As time passes, the student should slowly accumulate progress.  If the 

student can avoid or comeback from setbacks, and if the student remains vigilant about 

contributing significant effort towards their life goals, they should expect that they will 

eventually achieve their aims.  If the student has managed their life goals correctly, the effort that 

they expend towards achieving them should not come into conflict with their work in college or 

at a job. 

 

 If a student who is working towards selecting a college major has many interests for 

which they have difficulty settling on just one to serve as their college major or as a life goal, the 

student can perhaps consider the old adage that it is better to specialize in one area rather than to 

be a “jack of all trades, master of none”.  In other words, if the student has many interests, and 

the student spreads themselves too thin by knowing a little bit about a lot of topics (but no one 

topic in too much depth), the student will find that they may have great difficulty in landing a job 

related to their college major after they graduate from college.  The reasoning behind this adage 

is that many of the jobs that are available to college graduates are very specialized and require 

that job seekers have specific skills to meet the demands of the job.  These specific skills are 

typically considered to be gained by college graduates with so-called “occupational” degrees 



(pre-law, pre-medicine, engineering, etc.), which tend to focus in depth on specialized topics.  

However, it is true that even with the “occupational” degrees, employers typically request “on 

the job” (OJT) skills and qualifications which no degree will provide.  On the other hand, if the 

average college student graduates with a generalist degree in a “non-occupational” field, they can 

often still find office work as clerks, secretaries, administrators and so on.  These jobs may not 

be as prestigious or pay as well as those related to “occupational” degrees, but a good job is 

better than no job at all.  Therefore, this adage is not truly relevant and the average college 

student should feel secure in the knowledge that jobs should be available to them once they 

become college graduates, even if the jobs are not directly related to their college major.  This 

means that the student’s life goals may affect their choice of college major, but as we will see 

next, marketability of the college major will also affect choice of college major. 

 

 

Job Market Analysis (“Marketability”) 

 

 In order for the average student to get a “feel” for the college major that will best suit 

them, the student should consider performing a thorough investigation into the jobs that are 

associated with their candidate college majors.  As of the time that this book is written, job 

postings on the Internet (monster.com, careerbuilder.com), as well as (newspaper) “help wanted” 

ads (craigslist.com) typically offer the best resource for descriptions of the skills needed by a 

college graduate to land a job.  These postings typically list the skills and qualifications that 

employers are asking for.  The student should compile a list of skills and qualifications that 

appear over and over again across many different job postings that are related to a candidate 

college major.  For instance, the Marketing candidate college major would be related to 

Marketing Specialist, Marketing Coordinator and Account Executive positions.  The student 

should review the skills and qualifications that they compile from jobs within these positions and 

compare them against the educational services offered by a candidate college major.   

 

 Typically, colleges focus on providing education on the “fundamentals”, which is 

theoretical knowledge that changes very little with time and can be applied to a wide variety of 

industries and occupations.  Practical knowledge is typically assumed to be obtained “on the job” 

(OTJ), as provided by the employer and tailored to work-specific tasks.  Employers usually 

assume that most job seekers will have a college degree in the field of a job for which they are 

applying (although employers typically allow the job seeker to substitute X number of years of 

OTJ experience in place of a degree when the job seeker lacks a degree).  Therefore, typically 

employers simply list the related degree as a prerequisite, without touching on the details of the 

degree (which may seem unfair to a student or fresh graduate whose resume may mostly contain 

only educational background).  Skills and qualifications that are listed in job postings are usually 

OTJ skills or qualifications that are usually gained beyond the college education in the working 

world.  The average student reading these postings would quickly come to the conclusion that 

most jobs posted are in fact aimed at post graduates who have X number of years of experience, 

such that they have gained the OTJ skills and qualifications which the employer is requesting.   

 

 As an aside, it is useful to know that Human Resource experts will often explain that the 

job seeker should never apply to a job for which they do not meet the qualifications, since this 

act may annoy recruiters.  However, the job market is a function of supply and demand.  In some 



job markets employers demand skills and qualifications from job seekers even though there is 

short supply of these skills and qualifications.  In fact, employers often simply ask for more than 

they expect to find, for several possible reasons.  An employer at a small company may wish to 

inflate the job skill-set so as to inflate the importance of the job and keep potential candidates 

interested.  An employer wishing to fill a job which is difficult to fill may wish to hide 

drawbacks of the job by inflating the importance of the skill-set.  An employer may realize that 

anyone with a degree in the field may in fact be qualified for the advertised job, but the OTJ 

skills and qualifications (which may in fact amount to very little) may be used as an excuse to 

explain why employees who have worked at a company longer get preferential treatment 

(“seniority”).  On the other hand, sometimes listed OTJ skills are in fact real and necessary, so it 

really depends on the job and the job market.  Regardless of the reasons that employers list 

requested OTJ skills and qualifications, the student or fresh graduate should consider applying to 

jobs which list OTJ skills and qualifications that they do not have.  The student or fresh graduate 

may in fact be the best candidate for the job after all.  However, it is best if the student first 

focuses on job postings which specifically identify the job as targeted towards “entry level”, 

“junior” or “associate” positions, and only after these jobs have been expended should the job 

seeker expand to applying for “experienced” positions.  It’s a bit of a long shot, but if the student 

has already applied to all of the available “junior” jobs, they have nothing to lose by applying to 

the “experienced” job listings.  Please note however that the student should never inflate or 

exaggerate their qualifications when applying to any position.  Skilled interviewers will be quick 

to identify deficiencies within a student’s knowledge base as they ask ever deeper questions 

related to the position that a qualified candidate would know but that a student with a phony 

resume would fail to answer.  Instead of wasting time with failed interviews, the student could be 

doing an honest job search. 

 

 The purpose for compiling skills and qualifications for the pre-college student is not 

however to land a job (yet).  The purpose is to work on the creation of a short list of college 

majors.  The student should compare their list of skills and qualifications against the services 

offered by the college major.  The student should expect that since most colleges focus on 

fundamentals or theoretical knowledge, much of the OTJ skills and qualifications will not be 

provided by a college major.  However, universities have worked closely with corporations over 

the years to provide some of the fundamentals of these OTJ skills and qualifications, such as 

instruction on computer applications, workshop fundamentals and project-based courses which 

may aid the job seeker.  Therefore, since the pre-college student expects one day to be a job 

seeker after when they graduate and get their degree, the student should note the OTJ skills and 

qualifications for the jobs in which they are interested and try to match them up with a college 

major and the various upper-division specializations within the college major.  The college major 

which matches most closely to the posted jobs is likely to be their best option.  Also, the student 

should use their knowledge about these OTJ skills and qualifications to select courses during 

their college career.  Foreknowledge about what employers will be requesting in job postings 

will give the student an advantage when they pick upper level courses, specializations and 

elective courses. 

 

An Aside: I Changed My Major 

 

 So, I didn’t go through a systematic selection process to pick a college major.  My older 



sister was an Aerospace Engineer (AE) turned Java Developer, and my older brother was a 

Mainframe Developer.  My grandfather was a Mechanical Engineer (ME) and my uncles were 

engineering and business professionals.  Engineering seemed to be in my blood.  When I was 

ruminating about the college major to select, I decided on Electrical Engineering (EE), because it 

seemed to me to be the best way for me to learn how to make gadgets and I was more than 

inspired by comic books and sci-fi novels to go down the engineering route.  My first 2 years in 

college I had mediocre grades and I flunked out of Electric Circuits 1, which is a fundamental 

foundation course for EE.  My EE professors were not that good to me, but also my study skills 

were terrible and my high school preparation for engineering was shoddy.  As time passed I 

remained stubborn about sticking with EE, but I slowly began to see the writing on the wall: I 

needed to get out of EE.  My sister later said that she was glad to see my change, as she had done 

the same thing - starting in EE but changing to AE shortly thereafter.  In fact, I did have a sort of 

hierarchy of majors in mind, with ME as first alternate, and Civil Engineering (CE) and 

Computer Science (CS) as my other alternates, in that order.  As I joined the ME courses, I had 

the thought that my EE experience would give me a leg up on the other ME students, but I 

quickly found that not to be the case.  ME courses quickly ramped up in difficulty.  I began to 

receive mediocre grades again, and the hit my GPA took from poor EE grades coupled with my 

mediocre ME grades meant that I wasn’t likely to boost my GPA to levels that employers would 

appreciate.  Again I was stubborn, sticking with ME when what I had really missed doing was 

writing computer programs in PASCAL and C++ as an EE (those were my favorite classes in 

EE).  I came to appreciate ME but I didn’t feel that I had the practical skills that a real-world job 

would demand.   

 

This was pre-internet job ads days, so my only knowledge about job requirements came 

from my school career office interview postings.  I ended up landing 12 interviews during my 

undergrad days, with one being an interview with an oil company in Houston, Texas where they 

flew me to the interview.  None of the interviews ended up in job offers.  I was sunk and scared 

for my seemingly dismal future.  Years passed, and I went back to school to get a Master’s 

degree in ME, I picked up programming in Java, I worked in a machine shop, I worked as a 

project engineer, I went back to school again for a Master’s degree in Computer Science, and 

finally I returned to work for two Fortune 500 companies as a Java Developer.  Reflecting on my 

career path, I always saw income and benefits increase with each change, but it was a long path 

to programming that, had I decided to risk changing departments from engineering (mechanical 

engineering) to natural science (computer science) – counselors had warned me that changing 

departments could leave me in a sort of limbo waiting for permissions to make the change, so I 

never tried this – I could have, however, avoided much of the meandering of my career and the 

years of extra schooling would have been replaced instead with solid work experience.   

 

In balance, I am happy where my career path has taken me, because engineering gave me 

strong problem solving skills and my master’s degree programs gave me a strong foundation in 

things like computer drafting and design, data structures, object oriented programming and 

software engineering that would be difficult if not impossible to pick up on my own in my spare 

time as a working engineer or programmer.  Also, my GPA steadily improved with the more 

education I had, which I can attribute to a stronger aptitude as I got older and perhaps because 

programming can be easier than engineering in some respects (if only because engineering mid-

terms and finals tests can be insurmountably difficult and final grades for those courses were 



almost entirely based on exams).  Whatever the reason, I expended much effort and time to 

finally reach a college major that was a true fit for me.  This is why I caution you to consider all 

aspects affecting your choice of college major, not least of which should be whether you would 

enjoy the company of your colleagues and whether you can solve the problems and tests of the 

major both in college and projecting ahead in time to your future job.  If you answer “no” to 

these questions, then switch majors to whatever one is your unequivocal favorite, regardless of 

the hurdles that might get in your way, but balanced against all the other considerations that are 

addressed in this book.  You will save yourself a lot of blood, sweat and tears and go the smart 

route to college major selection. 

 

Choosing a School 

 

 Choosing a college can be a very difficult decision.  Years later, the student may regret 

their choice, and wish that they had chosen a different school for a variety of reasons.  Therefore, 

it is best if the student makes a wise decision early on instead of years later when it is more 

costly and more difficult to make changes.  However, the student should consider that the best 

college to attend is the one in which they feel that they fit in the best, in which they think they 

will perform academically the best, and that has the best reputation for which future employers 

will be the most impressed.  These very high level concerns can be difficult to quantify.  

However, the student will be able to quantify these concerns so long as the student has spent 

sufficient time learning about their own predilections, and if the student has performed sufficient 

research.  If the student remains unsure about their school selections, this means that the student 

has not yet performed enough research and the student should continue looking for basic 

information. 

 

 In addition, the student should choose a school which offers the best services and where 

the college major that the student selects appears high up on one or more of the well known 

college list rankings.  Also, it is a good idea for the student to select a school that has excellent 

rankings in many of the college majors that are on the student's short list of college majors.  

Later on, if the student decides to switch majors, they can remain at their current university, 

instead of being forced to change schools just to suit their new college major. 

 

 Students often select schools based on traditions, athletics, social activities, parties, 

academic reputation, academic services, geographic location, cost of enrollment, number of 

students and employment opportunities available after graduation.    The average student should 

consider that the most important selection criteria to consider are academic reputation and 

academic services.  Academic reputation is usually quantified in the school rankings produced by 

various publications.  The average student that attends a school with a very high academic 

reputation should expect to have much competition with the many overachiever students that are 

also likely to enroll there.  However, a degree from a school with a very high academic 

reputation will also impress future recruiters, so long as the GPA score of the student in question 

is adequate.  The main hurdle, however, for the average student attending a school with a very 

high academic reputation is the difficulty of obtaining this adequate GPA score when they must 

directly compete with a multitude of overachiever students to get it.  If all other factors are 

favorable, however, this is likely the best route for the average student, because academic 

reputation is nearly the most important factor (next to GPA score) in the mind of a recruiter.  



Also, the average student should aim for a school that offers excellent academic services 

(Professors are good lecturers, Teaching Assistants offer help sessions, school has an academic 

“help center”, etc.).  Academic services are the substance of a school's program, whereas the 

academic reputation of a school may be inflated partially by hype or tradition.  Therefore, it is 

best if the average student gages the quality of the school themselves during a school visit, by 

reading school literature (official or purchased), and by questioning current or former students 

when that is available. 

 

A school's reputation is usually well-earned, so hype or tradition may not play much of a 

role in describing the academic services of a school.  However, it is important for the average 

student to form their own opinion about the school, because ultimately they will be the ones who 

must live with their decision.  Also, the student should consider that school rankings are not 

perfectly accurate, but rather that they serve as “ballpark” estimates, where schools that have 

similar rankings are basically the same quality.  For instance, if Temple University is ranked 

number 15 in Biology, and Baylor University is ranked number 18 in Biology, the student should 

assume that the academic reputation of both schools is about equal.  The student could then visit 

both schools in order to gage the quality of their academic services to see if they meet or exceed 

the expectations of the student. 

 

The next aspect to consider is geographic location.  The average student should consider 

that picking a school far from home can hurt the student both academically and otherwise.  As 

discussed previously, when a student moves far away from their support system that they have 

developed over the span of their entire life (friends, family, teachers), they leave behind a 

valuable resource that will be lacking at their new school.  It may take many years for the student 

to build up a new support system (friends, professors, employers) in the town of their new 

school.  Indeed, after the student graduates from college, they may be forced to again leave 

behind their latest support system as they migrate to whatever destination their future career 

takes them.  The average student has enough to worry about without taking away their support 

system.  It is in the best interests of the average student therefore that they weigh the costs of 

moving (including the loss of their support system) before jaunting off to some far flung 

destination.  This may be especially true of very specialized college majors where jobs related to 

these majors are concentrated in certain areas (i.e.: rural areas, city industrial areas, etc.).  An 

urbanite may find themselves in the country if their selected college major leads them there. 

 

The remaining factors (traditions, athletics, social activities, parties, cost of enrollment, 

number of students and employment opportunities) are also important aspects to consider.  The 

student may attend a school because one or more of their parents attended the school or because 

the student grew up invested in say the local university and watching their sports teams play.  

The student may be athletic and find that the athletic programs at a school are far better than 

elsewhere.  The student may find that a school has superior school clubs or fraternities and 

sororities which make going to the school worthwhile for making friends and networking with 

other students.  The school might have a reputation for students who throw great parties, and the 

student might be attracted to this kind of fun.  The cost of enrollment might be less than at other 

schools, for instance when a student chooses to attend a public school instead of a private 

university.  The school might have a very large student populace, which allows the student to be 

somewhat anonymous while still providing the student with lots of opportunities to meet a lot of 



new people.  Finally, the school might take especially good care of finding employment for 

students as for work study programs, internships, co-ops and post-graduate jobs.  Deciding 

between “trade-offs”, where some of these aspects are lacking while others are well developed, 

means that the student may pick a college to attend that is lacking in one or more of these 

aspects.  So long as the student manages to maximize school reputation and school services, the 

remaining factors can be lacking in some aspects. 

 

Choosing a School – Making a Table 

 

Similar to the approach discussed above for picking a college major, the student can 

create a table that ranks colleges using the aspects discussed just above (traditions, athletics, 

social activities, parties, academic reputation, academic services, geographic location, cost of 

enrollment, number of students and employment opportunities available after graduation).  

Again, rankings can be produced on a scale of 1-10, with “1” indicating an aspect that is lacking, 

and with “10” being an aspect that is completely fulfilled.  Notice that in the tables below, the 

first table considers just “School Reputation” and “School Services”, while the second table 

includes all the discussed aspects for selecting a college.  The first table doesn’t show much of a 

difference between the two schools.  However, when all of the aspects are considered in the 

second table, it becomes more clear that (for this student), University of Florida is the clear 

winner.  Note that here as an example only 2 schools are shown, but this is the bare minimum for 

comparison and the student can always add more schools as they see fit.  Note that the entries in 

the tables below are made up and the student will have to do their own research to get entries that 

can be properly analyzed. 

 

 

School School 

Reputation 

School 

Services 

Total 

Score 

Average 

Score 

Florida 

Institute of 

Technology 

6 6 12 6 

University 

of Florida 

7 7 14 7 

 

 
School School 

Reputation 

School 

Services 

Traditions Athletics Social 

Activities 

Parties Cost of 

Enrollment 

Number 

of 

Students 

Employment 

Opportunities 

Total 

Score 

Average 

Score 

Florida 

Institute of 

Technology  

6 6 5 4 4 3 4 4 6 42 4.6 

University 

of Florida 

7 7 8 8 7 8 8 7 6 66 7.3 

 

 

Choosing a School, Lists - U.S. News and World Report 

 

 The list maintained by the U.S. News and World Report is considered by many 

universities to be the premier judge of top U.S. college programs, including undergraduate and 



graduate programs.  It lists the top schools by degree level, by geographic region and by program 

type (nationally ranked, liberal arts, business, engineering), among others.  Rankings are 

published once per year with access to online material available year round.  However, some 

institutions declare that the ranking system used by the U.S. News and World Report, along with 

other ranking schemes, are biased because they rely on judgments made by “peer” schools which 

tend to favor other established “peer” programs and do not allow for improvements by the 

“lower” ranked schools.  Thus, there is some controversy associated with these lists, but they still 

serve as decent indicators of the quality of college programs relative to others, and at the very 

least give prospective students a good starting point from which to explore further. 

 

Choosing a School, Lists - Peterson's 

 

 Peterson's provides online college search and selection, test preparation and financial aid 

services.  In addition, Peterson's offers many print materials which describe colleges and their 

programs in detail, but without the rankings which other providers offer.  These materials are 

good when the student wishes to explore more about a college program, beyond the rankings 

found in other publications. 

 

Choosing a School, Lists - Other Lists and Sources 

 

 “The Gourman Report” also uses a ranking scheme to rank college programs.  Lists are 

separated by college major, and both U.S. and international school rankings are provided.  While 

its list suffers from the same controversy of other list providers, it serves as a good comparison 

or reference point with the other lists.  However, it is no longer in print and may be difficult to 

find.  This eventually became one of the publications of “The Princeton Review”. 

 

 Various “Princeton Review” publications provide test preparation and college description 

materials.  These resources are excellent for further exploration of individual college programs, 

after a student has identified likely candidates from lists such as “The Gourman Report” or the 

“U.S. News and World Report”.  These materials are a good “reality check” for the student who 

has read through the official literature that colleges offer to their potential students, but who wish 

to have insider knowledge about what to “really expect” from a college program. 

 

Visiting the Schools 

 

 It is often suggested that a high school student should make a short list of the top colleges 

that they wish to enroll in and then to visit these colleges in order to get a “feel” for how well 

they fit in at each.  Students can make their selections of colleges for this short list based on 

many factors, some of which may not be particularly wise.  Some students focus completely on 

academics, while neglecting the social options offered at a school.  Others focus mostly on their 

social options without much concern paid towards their academic considerations.  Neither 

approach is adequate, because socializing supports academic performance and vice versa.  When 

a student has sufficient outlets for socializing, they won’t spend time otherwise allocated for 

academics trying to account for social deficiencies.  Therefore, prior to creating their short list, 

the average student should ensure themselves that the schools that they wish to visit have 

programs for both academics and socializing that likely will meet their needs.  Then instead of 



arriving at a school and finding serious absences of services, the average student will find both 

adequate academic and social services which they can then immediately compare with the other 

schools on their short list. 

 

 Many colleges offer different programs for touring their campuses, with enthusiastic tour 

guides who describe the facilities, traditions and services that the university provides.  These 

tours are an excellent initial first-hand introduction to a school.  In addition, however, the student 

should spend time touring the university campus without a tour guide, perhaps with a map 

provided by the officials in the main administration building of the campus.  Watching the ebb 

and flow of students traveling between classes and hanging out on campus lawns should give the 

average student a feel for what daily life would be like on a typical day at this school.  If the 

student doesn't “feel” right in a place like the school they are visiting, their feeling likely won’t 

change much with time if they were to enroll there, so the student should trust their “gut” 

intuition above their other concerns.  Intuitive feelings are often agglomerations of many 

personal factors and opinions, and so long as the student can quantify their feelings with some 

supportive logical rationalizations, their feelings about a place can serve as a useful guide.  Also, 

it is wise for a student to visit the classrooms, study areas, libraries, coffee shops, exercise 

facilities, computer labs and lounges where the student could reasonably expect to spend much 

of their time studying, working and socializing.  The student should attempt to view these places 

during peak traffic times to gage their level of overcrowding.  Lack of adequate accommodation 

in these spaces is a key indicator that the student would have difficulty with their academics at 

such as school, as they would spend an undue amount of time there during peak traffic times 

fighting for adequate study space. 

 

 Students should attempt to visit the housing facilities that they are likely to select.  

Students should weigh their future housing accommodations against their predilections for study 

and socializing.  A very studious person should consider whether or not they can maintain 

adequate levels of academic performance if they are paired with a random person in a dorm 

room, for instance, who may be disruptive or in the worst case antagonistic.  Academically 

minded students should consider that not having a roommate, either in the dorms or off-campus, 

has many advantages, including control of study and sleep times, control over noise levels and 

control over visitors.  Also, in many ways, depending on a dorm roommate as a source of a social 

outlet is a very poor idea, because roommates often have no common interests and there is no 

guarantee that a random roommate will be compatible, let alone that they will even stick around 

for even a single semester.  On the other hand, a very social person may consider that having a 

roommate is a wonderful boon and an opportunity for which they depend on for sustenance and 

support in their academic career, but this situation is rare.  The accommodations of each housing 

option that the student considers should be viewed first-hand so that the student can make 

sufficient judgments prior to enrollment at a school.  The worst situation that a student can find 

themselves in is if they arrive at a school with no knowledge about their living accommodations, 

and instead pick the easiest or the quickest option available.  The housing options that the student 

selects from can have a very direct effect on both the student's social involvement and academic 

performance.  Therefore, it is very important that the average student should personally visit and 

investigate their housing options in order that they can make a good choice that will aid them 

instead of hinder them.  If this is not immediately possible, then the student will need to make 

corrections to their housing situation later on as necessary. 



 

 The school visit is also a good time for the student to explore fraternities, sororities and 

the many clubs that are available.  It is probably a good idea for the student to make another 

short list.  This one would be of the fraternities, sororities and clubs for which the student has 

interest.  Ideally, this list should be completed prior to the school visit.  The student would then 

be prepared to investigate the clubs that interest them, with any extra time remaining usable 

towards exploring any unexpected new interests that are available at the school, which they come 

across during their visit. 

 

 It is a good idea to come up with a list of questions to ask (tour guides, school officials, 

etc.) during the student's school visit.  These questions should include anything that the student 

wishes to know about including clubs, financial aid, housing, textbooks, registration, libraries, 

athletics, employment, and so on, which the student may not have found in school literature.  If 

the student finds answers to the same questions for each school (either by questioning a tour 

guide or by reading literature about the school), they can directly compare the schools and have a 

better idea of which school is the best “fit” for the student.  It is a smart idea for the student to 

write down the answers to these questions, and then compile a table of these answers for 

comparison.  Also, tour guides may give the student an insider opinion as an alternative to the 

official literature which may be a more intuitive means of seeing if the student will “fit in” at the 

school.  If the student likes the tour guide, it doesn't necessarily mean that the student will like 

everyone else on campus, but it may be a constructive start.  Note that the entries in the table 

below are made up examples and the student will have to do the leg work to fill this table with 

actual answers for whatever schools the student ends up researching. 

 

Tour 

Questions 

What are the 

primary 

sources of 

socializing at 

your school? 

How difficult 

is it to attend 

part time at 

your school? 

What are the 

most 

significant 

majors at 

your school? 

How are 

students 

funded at 

your school? 

Is it better to 

live on 

campus or 

off campus 

at your 

school? 

Florida 

Institute of 

Technology 

student union, 

clubs 

school 

doesn’t allow 

this 

Engineering, 

computer 

science 

ROTC 

scholarships, 

financial aid 

off-campus 

living or 

greek house is 

best 

University of 

Florida 

fraternities & 

sororities, 

clubs, bars 

part-time 

students must 

graduate in 6 

years 

Natural 

sciences, 

business 

financial aid, 

scholarships 

greek house 

or dorms are 

best.  private 

dorms good 

but 

expensive. 

Florida State 

University 

fraternities & 

sororities, 

clubs, bars 

part-time 

students must 

graduate in 6 

years 

Natural 

sciences, 

business 

financial aid, 

scholarships 

greek house 

or dorms are 

best.  private 

dorms good 

but 

expensive. 



University of 

Central 

Florida 

fraternities & 

sororities 

School has no 

restriction on 

time to 

graduate 

Business, 

engineering 

financial aid, 

scholarships 

off-campus 

living or 

greek house is 

best 

 

Trade-offs 

 

 “Trade-offs” are a list of “pros” and “cons” about each college that the student is 

considering, used for directly comparing multiple schools, with the goal of ranking the list of 

schools and finding a top choice.  For instance, the student should make a single table with two 

columns, “pros” and “cons”, for each school that they are considering.  This is the “Trade Offs 

Method”.  Then, the student should use the information that they have collected from literature, 

from their school visits and from other sources to list all of the “pros” and “cons” about attending 

each school.  Seeing all of the “pros” and “cons” listed side-by-side is a good way for the student 

to weigh the attractiveness of a school. 

 

   College A: 

PROS CONS 

Athletic facilities Parking difficult 

Dining hall in dorms Non-alcoholic campus 

Small student/teacher ratio No school football team 

 

   College B: 

PROS CONS 

Large library Ugly campus 

Dorms near my department  

Small student/teacher ratio No school football team 

 

 In addition, the student will likely wish to compare their short list of schools against one 

another.  One method for accomplishing this is for the student to simply compare similar “pros” 

and “cons”.  This is the “Comparison Method.”  For instance, the student can make a list of all 

the “pros” that they have identified, and next to each “pro” the student could list the colleges that 

have the “pro”.  A similar approach can be used for the “cons”.  In this way, the student can see 

immediately which colleges offer the “pros” the student seeks, and which colleges suffer the 

“cons” the student wishes to avoid. 

 

 PROS 

 Athletic facilities: college A 

 Dining hall in dorms: college A 

 Small student/teacher ratio: college A, college B 

 Large library: college B 

 Dorms near my department: college B 

 



 CONS 

 Parking difficult: college A 

 Non-alcoholic campus: college A 

 No school football team: college A, college B 

 Ugly campus: college B 

 

 The student can then sort both the “pro” and “con” lists in order of importance, with the 

first pro or con being the most important, and the last pro or con being the least important.  This 

is the “Ranked Comparison Method”.  If the student wishes, each list can be numbered, with “1” 

assigned to the most important and each line that follows the first increasing until the list ends 

(i.e.: 1, 2, 3, 4 …).  This approach gives the student a clearer picture of pros and cons and how 

schools match up against each other. 

 

 PROS 

 Small student/teacher ratio: college A (1), college B (1) 

 Large library: college B (2) 

 Athletic facilities: college A (3) 

 Dining hall in dorms: college A (4) 

 Dorms near my department: college B (5) 

 

 CONS 

 Non-alcoholic campus: college A (1) 

 Ugly campus: college B (2) 

 Parking difficult: college A (3) 

No school football team: college A (4), college B (4) 

 

Then the student can go back and update the “Trade Offs Method” tables with the values 

of the rankings.  This is the “Ranked Trade Offs Method”.  This approach focuses more on the 

individual schools, where the rankings tell the student for instance in the tables below that 

college A has a few unimportant pros while college B has most of the more important pros.  

Likewise, college A has the several pretty bad cons while college B has fewer, less important 

cons. 

 

   College A: 

PROS CONS 

3 Athletic facilities 3 Parking difficult 

4 Dining hall in dorms 1 Non-alcoholic campus 

1 Small student/teacher ratio 4 No school football team 

 

   College B: 

PROS CONS 

2 Large library 2 Ugly campus 

5 Dorms near my department  



1 Small student/teacher ratio 4 No school football team 

 

These methods are straightforward, relatively speaking, but they lack the ability to 

contrast the level of quality of the “pro” or “con” between schools.  For instance, two schools 

may have a student union (two “pros”), but this method fails to say which school has the better 

student union.  This seems to indicate that there needs to be a method to assign a value to each 

pro or con in proportion to how important it is at the specific school, in addition to how 

important it is compared to other schools. 

 

 Another approach for comparing schools that addresses importance is to assign “weights” 

to each “pro” and to each “con”.  This is the “Weight Trade Offs Method.”  This method is 

basically the same as the “Trade Offs Method” but with the student assigning each pro or con in 

the table an arbitrary “weight” value.  Note that this is in contrast to the “Ranked Trade Offs 

Method”, where the rankings were determined after first completing a “Ranked Comparison 

Method” and going back to update the “Trade Offs Method” to become the “Ranked Trade Offs 

Method”.  Here in the “Weight Trade Offs Method”, weights are assigned to pros and cons while 

still in the initial “Trade Offs” step. 

 

The weight value should fall within a pre-determined range, and the range should not 

change once it is selected.  For instance, the student can pick a range of 1 – 5, 1 – 10, 1 – 20 or 1 

– 100 and so on.  In the tables below, the range of “1-10” is picked.  In this approach, as 

compared to assigning “ranks” where the most important pro or con has a lower number, weights 

are more important when they have higher values.  This fits with intuition which says that the 

greater the weight of the value, the higher the importance.  The student should make an initial 

“pass” over each table, assigning their weight values to each “pro” and “con”. 

 

   College A (1 - 10): 

PROS CONS 

3 Athletic facilities 7 Parking difficult 

4 Dining hall in dorms 2 Non-alcoholic campus 

1 Small student/teacher ratio 3 No school football team 

 

   College B (1 - 10): 

PROS CONS 

2 Large library 8 Ugly campus 

5 Dorms near my department  

1 Small student/teacher ratio 6 No school football team 

 

Note that for the pros or cons that appear on multiple tables, the student can assign 

different weights according to how important they feel that the pro or con is to that college or to 

how important they feel the pro or con of one college is compared to the others.  So for instance 

the student could pick “3” for “No School football team” at College A, but pick “6” for the same 

con in College B.  Perhaps in College A there are enough other pros such that not having a 



football team doesn’t seem so bad, but for College B which has a pretty bad con (8 Ugly 

campus), also having no football team seems to be worse for College B.  This approach focuses 

on the individual schools, and introduces a subjective weight value to the pros and cons that 

emphasizes the student’s feelings about the pros and cons.  Ultimately making lists like this helps 

the student to make rational and objective decisions about picking which college they prefer, but 

the student’s feelings about these pros and cons is captured  by the magnitude of weights 

assigned.  Thus, both impartiality and subjective elements are combined to represent a fair 

analysis of the student’s choices. 

 

 To take this one step further, the student could list the pros and cons together much as 

was done above in the “Comparison Method”, but this time including the weights that were just 

assigned to the pros and cons.  This is the “Weight Comparison Method”.  Note that for pros and 

cons that show up in both tables, the colleges are listed together, with the weight from each 

college listed.  So for instance for the pro “Small student/teacher ratio”, college A and college B 

are listed together.  Notice that for this pro, both colleges happened to have the same weight.  

This is not true for the con “No school football team”, where both college A and college B are 

listed together, but college A has a weight of “3” and college B has a weight of “6”.  It was 

convenient here to show the college in the line with the lower weight first (college A (3)), and to 

use that in determining the placement of the con in the sorted list.  So for instance “No school 

football team: college A (3), college B (6)” comes above “2” but below “7”, based on college A 

(3), and not necessarily college B (6). 

 

 PROS 

 Dorms near my department: college B (5) 

 Dining hall in dorms: college A (4) 

 Athletic facilities: college A (3) 

 Large library: college B (2) 

 Small student/teacher ratio: college A (1), college B (1) 

 

 CONS 

 Ugly campus: college B (8) 

 Parking difficult: college A (7) 

 No school football team: college A (3), college B (6) 

 Non-alcoholic campus: college A (2) 

 

Now the student can directly compare the quality of the schools against one another.  If 

the student views the weights for a specific “pro” or “con” and decides that they need correction, 

the student can adjust the weights in their latest list as needed.  The absolute values of the 

weights are not necessarily important, but rather the ability for the student to compare the 

schools against one another is more important.  Now the student can get both objective rankings 

and subjective weights combined in order to sort college pros and cons, and the approaches 

above can guide the student in making the tough choices that will lead them to making a good 

college pick.  But the rankings and the weights can only come about if the student has done the 

research to have pros and cons in the first place.  Every college has pros and cons, and it is up to 

the student to find out what they are from the student’s perspective.  With rankings and weights 

the student can analyze the pros and cons to decide on the college that suits them the best. 



 

An Aside: My Short List of Universities and How I Constructed It 

 

 I was born and raised in Omaha, Nebraska.  People who stick around in Omaha love it 

there and have a lot of Omaha pride and deep feelings of loyalty to their home state of Nebraska.  

They have all the chain restaurants but they also have their fair share of local eateries, local 

artists, local businessmen and so on.  The biggest sports deal is the fandom for NCAA football, 

specifically for the Nebraska Cornhuskers.  If you are born in Nebraska, you are automatically a 

Husker fan.  The thing is, my sister went to Iowa State University for college.  A lot of the people 

that I graduated High School with were going to schools out of state.  And I had this big dream 

of one day becoming an Astronaut.  My dad lived in Dallas, Texas, and didn’t Astronauts come 

from Texas?  My aunt lived in San Antonio, so I had family in Texas.  Austin, Texas was said to 

be the “Live Music Capital of the World”, and wasn’t I an Alternative music rocker?  So I 

applied to go to college at The University of Texas at Austin (UT).  I didn’t know how I could 

become an Astronaut, and honestly I knew that was a longshot anyway, but becoming an 

Engineer seemed to be the way to go if you are inclined that way.   

 

But Texas wasn’t the only school I applied to.  I also applied to University of Michigan 

(UM), Purdue University (Purdue), Iowa State University (ISU), and University of Nebraska at 

Lincoln (UNL).  So I applied to some Big 8 schools (now called the Big 12) and some Big 10 

schools.  I lived in the Midwest so I applied to go to college in the Midwest.  I sent the schools 

my ACT test score, along with my application, sample essays that they required, and the 

application fee of $35 for each school.  I got the money from my mother, who was raising 2 kids 

on her own (including me) and for whom $35 five times was a lot of money to spend on 

applications.  I was accepted to all the schools that I had applied to.  However, I didn’t have a lot 

of input from family and friends on how to choose a school.  My brother-in-law had pointed me 

to looking at the Gourman Report in the public library for college rankings for EE.  I read a few 

pamphlets in my school’s career office.  Neither my mother nor my father had gotten college 

degrees, so they had very little input for me on how to navigate college.  My Dad wanted me to 

go to Texas so that I could be close to him, and that was an important factor.  But all my friends 

were going to UNL (or University of Nebraska at Omaha, UNO).  The funny thing was that none 

of my friends seemed to care where I was going to college.  People from my high school all 

seemed resigned to sort of go their separate ways and not look back.  I didn’t consider that I 

would lose my support system if I left Nebraska, but my friends didn’t seem too bothered by this 

anyway.  I didn’t do my due diligence but no one had taught me how to do the research and I had 

to make a choice so I used the materials that were available to me at the time and I made the 

decision.  

 

Ultimately, all other things being equal, my choice of college came down to cost: all of 

the schools that I had applied to were out-of-state, except for UNL, and would charge me out-of-

state tuition fees that were in the stratosphere.  So I knew that coming from a lower middle class 

background, I would be financing college using all student loans, and that I needed to keep cost 

down if I wanted to live a normal life after college was completed.  I spoke to my Dad about this 

and we contacted the administrators at UT.  With some wrangling on our parts, and my Dad 

proving that he had lived in Texas as a resident for going on 10 years at that point, somehow the 

stars aligned and I was given the green light to attend UT as an in-state student, paying in-state 



tuition and fees.  This meant that my tuition costs would be drastically reduced from the 

horrendous out-of-state fees to the more modest in-state costs of enrollment.  I was in.  I was 

following my dreams after all.  But some things weren’t perfect: I was leaving behind many 

friends and family members, who I wouldn’t see again for several years.  I had to start over with 

a new group of friends in my new state.  Driving back to Nebraska from Texas was a 20 hour 

marathon drive for me in a 1984 Nissan Sentra.  Later I found out that people in Nebraska didn’t 

much care for Texas due to their college football rivalries, which I experienced watching Texas 

play Nebraska in the Big 12 championship football game.  Any of the schools I had picked would 

have been the right choice for me, but going to UT was the best choice for me because even 

though I did very little research, UT, Austin, Texas, my father and my aunt, the warm weather, 

the music scene, Texas barbecue, KVRX the student radio station I ended up working at, the Hill 

Country, Town Lake, the coffee shops, the record stores, the indie movie theatres, 6th street, and 

much more resonated with me and ultimately made me into a UT Longhorn.  The tables and 

methods that I provide in this book to help you decide on a college are things I never had as a 

student.  Hopefully they will aid you so that you can make the right choice for you. 

 

Choosing Courses 

 

 It is important for the average student to carefully choose their courses each term.  The 

average student will be presented with some options as to the order of the courses which they are 

allowed to take within their college major.  The overachiever student is usually undaunted by the 

course load of any given term, even taking extra courses per term to either graduate early or 

simply for the educational benefit.  However, for the average college student, taking too many 

difficult courses per term could mean that the student under performs in one or more courses 

during that term.  Thus, the average student should be mindful about selecting easier courses 

along with harder courses each term, so that the total course load for the term averages out to be 

reasonable and manageable.  The tactic of padding harder classes with easier classes is useful, 

but during “bottleneck terms” when nearly every course is a hard course (because the student 

runs out of required moderate, official elective courses to take) the student may feel that they are 

stretched beyond their limits.  College departments usually provide charts or descriptions which 

outline the typical course load for every term.  If the student foresees that one or more of the 

terms in such a chart will be unreasonably challenging (a “bottleneck term”), this serves as a key 

indicator to the student that either the college major is not really a good “fit” for the student, or 

that the student should invoke extra-ordinary means to manage themselves (for instance, using 

the “delay tactic” discussed previously).   

  

 One such extra-ordinary tactic that the student can employ is to pad their term with one or 

more (not required) “easy” courses.  This approach differs from that discussed above, in that the 

easy courses enrolled in are not required for graduation.  For instance, if the student has learned a 

foreign language in high school and has some proficiency in it, but a foreign language is not 

required for their degree, they can enroll in an introductory foreign language course during a 

“bottleneck term” for use as an “easy” pad course.  The student should expect to excel in this 

course without much effort, while giving themselves space to concentrate a majority of their 

efforts on the more difficult courses.  Padding of this sort is possible because the policy at most 

universities generally allows students to take elective courses outside of their degree plan.  For 

instance, the average student could also consider taking physical education courses which do not 



require homework, tests, project work, and so on, as a means of padding a term.  The student 

would also expect to gain some educational benefit from this approach as well.  Also, enrolling 

in elective courses is a decent approach for meeting new people, although as was stated 

previously about the random distribution of people in courses, the student should not place all of 

their hopes for social networking on elective courses. 

 

Professors and Their Reputations 

 

 Pre-college students typically are not given choices about selecting their teachers.  The 

number of teachers at a high school is usually limited, but even when it is not limited, students 

typically have no idea about the abilities or the reputations of the teachers prior to selecting a 

course.  In college (depending upon the size of the university), however, courses are typically 

taught by several different professors.  In larger colleges having more resources, most courses 

are offered every term, and very often multiple professors per term teach the same course.  This 

situation is very favorable and a great boon for the selective student.  In smaller colleges having 

fewer resources, most courses are offered only in specific terms, and very often only one section 

with one professor is available.  However, even at smaller colleges, professors often switch the 

courses that they teach, with new professors often teaching in subsequent terms.  This situation is 

less favorable, but still allows the average student some choice in regards to their teaching 

preferences (the trade-off benefit for most smaller colleges is their smaller teacher/student ratio).  

For the overachiever student, the professor who teaches a course is a tertiary concern, because 

the overachiever student is typically unaffected by the teaching prowess of the professor at all.  

Most overachiever students teach themselves the material rather than relying upon the teaching 

style of the professor, instead using the textbook, course notes and secondary source material.  In 

fact, since many difficult courses rely mostly on a few midterm and final grades as a basis for the 

course grade, and since most overachiever students tend to excel at test taking (regardless of 

teaching style or course material), overachiever students tend to be ambivalent about which 

professor teaches a course. 

 

 The average student however should be extremely concerned about selecting a class 

based on the professor who teaches the course.  Not only is teaching style important, but also the 

course material topics which a professor chooses to focus on, as well as the difficulty level of 

tests, homework and projects assigned by a particular professor.  Some professors have a 

reputation for ruthless grading, and only overachiever students tend to excel in their courses.  

The average student should avoid these ruthless professors, who typically feel obliged to grade 

ruthlessly as a means of maintaining the prestige and level of quality of the college program in 

which they belong.  Professors may concentrate mostly on research, relegating the majority of 

their teaching duties to teaching assistants.  Also, professors may simply be bored with 

undergraduate or introductory material (which they mastered long ago) and find that assigning 

“interesting” homework or tests is “good for the students”, when in fact it may simply be lazy 

teaching.  Some professors are older and tenured, and show up to class without needing to put 

forth much effort, simply collecting their paycheck and benefits.  Some professors split their time 

between academic and corporate commitments, and thus are under great pressure and do not 

much bother with teaching material.  The average student should avoid these professors who fail 

to focus on teaching, since professors assume that their teaching deficiencies will be made up by 

the extra efforts of their students.  However, the average student has enough of a burden just 



managing the competing concerns of academics, social commitments and student finances, 

without having to worry about the politics of their college department or the predilections of an 

absent-minded professor.  Therefore, the average student should consider that they need every 

advantage that they can secure for themselves in order to compete against other students (both 

average and overachiever), and they should always try to enroll in courses taught by the “best” 

professors available. 

 

 Colleges sometimes offer services which describe the professors and their courses.  These 

services can consist of simply a fold-out table with paper adhered to its top, with students writing 

diatribes about their most favorite or least favorite professors and their courses.  Other web-

based services also exist, which are generally privately sponsored, that allow students to post 

their opinions about professors and their courses.  The student can simply type “rate professor” 

into a search engine and locate one of these services.  Once there, students can read about 

potential courses and the professors which typically teach these courses, and use the comments 

as a guide for selecting the “best” professor for a course.  The advantage of these services is that 

when the average student does not otherwise have contacts to get information about courses and 

professors, these services provide an anonymous insider view from experienced students who 

have already taken the courses of interest.  On the other hand, every student is different, and both 

overachiever and average students contribute to these services.  Since the opinion of the 

overachiever student is not particularly relevant to the average student, the average student 

should inspect professor reviews with care so as to filter out overachiever comments.  Also, the 

average student should inspect enough reviews in order to form a valid opinion, with courses or 

professors having only a few reviews not particularly adequate for this.  If theses services fail to 

provide information sufficient for the average student to make a decision about selecting a 

professor, the student should seek out the advice of other students in their college major, or 

perhaps from officers in the professional society associated with their college major.  First-hand 

accounts from trusted sources can be adequate substitutes when other services fail to provide 

statistically significant data about a professor and their courses. 

 

Course Difficulty, Interest Level, Marketability – “The Three Concerns” 

 

 As was discussed in “Choosing a Major” in regards to college majors, it is also true that 

each course within a college major can be evaluated based on “Difficulty”, “Interest Level” and 

“Marketability”.  Using these “three concerns” as guidelines, the average student should be able 

to pick from a set of otherwise equally worthy courses.  For instance, especially when a student 

has to choose between one of several electives or specialization courses, the student should make 

up a chart, as done previously for college majors, but this time to compare courses with regards 

to the “three concerns”.  Based on the results of the “three concerns”, the student can rank the 

courses from best to worst.  If the college fails to offer the student's best choice, the student can 

work down the list until they are able to enroll in an available course that minimizes difficulty 

and maximizes interest level and marketability. 

 

 DIFFICULTY INTEREST LEVEL MARKETABILITY 

1 Physical Geology high high good 

2 Discrete Mathematics good high good 



3 Elements of Databases good moderate high 

4 Vector Calculus high moderate moderate 

5 Physics, Elec / Mag moderate good moderate 

 

 

Upper-Division Specialization Courses 

 

 Some college majors have programs where the student can “specialize” in certain college 

major “areas”.  For instance, Mechanical Engineering upper-division students could be allowed 

to register for 3 technical electives, where 2 out of the 3 courses must be within a specific “area” 

(for instance, “Dynamic Systems”).  A student such as this could select the elective courses 

“Advanced Dynamics” and “Control Systems”, which both fall within the “Dynamic Systems” 

specialization area.  The student would then have the ability to select a 3rd technical elective, 

which could be in any specialization area.  For instance, the student could select Computer Aided 

Drafting (CAD) from the “Design” specialization area.  Selecting upper-division electives is 

important to the average student because it sets the context from which the student will progress 

into the working world or into graduate school.  The student can highlight on a resume or on a 

graduate school application their experience in the elective courses, and how that relates to the 

job or program that they are seeking. 

 

The upper-division electives are usually chosen by the student, based on the performance 

of the student in other related courses or prerequisites.  For instance, a Mechanical Engineering 

student who had trouble with or disliked the “Introduction to Dynamics” course may not wish to 

select the “Dynamic Systems” area of specialization, since “Advanced Dynamics” is the main 

course within this specialization.  However, if the student still wishes to take the course, they 

could take it say as a part of their 3rd technical elective which can fall outside of the 

specialization area.  Other college majors that have upper-division electives will have different 

rules than this example, but the importance of these electives remains true.  The student should 

pick specializations where they can excel (Difficulty), which they would enjoy (Interest Level) 

and which will aid them in their next move after their undergraduate program (Marketability).  

The student should keep the above in mind when selecting upper-division electives. 

 

The student should also have a good idea of which electives to take based on the work 

they did previously when selecting a college major.  During that time, they should have 

investigated upper-division elective descriptions and used these as a source of input during their 

college major selection process.  As the student progresses through their program, they will find 

out which courses go well for them and which courses do not go well for them.  So long as their 

previous coursework was successful, they would usually progress then into the specialization 

area that they picked earlier on.  However, the average student may find that they come up 

against obstacles, such as failing or just passing grades in the courses that lead into their 

preferred specializations.  The student should be realistic and perhaps change their upper-

division specializations based on this new information.  This approach should reduce 

“Difficulty”, and maximize “Interest Level” and “Marketability”. 

 

Scheduling Courses 



 

 Another component to determining the courses that a student will enroll in for any given 

term is scheduling.  At larger universities which offer many sections of a single course, the 

student has much more flexibility to create their schedule.  At smaller universities, the student is 

often stuck with whatever schedule results after selecting the only sections available.  However, 

on the rare occasion that two courses are scheduled at the same time and day, the student at the 

large university can simply pick another available section, whereas the student at a small 

university is forced to select an entirely different course.  The discrepancy between larger and 

smaller universities is again accounted for by smaller universities because these institutions 

typically have smaller teacher/student ratios.  Typically, the overachiever student is unaffected by 

their course schedule, whereas the average student has competing demands for their time on any 

given day and so must take great care in constructing a proper schedule which will not hurt their 

academic performance. 

 

 The average student may have a part-time job, a family, club commitments or hobbies 

and interests outside of school for which they need scheduled time.  If the student does not 

account for these competing concerns, they will likely find that their ability to spend time suffers 

in these areas.  Instead, the student should first create a weekly schedule to account for the 

meeting times of courses, clubs and appointments.  A sample schedule, one the student should 

consider making for themselves for each term is shown here. 

 

 MON TUE WED THUR FRI SAT SUN 

6 - 7        

7 - 8        

8 - 9 Phys Geology Phys Ed. Phys Geology Phys Ed. Phys Geology   

9 - 10        

10 - 11 Phys. Chem  Phys. Chem     

11 - Noon Phys. Chem Lunch Phys. Chem Lunch  job job 

Noon - 1 Lunch Phs. Che. Lab Lunch Phs. Che. Lab Lunch job job 

1 - 2  Phs. Che. Lab  Phs. Che. Lab  job job 

2 - 3      job job 

3 - 4 Discrete Math  Discrete Math  Discrete Math   

4 - 5        

5 - 6        

6 - 7 Dinner Dinner Dinner Dinner Dinner   

After 7 Club Meeting   Club Meeting    

Night        

 

 

 In addition, the student should consider making a general outline of their typical day, with 



each hour allocated to a specific task.  In this way, the student can work at controlling the time 

they spend socializing, attending meals, and so on, so as to minimize the amount of unscheduled 

time spent.  In this way, the student should have more time left over for “scheduled” tasks or 

activities.  A sample table for the “Monday” column is shown here. 

 

 

TIMES ACTIVITY 

6 - 7 Wake up, Get ready, Study 

7 - 8 Study, Commute 

8 - 9 Class >>> Physical Geology 

9 - 10 Study: Physical Geology (Geology Library) 

10 - 11 Class >>> Physical Chemistry 

11 - Noon Class >>> Physical Chemistry 

Noon - 1 Lunch or Study: Physical Chemistry (Student Union) 

1 - 2 Study: Physical Chemistry (Student Union) 

2 - 3 Study: Physical Chemistry (Student Union) 

3 - 4 Class >>> Discrete Math 

4 - 5 Study: Discrete Math (Math Study Lounge) 

5 - 6 Study: Discrete Math( Math Study Lounge) 

6 - 7 Dinner (Dorm Cafeteria) 

After 7 Club Meeting, Study, Solve Homework Problems 

Night Sleep 

 

 

 Also, the student should consider tracking the number of hours that they spend studying 

each day (and for each course), so that they can judge whether the time they allocate toward 

study is sufficient for them to perform adequately in their courses.  If the student feels that their 

study is insufficient, they can always dedicate more study time to a particular course.  Without 

such a steady tracking of their study behavior, it is likely that the average student will be 

unaware of a deficiency in their study habits.  Once the student becomes accustomed to their 

study routine and can meet the demands of their current and future courses, strictly tracking the 

number of hours that the student spends studying per day, per course is perhaps not necessary 

and the student can stop tracking their study hours.  A sample tracking chart for a single week is 

shown here. 

 

 

 MON TUE WED THUR FRI SAT SUN TOTAL 

Phys 

Geology 

2 1 2 1 2 3 4 15 



Phys.Chem 4 2 5 1 3 4 4 23 

Discrete Math 3 1 2 1 3 2 3 15 

Phs. Che. 

Lab 

1 4 2 3 2 0 0 12 

    Week: 45 Weekend: 20 65 

 

 

 When the student is active in clubs, fraternities or sororities, scheduled tasks or activities 

they perform count as “social time”, alleviating the student of the primal need to “waste” time 

socializing when they should otherwise be studying, working, attending class, and so on.  The 

average student may feel unduly constrained by this rather strict approach, but in general this 

approach is intended only as a guideline, where ultimately the student must govern themselves in 

order for this approach to be successful.  If the student spends some extra time at a meal, the 

student should expect to make up the time later on somewhere else, either by staying up late 

studying, or reducing the amount of time spent at the next meal, for instance.  Slack in this 

system is allowed, but the student should always be mindful of their general schedule and of the 

other competing schedule concerns which will eventually come due.  Procrastination is best 

avoided by the average student if the student splits up their day into manageable chunks, and if 

their schedule is such that the student keeps themselves busy with a task or activity and with as 

little unscheduled “down time” as possible.  Scheduling is meant as a tool to reduce wasted time 

and to maximize study time.  If the student finds their grades slipping at any time, they should 

consult their schedule and see if they can change it somehow to increase study time for the 

falling course. 

 

An Aside: My Upper Division Courses 

 

 As a Mechanical Engineering (ME) undergraduate student, part of my curricula was to 

select an upper-division elective block of 3 courses.  I went with Materials Engineering, taking 

the courses “Mechanical Metallurgy” and “Material Selection”.  For my third elective that would 

be outside the specialization field, I went with “Computer Aided Design (CAD)”.  With regards 

to other specializations, I didn’t feel competent enough to take on the specializations of 

“Mechanical Systems” or “Fluid Mechanics”, and I didn’t want to get involved in 

“Mechatronics” (electrical/mechanics/robotics), having had to drop out of EE already, back in 

the past.  Besides these rationales, I also enjoyed the Introduction to Materials Engineering 

course I had taken.  I knew that of the specializations available, intuitively I supposed that these 

other areas had higher marketability but for me the difficulty of those specializations precluded 

me from getting involved in them.  You might ask how these courses and my selection of them 

affected my career.  Well, I went on to graduate school and I took another CAD course, and that 

course directly led me to my first ME job where I used popular 2D and 3D drawing software, 

working at a small machine shop.   

 

My other 2 electives, “Mechanical Metallurgy” and “Material Selection”, were great 

background courses to support my Master’s degree thesis in Materials Engineering (my Master’s 

degree was in Mechanical Engineering, but my advisor allowed me to get that while writing my 

thesis on a Materials Engineering topic).  In addition, during an interview I had right out of me 

ME graduate program to work at the company Northrup Grumman, I was asked the question “if 



there is a stainless steel telescoping lens pipe attached to bronze pipe via their shared threaded 

interfaces, and while screwing the lens pipe into the other pipe the two become stuck, what is the 

likely culprit?”  I was dumbstruck for a moment, but after a minute to think about it, and with the 

help of the interviewer, we came up with the idea that the dissimilar materials produced a 

corrosion cell that caused corrosion to get into the threads of the pipes and lock the two pipes 

together.  Now, if I had never taken the course “Material Selection”, I would have never been 

able to answer this question.  As it happened, I didn’t land the job.  But had it been the right 

group, answering a question like that correctly can only be a great boon for the job seeker post 

college.  In other words, the specialization courses set the student up for what they can talk about 

in interviews and for getting into and succeeding in graduate school. 

 

Paying for School - Scholarships 

 

 The average student should not expect to obtain scholarships of any kind, so other means 

are likely necessary for funding their educational pursuits.  The reason is that scholarships 

typically go to students with special circumstances which warrant their reception, including 

exemplary grades, sports, special ethnicity, special associations such as relatives of veterans or 

public servants, and so on.  The average student does not typically have a special circumstance, 

other than perhaps the financial need to pay for college, and therefore typically the average 

student will be unable to obtain scholarships.  Oftentimes as the average student progresses 

through college, they will come across announcements declaring the eligibility of scholarships 

intended for students with high GPA scores and other qualifications.  If the student has been 

successful at applying the tactics described herein, they may perhaps have the qualifications 

which could aid them in landing one of these scholarships for their second year, third year, fourth 

year or beyond.  However, the average student generally has a mediocre GPA score, and 

therefore once again should look to rely upon other sources of financing to attend college. 

 

Paying for School - Loans 

 

 The average student pays for college using student loans.  In the past, student loans have 

been fairly easy to obtain, and the interest rates associated with these loans have been reasonable.  

However, when the economy as a whole suffers, availability of loans tends to drop and loan 

interest rates tend to spike.  Thus, students may have more difficulty rationalizing the use of 

student loans during “hard times” (which otherwise happen to be the best times to go back to 

school, since training or re-training at a university may be easier than finding a job).  Students 

who take out loans to pay for school must eventually pay the loans back after they graduate, or 

they will incur severe penalties to their credit rating which in turn will harm their ability to get 

loans in the future (for some reason, this idea does not phase everyone).  Thus, if a student 

enrolls in a college major associated with a field for which they believe they will be unlikely to 

land a job, it is perhaps unwise to finance their education using student loans, since the student 

will be unlikely to pay them back without severe hardship.  However, students do not always 

pursue a college degree just for its marketability, but rather sometimes for the educational value 

of the degree.  Therefore, if the student pursues a degree that has low marketability, the student 

should consider other means of financing their education besides loans. 

 

 Loans are either federally regulated or not, and they can be underwritten either through 



the school or through a private bank.  Federally regulated loans include the well-known 

“Stafford” loans.  These loans typically have the best (lowest) interest rates and are typically the 

only loans that are “subsidized”.  All student loans accrue interest while the student is enrolled in 

school.  If the student loan is “subsidized”, the U.S. federal government pays the interest on the 

student loan whenever the student is enrolled in school in at least a “part-time” status.   

 

 The best approach for the average student is to try to get most or all of their loans to be 

“subsidized”, in order to avoid having to pay for the interest that accrues when the student is 

enrolled in school.  Also, the student should aim to have all of their loans from a single lender, or 

if this is not possible, from as few lenders as possible.  The student will have an easier time 

tracking all of their loans after they graduate if they do not have to make payments to several 

lenders.  This makes paying bills every month a little less tiresome for the college graduate.  

Another similar option for the college graduate is “loan consolidation”.  If the student has taken 

out loans from several lenders, the student can select a single lender who will purchase the loans 

from all the student's remaining lenders.  The student can then make payments to a single lender, 

at an interest rate calculated by the consolidation lender and with monthly payments reduced 

below what the student would otherwise pay.  The problem with this approach is that some 

lender loans do not participate in “loan consolidations”.  The student could end up with a single 

consolidated loan, plus whatever loans could not be consolidated.  Therefore, the student should 

aim either to take out loans from only a single lender (as discussed above), or only loans which 

can be consolidated after graduation, if the student wishes to make simple management of their 

loans a priority.  Loans that can be consolidated are typically federal loans such as “Stafford” 

Loans. 

 

 The type of lender that the student selects is not as important as whether the loan is 

“subsidized” and whether the interest rate offered by the lender is reasonable.  Typically, all 

lenders will offer similar interest rates for a given loan, so the student should focus on finding the 

best loan first before locating the best bank.  Typically, the loans that are available to the student 

are controlled by the university financial aid office, but the student is free to approach any bank 

or lender, not just those proffered by the school.  However, private loans typically have interest 

rates that are higher than the federally regulated loans a student might be offered from their 

school's financial aid office.  Also, if the student selects a smaller bank as a lender, the student 

should not count on the bank closing down and absolving their loan responsibilities.  Banks 

which get bought out by other banks or which go out of business typically sell their loans to 

other banks, who take over collection of the student's loans.  The student's loans wont disappear 

on their own, but rather the student will always be expected to pay their loans off eventually, 

because there will always be a lender willing to collect loan payments from the student.  The 

bank you start out with may not be the bank you end up with when the loan is in repayment, but 

most likely the loan interest rate will remain the same. 

 

So-called “Parent Loans” should be avoided if possible.  These loans require that the 

student use a parent or guardian as a “co-signer”, basically acting as the default “repayers” of the 

loan should the student fail to make payments.  Having their parents act as co-signers means that 

the success and failure of the student is tied to their parents, who must “foot the bill” if the 

student fails to find the kind of employment after graduation which would enable the student to 

pay off this loan debt.  Having this sort of “black cloud” hanging over the head of the student 



may encourage the student to make poor choices about their college major.  For instance, a 

student that feels compelled to enroll in a college major for which they feel they could eventually 

make a lot of money (i.e.: business, engineering, medicine, computer science, etc.) in order to 

cover the student loan debt from a “Parent Loan”, but for which they have little aptitude, may 

risk under-performing in their chosen major.  Also, the student may simply not enjoy their 

studies, based on their single mindedness about covering their loan debt and meeting the 

expectations of their parents.  Instead, if the student finds themselves having to rely on a “Parent 

Loan”, the student should endeavor to take out as few of these as possible, and to attempt to pay 

off the debt from this loan as early after their graduation as possible (thus alleviating the nagging 

they might receive from parents). 

 

Paying for School – Part-time / On-campus Employment 

 

 Another way to pay for school is for the student to have a part- or full-time job while 

enrolling in school and taking courses either as a part- or a full-time student.  This option is great 

for the students that are capable of doing this, but it is not expected that the average student 

would typically wish to attend school and pay their tuition, fees and room and board this way.  

However, there is a program at schools where the student signs up for a “work-study” program 

through the school financial aid office, and the student is given a job at the school.  A portion of 

their income is then spent on the student’s behalf to pay for tuition costs.  For many students this 

may be an attractive option for reducing the amount of debt that the student could owe after they 

graduate.  However, the drawback to the average student is that any part-time work will take 

away from study time.  This option requires a deep reflective decision process on behalf of the 

student to decide whether they can balance work with study in such a way that the student can 

still protect their GPA score. 

 

 If this is not an undue burden or obstacle, the average student should consider attending 

school part-time, and working part-time.  If they can pay for at least a portion of their education 

themselves, perhaps supplementing their remaining income with student loans, they will 

significantly reduce their financial burden after graduation.  Financial aid offices typically offer 

the option of providing the student with on-campus employment, where the income from this job 

is subtracted from the total loan award of the student.  “Federal Work Study” is an option that a 

student can choose when they are filling out paperwork to apply for student loans through their 

school, which are sent to the federal government.  Many on-campus jobs are restricted to 

students who participate within this program.  However, this option is appealing because the 

income is not a loan that has to be paid back, and it is attractive if the student wishes to work 

part-time, but has difficulty locating a job off-campus (say when the student is new to the area).  

Also, this option allows the student more opportunity to network with other students, as people 

often make friendships with others at their place of work.  However, since the student is eligible 

for less student loan money with this option, the average student should strongly consider 

avoiding this option for anything beyond their freshman year in college.  Off-campus 

employment is not typically difficult to obtain for the average college student once they have 

spent at least a year at their school becoming acclimated to the area, and the income of the 

student from an off-campus job will not typically be enough to adversely affect their total loan 

award.  Also, although it is vital for a freshman or sophomore student to make friendships with 

on-campus students, beyond these years it is less critical to the social life of the average student 



to either live on-campus or to make friendships with on-campus students.  Therefore, “on-

campus” jobs are desirable and helpful, but should be viewed as temporary “stepping-stones” to 

a better employment option down the road. 

 

 If the student chooses to work (either part-time or full-time) and attend college, the 

income from their job can be used to pay for college expenses.  This option is the most appealing 

financially, since the student typically makes no loan payments or fewer loan payments after 

graduation.  However, this approach means that the student is trading the convenience of extra 

study time and graduating “on-time” for the convenience of making no loan payments or fewer 

loan payments after graduation.  Since one of the main tactics presented here for success for the 

average college student is the “delay” tactic, where the student is less concerned about 

graduating “on-time”, this trade-off is not considered to be unreasonable.  Some students may 

find it difficult to work and go to school at the same time.  Therefore, the average student should 

consider the use of “pad” courses to reduce the level of difficulty of this option. 

 

An Aside: I Took Out Loans 

 

 In my undergrad program as a freshman I took out Stafford loans and one parent loan that 

my dad co-signed for me.  After I graduated, my dad would get letters from the bank saying that 

I was late with my payment, and my dad would forward the letters on to me.  This was an 

annoying practice, but much credit goes to my dad who never opened the letter and always 

forwarded it along to me no questions asked.  Of course, if I ever defaulted on this loan my dad 

would be liable to help pay back the loan.  But I never plan on letting that happen.  I took out 

another private loan during graduate school since I felt that I needed the infusion of money to 

help me get through a rough patch.  But mostly I had taken out Stafford loans that I later 

consolidated into a single low monthly payment via the consolidation program that my loan 

lender offered.  Consolidation only works for federal loans, which luckily I had received.  My 

undergrad loans amounted to around $50,000, and this more than doubled for my graduate 

degrees.  As a result I am paying very high monthly payments for my loans.  But considering my 

grades and considering my job prospects, I feel very strongly that I could not have pulled off 

getting the degrees that I did without receiving loans.  That said, now that I have graduated, all of 

my focus is on finding some way to pay back my loans faster than the 30 year window that I can 

expect to be paying into.  It is due to this fact that I can say that the tactics I offer in this book 

should work to help you as a student accomplish more than I was able to do.  If you keep your 

GPA score high using the tactics and advice that this book provides, you can perhaps avoid all 

the loans that came with my extended time in college.  I could only come to understand this in 

hindsight, long after my opportunity to do something about rescuing my GPA and thus reducing 

my loan load had passed.  Perhaps you can do a better job of it than I did. 

 

Deferments 

 

 Loan payments are typically deferred, meaning that the need for the student to make loan 

payments is temporarily stopped, in one of three ways.  Whenever the student is enrolled in 

school in at least part-time status, the student can apply for an “in-school deferment”, which 

means that the student does not need to make monthly payments until after the student stops 

attending the school.  Subsidized loans will not accrue interest while the student is still enrolled 



with this type of deferment.  Student loan payments typically are not required for up to 6 months 

following graduation.  Therefore, if the student is having a hard time finding a job after 

graduation, and their 6 month grace period is running out, it is a good tactic to enroll again in 

school at part-time status.  This would likely retain the “in-school deferment”, depending on the 

school policy and federal government regulations, thus avoiding the need to repay student loans 

until a job is found.  The main problem here though is that most schools will not allow a student 

to take classes with the status of part-time after graduating, unless the student officially reapplies 

to the school with the intent to get a new degree.   

 

This may be too onerous to be worth it.  Instead, it is probably a better option for the 

student to remain enrolled in school, even with their minimum number of classes completed, 

during the job hunt, and delaying graduation until a job is found.  This avoids the need to reapply 

to schools.  Many schools would allow students to take more courses than the minimum required 

to graduate, which means that the student can stay enrolled in school even if their course 

requirements are met.  Another option is to graduate but take courses from a community college 

which may be easier to enroll in than a fully fledged university.  Regardless of the option that 

suits the student best, the student stays “fresh” in their field by continuing to train, and loans 

remain in the “in-school deferment” status.  This deferment does not run out so long as the 

student is enrolled at least part-time, but each university has limitations on when a student is 

required to graduate, so timing is important.  In addition to that, the student could aim during 

their final terms to schedule night or weekend courses only, so that if the student lands a job mid-

semester, they can both finish their current term by taking classes at night or on the weekend, and 

still make it to work during the day.  In this day and age where online courses exist, this could be 

an even greater boon if they are available to the student, where they can watch lectures at 

whatever time is convenient.  This tactic may not be feasible at some schools that do not offer 

night, weekend or online classes, however.  Instead, when the student finally lands a job, the 

student would just drop their current courses, schedule their graduation (since presumably they 

will have taken all of their required courses to graduate) and focus on their new job.  An even 

better approach may be to take college 101 introductory courses, or “easy” courses like say 

physical fitness, so that if the student lands the job mid-semester, dropping their courses won’t be 

a big loss, except perhaps just for the bucks spent. 

 

 Another method of deferment is the “hardship deferment”, which the student activates 

whenever they have absolutely no income to make monthly loan payments.  Subsidized loans do 

not accrue interest with this type of deferment, and the student is not obliged to return to school 

as with the “in-school deferment”.  However, if the student has no income, returning to school 

may be a better choice, if only to receive loan money, and possibly also to stay “fresh” with their 

studies and continue to train for a job.   

 

The third type of deferment is the “hardship forbearance”, which is similar to the 

“hardship deferment”.  However, with the forbearance, the student has some income and still 

cannot make loan payments.  For this type of deferment, subsidized loans lose the subsidized 

benefit, and interest continues to accrue.  Also, lenders typically have a time limit of the number 

of months or years that a loan can be in this deferment status, for instance perhaps 3 years or 

less.  Thus, this type of deferment is not suggested for the student when the other two deferments 

are available.  Instead, the student should try for the “in-school deferment” first, followed by the 



“hardship deferment” next, and only if necessary the “forbearance” deferment last. 

 

  

See: http://www.direct.ed.gov 

 

Entrance/Exit Interviews 

 

 University financial aid offices often require that the student participate in an “Entrance 

Interview” when the student first takes out a loan, in order to educate the student about their 

responsibilities for their loans.  The office typically requires an “Exit Interview” of students who 

already have loans and will graduate soon, in order to re-educate the student about their 

responsibilities with regards to their loans, and to remind them that “subsidized” loans will revert 

to accruing interest again when they exit the university after the 6 month grace period.  During 

the entrance interview, the student should make sure to ask about “loan consolidation”, and 

whether the loans that they are offered qualify for this program.  If the loans they are offered are 

not eligible, the student should be assertive and ask whether they can instead get loans that are 

eligible for loan consolidation.  Also, these sessions are excellent opportunities for the student to 

ask questions, obtain literature, and educate themselves about the loans that they are receiving.  

The student should hold on to literature that they obtain from these sessions, as well as any future 

correspondence that they receive via mail from either their lenders or the university financial aid 

office, either in a file or in some other system.  Retaining this information will become important 

in the future when the student needs contact information in order to figure out where to mail their 

loan payment checks, of if they choose to pay bills online, to remember which lenders they 

borrowed from.  It is far better to know this information well in advance of the time that lenders 

begin sending requests for payments, in order to avoid late payments. 

 

Interest Rates 

 

 Student loan interest rates are controlled by lenders.  Lenders of federally regulated loans 

must answer to federal regulations which control the maximum interest rates and fees associated 

with “federally-guaranteed” loans.  Typically, interest rates are either “fixed” at the time that the 

student takes out the loan to match the current lender rate, or they are “variable” and can change 

with time to match the future lender rates.  If the current interest rate at the time that the student 

takes out the loan is “low”, the student would prefer a “fixed” rate loan, as the loan would be 

“locked in” at a low rate for the duration of the loan.  If the current rate at the time that the 

student takes out the loan is “high”, the student would prefer a “variable” rate loan, as the future 

interest rate would generally be expected to dip below the current interest rate.  Either way, 

federally-regulated loans have a guaranteed maximum limit on interest rate, which is typically 

much lower than for other types of loans.  However, the student should aim for the loans with the 

best interest rate deals in order to have lower loan payments as a future college graduate. 

 

See: http://www.direct.ed.gov 

 

Finances 

 

 Unlike a paycheck which is issued once a week or every two weeks, loan checks are 



typically disbursed once per term.  The schedule for disbursement depends on the system 

employed by the university.  The student should always expect delays, where disbursements at 

larger universities may be delayed due to processing a multitude of checks.  By contrast, at 

smaller universities the delay may be due to inefficient bursar departments which take longer to 

complete disbursements.  Thus, the student should be prepared to weather these delays using 

loan money that they have saved in a bank account from previous terms, with credit cards or 

from income from a part-time job.  If the student chooses to use credit cards for this purpose, it is 

a good idea once the student has received their loan disbursement checks to pay off whatever 

debt they accrued during this period right away, lest their credit card debt get them into trouble. 

 

 Banks often place booths on or near college campuses, in order to attract students to open 

accounts or to apply for credit cards.  However, the average college student should avoid 

applying for credit cards at these booths.  Instead, if the student is interested in obtaining a credit 

card, the student should look online or talk to a parent or relative about what they know of the 

best credit card available.  Oftentimes, parents and relatives have done much research into 

obtaining credit cards with the best (lowest) interest rates available, and using this information 

saves the student from making the mistake of getting a card with an outrageous rate.  If this is not 

possible, the student should spend time shopping around for a credit card at various banks and 

credit unions, comparing the interest rates offered.  The student should be careful about limiting 

the number of lenders with whom they actually apply to for a credit card, however, as an 

excessive number of applications can adversely affect the student's credit rating.   

 

 If possible, the pre-college student should work on getting a credit card prior to arriving 

at school, as credit card applications may take some time to be processed, and the student may 

find themselves in need of impromptu funds beginning the first day of class.  Also, unless the 

student is especially good at managing their credit card debt, the student should save credit card 

purchases for special occasions (i.e. Christmas) or critical needs (i.e.: car repairs).  The student 

should make sure to pay off their credit card debt as soon as possible following each purchase, 

by making payments above and beyond the “minimum payment” that is required by their credit 

card company or lender.  Simply making the minimum payment each month ensures that the 

student will likely never pay off their card and quickly “max out” their card as they make more 

purchases.  Instead, the student should select a fraction of the total card debt to pay each month 

(which they can afford), above and beyond the “minimum payment”, so that the total debt can be 

paid off in a reasonable number of months.  This approach allows the student to keep a large 

proportion of their income each month, while actively working to eliminate their card debt in a 

responsible way.  However, if the student is paying off their credit card debt with loan money, the 

student is simply “shifting” their debt from a more short-term form to a more long-term form, 

which they will eventually have to pay back to a lender.  Therefore, the average student should 

think twice before making an extravagant purchase (with a credit card or with loan money), as 

they will eventually have to pay back their loan money, and a future career with sufficient pay to 

cover loan debt is far from guaranteed. 

 

As Aside: Deferments and Finances 

 

 Upon graduating from my undergraduate program, I was able to get a job working for my 

sister’s internet startup company.  Part of the deal that I had working for her was that she would 



pay for my monthly student loan payments.  Years passed and I changed jobs, where I then took 

over paying my loans each month.  When I entered a graduate school program for 2 years, I was 

able to do the in school deferment to avoid making loan payments during that time.  When I 

graduated, it took me 13 months to find a job in my major of Mechanical Engineering.  During 

this time I was able to use the grace period for the first 6 months followed by a hardship 

deferment that covered the remainder of my time that I was out of work.  I was also able to 

qualify for unemployment money from the federal government based on the fact that my work 

had run out through no fault of my own when my position as a Research Assistant in a graduate 

school program ended.  I eventually found a job and I worked for a few years before deciding to 

enter another graduate school program, this time in Software Engineering.  I was able to leverage 

the in school deferment for my loans again, and 3 years later I found myself married with a kid 

on the way and starting a new job in the software field.  My wife and I eventually had a second 

child, and with the expenses of raising kids it was tough to make ends meet each month.  So I 

made the difficult decision to use up all of my remaining hardship deferment time (total of 3 

years), so that we had more money each month to cover the costs of child daycare, clothing and 

food expenses.  The downside to this is that if some unforeseen circumstances occur that make it 

hard to make loan payments, I can no longer count on forbearances or deferments.  Instead, the 

loan lender contacts credit rating agencies to hurt my credit score rating for making late or 

delayed payments.  This is not an ideal situation, but I consider it to be a primary motivation to 

force me to find a way to pay off the loans faster than I otherwise could have been able to.  That 

said, I don’t suggest using up your Hardship Forbearance like this unless like me you have no 

other choice. 

 

 However, in my undergraduate program I had little trouble handing my finances.  When I 

was in college I had a joint credit card where my Dad and I shared the card and where we were 

both on the monthly bill.  That way I would have a credit card that I could use to make purchases 

that my Dad sanctioned and would ultimately pay for, but where the purchases could be made in 

a timely way, without waiting for a check in the mail.  I went to school in Austin, Texas, and my 

Dad lived in Dallas, Texas, a 4 hour trip away by car, so this was a handy way to handle my 

finances.  I didn’t use the card much but it was a nice thing to have when expenses did present 

themselves.  The first-time student might have trouble making payments or overusing a credit 

card, so having a parent watching over their spending habits and bill management is a good way 

to teach students how to handle their finances when they need guidance on how to spend their 

money.  It was useful for me, anyway. 

 

 Besides using credit cards, the student has to manage the money they get for covering 

daily expenditures like food, clothing and entertainment.  As a student I never had much trouble 

with this, since my tastes for things was fairly modest, which is typical for the poor college 

student actually.  Another nice aspect of going to school in Austin, Texas was that living in a 

town that was (at the time) a small college town meant that the prices for goods and services was 

also fairly modest and reasonable.  The cost of living in Austin is much less than that found in 

bigger cities like Houston, Chicago, New York or wherever.  In addition, Austin has a lot of great 

and affordable restaurants and entertainment, which is satisfying to the wallet, the palette and to 

the bar-hopper/concert-goer/movie-watcher.  All of this value at affordable prices meant that I 

didn’t run out of money by the end of the semester and I could cover my expenses until the 

following semester began.  Finding this kind of situation should be fairly straightforward for 



many college towns across America I would think. 

 

Living Arrangements 

 

 The living arrangements that the student chooses can have a significant impact on the 

academic performance and social capabilities of the average student, as discussed previously.  If 

the student chooses to live at home with parents, the student can save money but may not have 

some of the freedoms that they would otherwise have living as a responsible adult on their own.  

If the student chooses to live away from home, they may choose to live with roommates to enjoy 

the company of friends or to lower the monthly rent bill, or they may choose to live alone, in 

order to enjoy the extra privacy.  In addition, students may choose to live in fraternities, 

sororities, private dormitories or cooperatives, all of which have unique characteristics which 

may be favorable for some students.  The student should weigh carefully these factors before 

choosing to change their current living arrangements, as moving can be a difficult, expensive and 

time-consuming process, where the effort of moving could be better spent on other more 

rewarding things. 

 

Living with Parents 

 

 Many students look to college as a time when they can move away from their parent's 

home and begin their own life in a new domicile.  The average pre-college and college student 

has limited funds to spend on their own independent living space.  Therefore, many students 

should consider instead the advantages of attending a college that is nearby their parent's home, 

and living at home while they attend college.  The student can save money that would otherwise 

go toward room and board, or as in some households, parents may charge a small monthly rent 

fee or otherwise ask the student to purchase their own groceries.  In any case, the student should 

expect to save a considerable amount of money by living at home with parents, since a 

significant amount of money that is provided by student loans is typically allocated towards 

living expenses.  The less money that the student needs to get in the form of student loans is less 

money that the student needs to repay after they graduate from college. 

 

 When a student lives at home with their parents, they may find that they are asked to 

contribute to household chores or that they are bothered by overcrowding of siblings or relatives.  

If these requirements are too constrictive for the student, they should attempt to negotiate with 

their parents a way to avoid these obligations, perhaps using the small monthly rent fee as a 

rationalization for their case.  Also, the student should ensure that sufficient quiet space for study 

is available, by negotiating with parents, siblings or relatives with regards to time and space 

where the student should not be disturbed.  It is up to the student to avoid these pitfalls, since 

parents, siblings and relatives are often too far removed from the college lifestyle to actively 

accommodate the student's needs. 

 

 Students that live at home with their parents may have more difficulty with their social 

life than if they were to live alone or with roommates.  The love life of the student will likely 

suffer to some degree, since parents and siblings may interfere with it.  The student will likely be 

unable to host parties at their home, and the student's parents may frown on the student coming 

home at late hours of the night.  The student will have to contend with the possible stigma of 



living with their parents, when many of their peers will choose to live alone or with roommates.  

The student may also feel that they are losing out on an opportunity to grow, mature and develop 

life skills in order to nurture their sense of independence from their parents.  However, these 

potential drawbacks are usually not serious enough for most students, and are usually 

outweighed by the advantages already discussed.  After college is over and students have to 

begin paying off their student loan debt, they usually wish in retrospect that they could have 

implemented more aggressive means to lower their debt while they were in school, instead of 

“living it up” with the help of “free” loan money.  Living at home with parents is a wise option 

for the average student. 

 

Living On-campus 

 

 Living on-campus is a good idea for the average student when they are in their freshman 

year and possibly also for their sophomore year.  Living on-campus will generally make up one-

half of the social life of the average student (with the other half of their social life consisting of 

clubs, fraternity or sorority functions).  Students need social contacts and friendships for forming 

study groups, finding out about parties, networking and participating in social events.  Therefore, 

living on-campus is important for the incoming college student to develop social connections 

which they will depend on throughout their time in college and likely long after college ends.  

Also, the average pre-college student knows very little about their university when they first 

arrive.  Living on-campus gives the student time to explore and get to know the ins and outs of 

their college before they branch out into the territory of the town or city surrounding the campus 

(for instance when a student attends a college away from their home town). 

 

 Opportunities exist at on-campus dormitories for positions of responsibility and for 

private rooms.  The Resident Advisor (RA) is an officer working in a dormitory who is 

responsible for policing a floor or a wing of a dormitory hall.  In return for their work, they are 

given a small paycheck, as well as a private room (without a roommate).  Also, becoming an RA 

typically means getting to know many of the people in the dormitory, as well as the other RAs, 

so it is an excellent way to make a lot of friends.  The work required of a RA is typically 

minimal, and the benefit gained in regards to an increased effectiveness for study by having a 

private room in a dormitory is worth any time lost due to fulfilling RA responsibilities.  

However, since many students often vie for an RA position, competition is fierce, and the 

average pre-college student should start their research about RA positions at their university 

early.  In addition to private rooms for RAs, there are typically a limited number of private rooms 

available to non-RAs, but obtaining these rooms can be difficult as supply is limited and they 

usually cost more than the roommate rooms.  Private dorm rooms are ideal for students who wish 

to maximize their study environment.  Pre-college and college students should start their 

application process for a dorm room early if they aim for a private room. 

 

 Living on-campus is considered to be convenient because the commute time for the 

student each day is typically drastically reduced.  In many cases, the student can roll out of bed 

ten minutes before their first morning class and still make it to class on time (although this is not 

suggested as being a good thing to get in the habit of doing).  However, especially for larger 

campuses, the student may find that simply walking to class is far too time consuming.  Many of 

the larger colleges provide a bus service, but especially during peak traffic times, buses may be 



overcrowded or arrive late.  Also, late night bus service typically is not provided by these schools 

(for instance when a student is leaving the library from a marathon study session).  Since parking 

at universities is notoriously difficult at many schools, where restrictive parking permits are the 

norm, the student is usually only left with the option of riding a bicycle to both get to class and to 

get around campus.  A good method of transportation is to combine the “bicycle” and “bus” 

options, where the student rides their bicycle from their on-campus domicile to a convenient bus 

stop and locks their bicycle at a nearby bike rack.  The student can then ride a bus over to a bus 

stop that is closest to their next class.  When the student wishes to return to their on-campus 

domicile, the student can use the bus service to take them to the bus stop nearby where they had 

locked their bicycle, from which point they can then head back home.  Of course, riding a 

bicycle like this during inclement weather (i.e.: rain, snow) is not an option for most students. 

 

 Bicycles can be expensive, and bike thieves are notoriously pervasive at college 

campuses.  The average student should look into buying a used bicycle if possible.  At the end of 

each term and especially at the end of the spring term, many college students sell many of their 

belongings in preparation for moving.  The average student can usually find good deals on many 

items, including bicycles.  Many websites provide postings of used goods year round, where the 

student is also likely to find a good deal on a used bicycle.  However, if the student does not wish 

to purchase a used bicycle, or they are unable to locate one, the student should consider investing 

in a good bike lock to protect their investment in a bicycle.  Cable locks may be easily cut by a 

resourceful thief, whereas the “u” locks are a bit more theft-proof.  Using two “u” locks on a 

single bicycle may seem like overkill, but it is not a bad way to discourage a would-be thief from 

risking being caught red-handed when spending the extra time necessary to break through a 

bicycle's extra protection measures. 

 

 If the student carries around a lot of books and supplies with them on campus, riding a 

bicycle and carrying their heavy load of books and supplies may be prohibitively difficult.  One 

method of overcoming this difficulty is to look into services offered by the student's college 

major department.  Oftentimes, the professional society associated with the student's college 

major is responsible for organizing lockers in the major department’s main building.  On the 

other hand, the Student Union building may have lockers for rent.  The student could rent a 

locker and place books and supplies they might need later in the day in it, and come back for 

whatever they need later in the day as necessary.  Some students even go as far as to buy two 

copies of all books and supplies each term, leaving one set at home and one set in their locker as 

a convenience.  However, this approach may be prohibitively expensive and it is not considered 

to be necessary if the student plans ahead.  The student should avoid the idea that having a locker 

is somehow a stigma (i.e.: only pre-college students use lockers), especially if it saves the student 

precious time. 

 

 In addition to reducing commute time, living on-campus is advantageous because a 

student can use the dormitory cafeterias and their meal plans, thus eliminating the time required 

to cook meals or shop for groceries.  Some students enjoy cooking, and many dorms may offer 

some kind of communal kitchen area for this purpose.  However, these facilities are rare, and 

even where they exist, they are often less than ideal.  Therefore, students with an appetite for 

cooking should plan to forgo being able to cook meals for awhile, for some set duration of their 

time in college.  If they later move off campus or certainly after graduating from the university, 



they should expect to have plenty of time in their future to spend cooking for themselves.  So 

cooking is a matter of delayed gratification.  Also, meals at the cafeteria are often good times for 

socializing, where the student can meet with other people they know from the dorm or from 

class, when otherwise they might not have the time or an excuse to chat.  However, the student 

should take care not to spend an undue amount of time socializing at a cafeteria or student union 

food court.  It is fairly easy to wile away much time there, when perhaps the student should be 

spending that time studying.  Moderation is the key, and cafeterias typically do not have a policy 

on the maximum amount of time any one student may spend in the cafeteria.  So the student 

should manage their time wisely to avoid excessive procrastinating in the cafeteria. 

 

 Some students choose to live on-campus throughout their entire time in college.  These 

students are not adversely affected by the lack of privacy of having to share a single space with a 

roommate, nor by the often minimal level of services provided by a university dormitory.  For 

these students, the convenience of living on-campus coupled with the social atmosphere of the 

dorms is a good housing option.  However, for the average student, who must consider that after 

a few years in the dorms they may need to explore housing options which give them more 

privacy for study (to be as loud or quiet as they wish), higher quality housing or different 

opportunities for socializing, moving off-campus after their first or second year is typical. 

 

Living Near-campus and Off-campus 

 

 Many students choose to live off-campus (apartment, house) after their first or second 

year of college, or near-campus (fraternity, sorority, private dormitory, cooperative) beginning in 

their first year of college or later.  Both of these options tend to be a bit more expensive than the 

on-campus options.  However, many students find that living off-campus or near-campus gives 

them more privacy for study (to be as loud or quiet as they wish), higher quality housing or 

different opportunities for socializing than at on-campus dormitories.  Thus, off-campus and 

near-campus housing options are popular for many students, especially for upper level students 

(juniors, seniors, graduates).  Near-campus options are typically located further from the center 

of the college campus than the on-campus dorms, and therefore the commute time of students 

living at near-campus options is greater than for students at on-campus dorms.  However, due to 

bus service, bicycles, and to a very limited degree cars, this difference in commute time can be 

reduced to a negligible amount.  Private dormitories tend to offer nicer accommodations than the 

on-campus dormitories.  Cooperatives tend to offer lower fees and a more open environment for 

“alternative lifestyles” than the on-campus dormitories.  Fraternities and sororities usually offer 

more opportunities for social functions than the on-campus dormitories.  Also, depending on the 

university, many of the adult social activities (parties, fraternity and sorority functions) tend to 

center around near-campus or off-campus locations.  Therefore, the average student has many 

near-campus housing options to suit their interests.   

 

 Typically, the average pre-college student is unfamiliar with their university before they 

arrive.  Also, students usually change their living arrangements several times while in college as 

they mature and learn more about their housing needs.  However, it is useful to the average 

student to minimize the number of their housing changes, in order to minimize the disturbance 

caused by moving and to reduce the amount of time and money spent on moving.   Therefore, the 

student should aim for housing which meets their needs, such that they do not feel compelled to 



move often.  This may be a difficult task to accomplish for some students, and it is usually 

different for each of the different housing options (on-campus, near-campus, off-campus).   

 

 Students who select a fraternity or sorority typically participate in “rush” activities.  

These students must “pledge” to a house and wait for acceptance.  In the meantime, while these 

students wait for their results, these students must have some form of housing (non-fraternity or 

non-sorority).  For instance, a student may live in a dormitory for their freshman year, and pledge 

to a fraternity or sorority their sophomore year, after they have had time to explore all of their 

options and to learn about the different fraternities or sororities that are available.  Students who 

select other near-campus options operate in a similar fashion.  For instance, a student may apply 

for on-campus housing “late” (near or after the housing application deadline), such that they get 

placed on a waiting list for a dorm room.  These students are typically accommodated by the 

university, but may end up say living in a student lounge for two weeks at the start of the school 

year until the housing authority can find them an available dorm room.  This is not a good way 

for the average student to begin their freshman year, because the average student should focus on 

“hitting the ground running” in regards to their academic and social concerns, instead of being 

mired down in housing details.  In this case, it may be better for the average student to 

investigate private dorms, cooperatives or off-campus housing options in order to facilitate a 

faster transition.  For the remainder of their freshman year, the student in this situation could then 

investigate other housing options, perhaps looking into a fraternity or sorority, RA position, 

private on-campus dorm room, and the like. 

 

 Students living off-campus must decide between driving a car or riding a bus for their 

commute to school.  The student must determine a plan of action for commuting, by determining 

how best to combine car, bus service, a bicycle and walking.  For instance, the student may live 

within walking distance of a bus stop.  The student may walk from their domicile to the bus stop 

every morning and catch a bus to school.  However, many students live far enough away from an 

available bus stop that they drive their car or ride a bicycle and park nearby the stop, before 

catching the next arriving bus to school.  Parking on campus is usually difficult for many 

schools.  Other students may have a parking permit that allows them to park near or directly on 

campus so that commuting by car directly to campus is a better choice than other options.  

However, since many universities have limited parking availability, car commuters may find 

themselves spending an undue amount of time searching for parking, which they could have 

avoided had they taken public transportation instead.  Also, public transportation saves the 

student gas money and buses associated with the college are typically free for students.  Off-

campus students typically spend more time commuting to school every day than on-campus or 

near-campus students.  That means that they spend more time on commuting and less time on 

studying and homework.  The student considering living off-campus needs to weigh whether or 

not they can sustain their targeted GPA score with less study time available, or otherwise manage 

to produce more opportunities for study to compensate for their longer commutes. 

 

Living with Roommates 

 

 Living in on-campus dorms or near-campus dorms, fraternities, sororities or cooperatives 

with one or more roommates can be either “hit or miss”.  Generally, the roommate that a student 

is paired with is random, although housing offices may work to pair students together according 



to college major, background or likes and dislikes.  Also, many schools allow students living in 

on-campus dorms to choose their own roommate whenever friends wish to room together.  When 

roommates are paired together randomly, however, the results can be frustrating.  For instance, a 

student that needs absolute quiet while studying or sleeping may be very frustrated by a 

roommate who makes a lot of noise watching television, playing music, talking with friends, and 

so on.  On the other hand, an otherwise courteous student who occasionally wishes to watch tv or 

play music may be forced to refrain from doing so in order to respect an overly sensitive 

roommate.  Simple differences in tastes may be a real source of division between roommates.  

Also, roommates may be jerks, party, drink or do drugs excessively, or otherwise exhibit 

negative behaviors which directly collide with the goals of the average student.  On the other 

hand, a roommate may just as easily be studious, intelligent and good natured.  Since the average 

student who is paired with a random roommate has no idea ahead of time what kind of roommate 

they will get, this approach is considerably more risky than when the student selects their 

roommate for themselves. 

 

 Students living off-campus with one or more roommates in an apartment or a house may 

have as much difficulty with “random” roommates as their on-campus and near-campus 

counterparts.  For instance, most students who move into off-campus accommodations do so 

with friends or acquaintances.  Since they know the people that they are moving in with, they are 

more likely to get along with their roommates.  However, many students return to their 

hometown for summer term, they may travel to a distant city for a Co-op position or for a foreign 

exchange program, or they may graduate and move away before their roommates do.  Other 

roommates may simply decide to move out early because of differences between roommates, 

fights, or because they wish to reduce their current excessive commute time to school or work, 

and so on.  Still other students may join a fraternity or sorority, or they may decide that they 

prefer the privacy of living on their own.  For all of these reasons, students living off-campus 

who need to replace a roommate may have to risk selecting a “random” roommate, with all of the 

potential problems that go along with this approach, as discussed above. 

 

 It’s bad enough when roommates living in an apartment or a house cannot find a 

candidate “replacement roommate”.  It is additionally difficult to locate candidate roommates 

who will “fit” in with the group, and who will actually choose to move in when so many other 

options are available.    People looking for housing typically post ads in newspapers, online, or 

on physical bulletin boards for instance at the college student union.  In this case, it is typical for 

the group of people living in the apartment or the house to be at the mercy of the “roommate 

market”, since very often a single person looking to move in with roommates will have their pick 

of several choices.  Very often, the people looking to replace a lost roommate will offer 

discounted rent, a free parking spot, or free use of some on-site facility or service (exercise 

equipment, cable, Internet, etc.) as a means to entice potential roommates.  If this fails to yield 

roommate candidates, the remaining roommates can either break their lease early and move to 

another apartment or house (if they are renting), but this usually costs several months worth of 

rent and looks bad to future landlords (who typically ask for references of past landlords), or they 

can each pay a bit extra every month to cover the cost of rent (until they find a replacement 

roommate). 

 

 Living with roommates, whether on-campus, near-campus or off-campus is typically only 



worthwhile when the student has their own room.  Students that attempt to go the route of 

sharing a room with a roommate lose privacy, and increased privacy is one of the main goals of 

the average college student.  Therefore, the student should aim for securing a private room, with 

the understanding that the typical student does not usually have this option yet as a freshman. 

 

Living without Roommates 

 

 Since roommates can be “hit or miss”, the average student should aim for living without a 

roommate when living in dorms (on-campus, near-campus), or if they have roommates they 

should aim to have their own room (near-campus, off-campus).  Having roommates is useful 

financially when living off campus, since roommates can split the monthly rent bill.  For on-

campus and some near-campus students, having a roommate is helpful financially because 

private rooms are more expensive than rooms shared by roommates.  In all of these housing 

situations, students who spend a lot of their time studying may not get out of their domicile much 

and need a social outlet nearby, so having roommates may aid these students.  However, the 

average student typically works better when they have some amount of privacy to focus on their 

studies.  Students who have roommates typically have a harder time finding study space when 

they do not have a private room to study peacefully.  They must locate a new public spot every 

day which is sufficient for their needs, sometimes many times in a single day when they must 

break for class.  If they study alone, they may need to keep close watch over their private items 

when in public, to avoid theft or vandalism.  They may also be forced to lug their gear around 

from place to place, and lose study time commuting to and searching for their daily study space.  

This situation can be mitigated against or avoided altogether when the student has a private room 

in which they can set up a sufficient study space.  Therefore, whenever the average student 

cannot locate a private room so long as they have roommates, they should aim to live without 

roommates in the future, in order to secure a private room for themselves.  The saved time and 

effort gained by having a private room is always worth the extra cost and should not be 

considered a luxury. 

 

An Aside: My Living Arrangements 

 

 I applied to several Midwestern universities and not to brag, but I was accepted to all of 

them.  I lived in Omaha, Nebraska and I came from a family of modest means, so traveling too 

far from home was just not an option for me.  Also, many of the best engineering schools were in 

the Midwest, and popular culture in the Midwest has a strong sense of regional pride, so it was 

likely for a student such as me to favor attending one of these schools for college.  Which is why 

it’s funny that in the end I didn’t go to any of the Midwestern schools for college.  My Dad lived 

in Dallas, Texas, having moved there when I was in the third grade (my parents were divorced).  

It turns out that The University of Texas in Austin is a good public school and shows up on 

college top ten rankings of U.S. universities.  After some work by my Dad to establish my 

residency, the college acceptance screeners at UT decided to grant me in-state tuition, and so it 

was a no-brainer for me to go to UT.  But this meant that I would not have the social safety net of 

living close to my lifelong friends and family in Nebraska.  I would be leaving the Midwest and 

entering the Southwest, a region with its own attitudes and ways of life.  At first this was a bit of 

a challenge for a small town boy living in and visiting bigger cities than what he had grown up 

with.  But it was also a learning experience and it provided me the chance to grow as a person. 



  

 That being said, since I had waited too long to apply to UT (I wasn’t effective enough in 

high school to manage my applications properly), I was on a waiting list to get on-campus 

housing at UT.  Since I had committed to going to UT, my Dad helped me out greatly by renting 

an apartment for me, off-campus, distant from campus by about a 15 minute drive, where I was 

renting a room on a week to week basis.  I lived there for about 2 weeks before school started so 

that I could acclimate myself to this new world.  Sure enough, after 2 weeks the housing 

department managed to find me space in Jester, the largest dormitory on campus with several 

floors.  Unfortunately, it was sharing the space in the floor lounge (every floor had a lounge) 

with 3 other people in a temporary arrangement.  That was not an ideal situation for me to be in 

if I wanted to study effectively and “hit the ground running”.  But the housing department was 

working with me and after another 2 weeks into the new school year, I landed a spot living in 

Simkins dormitory.  It is an all male dormitory situated on the other side of campus from Jester, 

and located nearby the engineering quad.   So I had to pack up all my gear and move for a third 

time in a month to Simkins.  There is much to be said for applying to a school in a timely fashion 

so as to avoid getting on a housing waiting list. 

 

 Simkins is where I made all my friends in college in my first 2 years at school.  The 

history of Simkins from what I was told was that it used to be the all African American dorm 

before universities in America had been integrated racially back during the Civil Rights era.  

That gave the place some character as far as I saw it.  Simkins had a lot of engineering and 

natural science majors living there, and so I made friends with a lot of those people, but it wasn’t 

exclusively that way.  I met people of other majors also, although they were in the minority at my 

dorm.  Simkins also had burger cook-outs on occasion and movie nights, and cliques at Simkins 

went about the city of Austin on outings to restaurants and concerts.  The cliques existed but they 

weren’t painful, as people tended to gravitate towards like-minded individuals and in general no 

one was left out.  There were people living there who went on to fraternities or on to other 

housing options, and there were people who lived in the dorms their entire college career.  It was 

a good place to live and I was lucky to find my way there.  I am positive that although living at 

Jester would have been rewarding too, living in Simkins, a much smaller dorm, was a stronger 

bonding experience than anywhere else I could have lived.  The downside to living in Simkins 

was that it was an all-male dorm, and also that they didn’t have a cafeteria in Simkins, since it 

was too small.  People in Simkins either had to walk to Jester dorm or Kinsolving dorm to eat.  

Most people in Simkins walked to Kinsolving, which was an all-female dorm on another side of 

campus, near the main street of UT (Guadalupe Street).  Men and women didn’t mix too much in 

Kinsolving, but I managed to meet a couple girls there who went out on a date or two with me, 

so I have fond memories of the place. 

 

 After two years at Simkins, people around me were saying that they wanted to move off 

campus.  Considering that a lot of my friends were moving away, I decided to follow them so to 

speak and I got into a group with a couple of other guys to go apartment shopping.  We worked 

with a few apartment finder agencies that we had found by looking them up in the newspaper.  

The way they worked was that they would show us 3 different apartments at a time, asking us to 

pick one.  Usually there was either 1 or none that were acceptable, and you either had to pick the 

1 decent option or go to another apartment finder agency and see which set of 3 apartments they 

would offer you.  I think that it was on the second such trip that my group and I found our 



apartment on Speedway Avenue, in the neighborhood called Hyde Park, about a 15 minute drive 

north of campus.  It was a nice apartment, and since there were four of us we could split the rent 

to make it affordable.  There was a campus bus stop that was about a 2 minute walk away, so 

getting to campus was easy.  The neighborhood we lived in was very nice and it had nice 

restaurants within walking distance.  Other people I knew from the dorms had also moved nearby 

us, so occasionally, when I wasn’t studying, we could hang out together.  I had my own room, so 

I was a much more effective student than I was back in the dorms. 

 

 After Speedway, my friends had all graduated and moved away, except for my good 

friend Peter.  He and I went on the apartment hunt for just the 2 of us, and we ended up landing 

an apartment on the complete other side of town, this time south of campus.  This apartment was 

situated about 20 minutes from campus.  Peter had graduated but had entered a graduate 

program, and I was still working on my undergraduate degree in what my wife now calls a 

“super senior” year.  To get to school we hopped on a campus bus that a lot of people in that 

neighborhood took, there being a lot of new apartment construction in that area for private 

student housing.  The locale amenities were not as accessible on foot as Hyde Park had been, but 

I had a car so driving places wasn’t really a problem.  I finished out my time at UT in that 

apartment and it served me well. 

 

 After my undergraduate program, I moved to Chicago, Illinois to work in my sister’s 

internet startup company.  I lived with my sister and worked out of her house.  After a few years, 

I entered a graduate program in Mechanical Engineering at Illinois Institute of Technology 

(Illinois Tech or IIT).  I lived in my sister’s house still but I spent most of my free time at my 

girlfriend’s place on the northside, in the suburbs of Chicago.  IIT is on the near south side of 

Chicago, so I spent a lot of my time driving places.  I graduated from IIT and it took me 13 

months to land my first Mechanical Engineering job.  During that time my girlfriend and I broke 

up, and I met another girl who was to later become my wife.  When I got my first ME job, I 

ended up moving into an apartment with my new girlfriend on the northside of Chicago, in the 

city itself not in a suburb.  Occasionally I took public transportation (cabs, the “L” train, busses), 

but mostly I drove places.  Chicago is a totally different environment than Austin where 

everything is a 10 minute drive from wherever you are.  In Chicago you have to plan ahead about 

where you intend to go.  From there I moved into a few different arrangements, living by myself 

for awhile and then moving back in with my girlfriend.  I lived at both the northside and the near 

west side of Chicago for a time before I got married and went back to school at IIT, this time for 

a graduate degree in Software Engineering.  By this point IIT was offering a lot of online 

courses, and I took advantage of that and I spent much more time studying than I did commuting 

back and forth to and from IIT’s campus.  In fact most of the time I only went to campus to take 

tests.  I didn’t really make any friends at IIT that I kept in touch with besides my professors, so 

this was a different experience than that of an undergraduate in Austin.  But also I didn’t make 

any friends probably because I spent all of my free time with my girlfriend, which was on me.  If 

I had made the effort I probably could have met people, joined clubs or something, but I felt a bit 

old to be rubbing elbows with undergraduates.  I did hang out with the other graduate students in 

my program on occasion, which was good. 

 

 To sum up, I would say that the advice in this section should be very helpful in letting the 

new college student navigate their way through the housing process.  Going to school with 



friends you already know and possibly living with them serves you by providing a support 

system to build on and grow into meeting new people without too much fear of rejection.  

Making these connections can then lead you to moving to different places with new people and 

opening up new opportunities for friendships.  Going to a school solo, on the other hand, requires 

you to be more adventurous and more brave, as you will have to deal with rejection and meeting 

people who are not likeminded who may put a damper on your adventures.  Some people are so 

negatively affected by this that they leave their school and transfer back to, for instance, a school 

closer to home.  If that happens to you, don’t worry too much about it.  I knew people like this 

and it always turned out to be the best result for them in the long run. 

 

Balancing Academic Workload and Social Life 

 

 Each student must constantly struggle against the competing demands of their academic 

workload and the schedule of their social life.  If the student only had an academic workload or 

only had a social schedule, then managing either would be a much easier task.  However, for the 

average student, the task of balancing both is a challenge.  The academic workload typically has 

a schedule that is firm (does not change much), making it easier for the student to keep up with 

deadlines than otherwise.  Also, depending on the difficulty of the workload, the student should 

expect to spend a majority of the time that is available to them each day performing academic 

work.  Since one of the major goals of the average student is to maximize their GPA score, the 

average student should expect that their primary priority will be concentrating on their academic 

workload.  However, the average student has needs for both academic success and social 

fulfillment.  Since the average student has the desire to pursue social activities, the student must 

find a way to incorporate their social schedule into their academic schedule.  Most clubs, 

fraternities and sororities expect that students must spend a significant time during weekdays on 

their courses, and therefore these organizations schedule activities and meetings on the weekends 

or in the evening on weekdays.  However, if the student is enrolled in a difficult college major, 

even these times will be devoted to academic work.  Therefore, the challenge of incorporating a 

social schedule into an academic schedule becomes a headache.  At this point, the average 

student must begin to decide between sacrificing some academic time for some social time, or to 

forgo scheduling any social time altogether.  The academic workload will suffer in the long run 

for the average student when they do not meet their social demands.  However, sacrificing 

academic time in place of social time also means that the short term academic performance of the 

average student could suffer.  How then does the average student know which approach is better? 

 

 In general, it is better for the average student to sacrifice some academic time for their 

social schedule, rather than to forgo participating in any social activities whatsoever.  Students 

who are not meeting their social needs tend to waste time or to procrastinate during scheduled 

academic time as they daydream about social activities in which they would rather be 

participating.  By allocating some time to social activities, the student is alleviating this need, 

freeing themselves to concentrate properly during periods within their academic schedule.  Thus, 

unless the student is extraordinarily disciplined or supremely motivated, the average student 

should expect to need a significant and real amount of time to devote to their social concerns. 

 

 Many students have a well-developed network of friends and acquaintances prior to 

arriving at college.  Students who stay close to home tend to keep many of these friends, whereas 



students who chose to travel far from home for college tend to arrive at school with fewer 

friends.  College is a time when people in social circles tend to drift apart and form new 

networks.  Also, many people have work and academic schedules which make them difficult to 

contact.  Therefore, the average college student should consider that relying solely on an 

unofficial social network of friends may not be their best option.  As discussed in a previous 

section, it is probably in the best interests of the average student to become involved in one or 

more clubs, fraternities or sororities at their school.  These organizations tend to schedule social 

events ahead of time, making it easier for a student who is encumbered with academic work to 

plan for and work around social activities, rather than relying on ad hoc activities which often 

falter from lack of coordination or participation.  If a student can plan on attending a scheduled 

event, they can use the future event as a goal or reward for their academic work.  In general, they 

are also less likely to spend academic time daydreaming of an ad hoc social activity if they can 

rely on their schedule to provide them with social activities.  The spirit or morale of the student 

will be raised, and the time that they spend on their academic work will be of a higher quality, 

which should achieve the goal of making up for any time lost due to social activities.   

 

 Some students who consider themselves fully independent and self-sufficient may balk at 

the idea of having a social schedule “provided” for them.  However, these students should not 

close themselves off to the idea that organizations can provide them with social outlets which go 

beyond their existing social circles.  Most people who participate in clubs, fraternities or 

sororities do not jettison their old friendships.  Instead, these people broaden their social network 

to incorporate additional people and activities.  The independent student would not lose their 

independence of choosing with whom to associate, but rather would gain the option of 

associating with even more people than otherwise.  In addition, since in college people tend to 

pass in and out of a student's social networks more chaotically than in other periods, college 

clubs, fraternities and sororities can provide an orderly foundation upon which the student can 

build a stable social network.  Students who do not get involved in organizations lack the power 

that comes from associating themselves with a club.  Simply indicating to another person that the 

student is involved with a certain organization can have an influence on other people, where the 

student gains from the reputation of the organization.  This benefit is in general more respected 

and useful than the claim by a student that they are “independent” in the eyes of most other 

students. 

 

An Aside: I Joined a club: 91.7 FM KVRX Student Radio for Austin 

 

 For the first 2 years that I attended The University of Texas at Austin, I refrained from 

joining any clubs.  However, while I was investigating possible living arrangements when I first 

arrived at UT, I happened to stop by the Fraternity and Sorority pan-hellenic main office.  I spoke 

with a representative there about whether or not I should consider joining a frat house.  The gist 

of the conversation was that I didn’t look like the kind of guy who would enjoy or fit in at a frat 

house and that I should probably look elsewhere for living accommodations.  At the time I was a 

rocker and I prided myself on wearing rocker clothing, and not so much khaki pants and polo 

shirts.  So having explored that option, I next considered living in a cooperative.  I was attracted 

to the idea of living with like-minded alternative folks, but I was turned off by the idea of having 

to take turns cleaning, washing dishes and cooking meals, when I figured I needed to maximize 

my study time instead of doing chores.  That lead me to investigating private dorms, and I didn’t 



think that I could afford such places since I was financing my college education with all student 

loans.  That left me with living in either a private apartment or living in the university dorms.  I 

figured that living off campus, which I had done for my first 2 weeks in Austin, would be good 

in theory but bad in practice, in that I would miss out on meeting people in a dorm setting.  So, 

having investigated all my options, I went with moving into the university dorms. 

 

 Living in the university dorms, at Simkins dormitory, turned out to be really good for me.  

I met some really great people through the dorms and I still keep in touch with some of them, 

with many years now gone by.  However, being a rocker at heart meant that I didn’t come into 

contact with too many other rockers in the dorms.  I began to wonder if in fact I did need to join 

a club to meet like-minded people after all.  Right about this time, my friend Jared had decided to 

start a new club, which he called NRUSA (Non-Resident Undergraduate Student Association).  

Mostly by chance, a lot of the people that I associated with were students from out-of-state.  

Jared was from Arizona, and he felt that he could start a club based on his out-of-state status, 

with the hope that it would look good on his resume.  Time passed and the club stalled, mostly 

because the founding members and I didn’t commit enough time to the club.  The handful of 

people that we met through the club were great, but our inexperience meant that we had a hard 

time providing a reason for them to stick around.  I believe that Jared was a bit frustrated with 

my lack of effort, among other things, and we agreed to call it quits on NRUSA.  85% of 

students at UT were in-state students, suggesting that the remaining 15% were like us, out-of-

state students coming to Austin from around the country and from around the world.  In a state 

like Texas, that 15% probably needed a club just for themselves.  The club had potential, but we 

didn’t get it off the ground. 

 

 Not long after this, when I was wandering around the campus one day after class, I 

noticed a sign that proclaimed “91.7 FM KVRX Offices” or something to that effect, and the 

sign pointed to a doorway in the courtyard of a dorm building.  On a lark, I decided to walk in 

and find out if they had any opportunities for somebody like me to join their club.  I had 

considered doing something like this in the past, but I had figured, completely incorrectly as it 

turned out, that it would be prohibitively difficult to qualify to work there.  However, walking 

through the courtyard and passing through a door that had been left propped open, I walked into 

the office of KVRX, “Student Radio for Austin” for the first time.  I spoke with the DJ working 

at the time, who was away from the DJ booth looking for the next song to play from the library 

of CDs lining the walls.  We had a short conversation, and they stated basically that there were 

several open time slots for DJ’s to work during the day on so-called “cable radio”.  KVRX shares 

their frequency 91.7 FM with KOOP, a community radio station that broadcasts on radio waves 

during the day, with KVRX broadcasting their programs at night.  Therefore, during the day 

when KVRX was off the FM airwaves, they were broadcasting to the cable TV channel found in 

all the dorms.  After I had this pleasant conversation and positive feedback from the DJ, I 

returned to KVRX and eventually wound up becoming a cable radio DJ.  But now I also had the 

same problem that had plagued my participation in NRUSA and my lack of enthusiasm and free 

time to participate in the Solar Car challenge club or the SEC (Student Engineering Council): my 

grades were mediocre and I was convinced that if only I sacrificed all my free time I could 

improve my GPA score.  But at this point I had come to the realization that this was exactly the 

place that I needed to be to meet other rockers like myself, and so I decided that I would trust in 

my newly founded resolve to improve my GPA score and at the same time spend more time 



socializing, now at KVRX,  at all costs. 

 

 There were a lot of cool people that I met at KVRX, most of them much cooler than I was 

or than I am.  Most of the people at KVRX were liberal arts majors, so I was slightly set apart 

from them, myself being an engineering major.  There were cliques there and I had a few run-ins 

with people, but so long as I was able to do my show, I didn’t care too much about the 

personality setbacks.  After working as a cable radio DJ for a year, I was given a show late 

Saturday night/early morning, which I believe was the 2-4 am timeslot.  My show started right 

after the Soul and Blues Music show, which was probably way cooler than my free form, no 

particular format, show.  As a matter of fact, I had a real difficulty getting to my show on time 

due to oversleeping, so the guys before me became a bit irate about my lack of punctuality.  I 

was able to buy them off with donuts the first time, but after that it was a matter of their phone 

calls acting as my alarm clock to wake me up for the show.  2-4 am is bad because you can either 

go to sleep early the night before or stay up until 2 am and then crash hard after the show is over.  

I always opted for going to sleep early, but my room in an apartment at the time was in a loft 

above the living room, so going to sleep early was mostly impossible, although I tried hard every 

time.  Eventually the Station Manager Mike got a hold of me one afternoon and asked me if I 

wanted to take the position of Volunteer Director for KVRX, totally out of the blue.  From what I 

could tell, nobody wanted much to do with the position because it wasn’t fun like being the 

Music Director or like being a production tech for the Sunday live concert broadcast show.  

Again I was confronted with the dilemma of wanting very much to take on the roll, but also 

conflicted over desperately needing to maintain my GPA score.  Just like I had done when I had 

originally joined KVRX, I threw caution to the wind accepted the position.  So I became the 

Volunteer Director, a position I held for 9 months. 

 

 Working as a DJ at KVRX was a bit solitary, since most of the time no one else was at the 

station during my timeslot, it being generally at odd times.  Also, the monthly meetings involved 

the officers of the station giving presentations and the DJs in attendance mostly listening and 

then leaving afterwards without much socializing.  As just a DJ I found that I didn’t interact with 

people at the station much.  But as Volunteer Director it was my job to interact with people.  

Again, as in the past, I was barely able to keep up with the duties of the job, my focus first and 

foremost being my academics.  But in time I got the hang of the job, and this was when I began 

to become most closely acquainted with the officers of the station.  There were cliques here too, 

but I was less concerned about them and more concerned about being a good Volunteer Director.  

Once a week, as a part of the Volunteer Director job, I checked out a table at UT’s “Main 

Building”, the iconic tower in the center of campus, to set up a booth to advertise and recruit 

would-be DJ’s on the “West Mall”.  The West Mall was situated not far from the student union 

building and the undergraduate library.  This was a heavily trafficked thoroughfare and many, 

many people stopped by to chat and ask about the station.  I hardly ever saw those people again 

at the station, but those were just the people that saw our sign and then made the effort to stop by 

our table.  Surely many people who saw our sign but didn’t stop to talk may have made their way 

to the station on their own.  And this was also a time for me to talk with the other DJs who 

accompanied me at the table.  The other duty I had was to oversee all the DJs to track the number 

of required “volunteer hours” that they did as a requisite to keeping their DJ position at the 

station.  If I remember correctly they needed 6 hours per month, and of the many jobs that 

qualified for volunteer hours, manning the West Mall table qualified for 2 such hours.  It being a 



relatively easy task, many people signed up for the job.  For my part, I often reviewed CDs that 

the Music Director sorted and handed out to DJs for review.  The quality of reviews that I read 

from other people set the standard for me to try and match their insights with insights of my own.  

I don’t know anymore how the station stores their music, as a CD library or as music files on a 

computer.  However, I like to think that DJ’s even today are reading my reviews and based on 

that deciding which tracks to play on heavy rotation. 

 

 For me, joining KVRX was a vital component of my socializing during college.  I created 

memories and formed acquaintances that I still recall when I am in a sentimental mood.  I had 

good shows and bad shows, and hopefully I reached listeners and inspired them to some form of 

musical fandom or greatness, due mostly to the motto of the station: “None of the Hits, All of the 

Time”.  Perhaps some of my love for British “Shoegazer” music of the early 1990’s before it was 

cool served to energize people.  I bought in to the KVRX premise and since then I have tried to 

keep up with the underground or otherwise musical trends, singers and bands that have waxed 

and waned in the past decades.  It’s hard for me to believe that college was so many years ago for 

me, before amateur singers on TV, before the proliferation of music festivals, before smart 

phones or the explosion of the internet.  This happened to me back in the day, and back then 

perhaps I could of squeezed out a percentage point or two for my GPA score had I avoided 

KVRX altogether.  It wouldn’t have been worth it, and I was glad to finally belong to something 

at UT when I had spent years at the school previously just subsisting.  KVRX was a bulwark 

against the stark realization that as an average student I couldn’t any longer improve my GPA 

score, but it was also a reason to be at the school at all.  The friends I made at my dormitory 

Simkins and at the radio station KVRX were cool and so graduating with an average GPA score 

was therefore acceptable.  Only after college did I realize some of the advice presented now in 

this book, and although it wasn’t too late to correct my deficiencies, surely you can avoid them at 

the start now that I have warned you of some of the possibilities. 

 

Professors 

 

 College professors have different priorities than pre-college teachers, and it is 

illuminating to compare the two jobs.  Pre-college teachers are mostly concerned with elements 

of teaching, including style, effectiveness and ability to get the most number of students passing 

their course.  College professors are mostly concerned with research, graduate programs and 

courses, departmental responsibilities (i.e.: chairing a committee), and finally after these other 

priorities are managed, teaching undergraduate courses.  Pre-college teachers usually do not 

perform research, but they may have departmental duties or they may be involved in after-school 

clubs.  College professors lecture, usually with the expectation that off-topic questions should be 

directed to their office hours (after class).  College students soon learn that the old adage “there 

is no stupid question” is not true when it comes to the worst college professors, who see most 

questions proffered by the average student as, in the best cases time-wasters (both during and 

after class) or in the worst cases “stupid”.  Pre-college teachers have more patience for questions 

coming from the average student, because they typically have more average students than 

overachiever students in their classes, and the pre-college teacher is accountable for the 

performance of this “average” class.   Pre-college teachers have more of a stake in the success or 

failure of their students, and they generally want their students to succeed.  By contrast, college 

professors of difficult courses rely on the fact that a majority of the students enrolling in their 



courses are overachiever students, making their teaching jobs less burdensome, since professors 

can spend less effort on teaching when overachiever students effectively teach themselves.  The 

most “hands off” college professors can “bank” on the historical fact that an acceptable 

percentage of students in their courses get “A”s and “B”s every term, thus effectively relieving 

them of the responsibility of trying to reach out to the average student.  The average student 

should expect that the majority of the burden of learning material for any course belongs to 

themselves alone.  The average student will need to master homework, reading textbook material 

and completing projects, using lectures and other material provided by the professor as a 

supplement.  In effect, the average student should think of this process as teaching themselves 

the material, with the scheduled course meeting times and its final grade as a motivation for 

continuing and staying on track.  However, depending on the major and the temperament of the 

professor, professors may be available for help, but this should not be relied upon or expected.  

In this case, working with a teaching assistant is probably more effective and likely encouraged 

by the professor. 

 

 Office hours for professors and teaching assistants are usually offered at times which are 

near to the student's class time.  This is a convenience that professors and teaching assistants use 

to aid students, but also as a way for professors and teaching assistants to “cover their bases” if 

failing students complain about a course.  Some professors tend to favor students who show up at 

office hours regularly.  However, these students tend to be overachievers, who go to office hours 

for simple clarifications or in order to “score points” with the professor.  The average student can 

derive a lot of value from office hours in regards to learning course material, but the student 

needs to be well prepared and efficient with their questions during office hours, since professors 

tend to have less patience for the average student than for the overachiever student.  Also, since 

university departments tend to have their own brand of “office politics”, it is important that the 

student avoid offending any professors or teaching assistants with their attitude or off-hand 

comments, whether due to a sense of frustration over a perceived lack of help, or due to lack of 

“manners”.  Professors and teaching assistants can serve as sources of letters of recommendation 

after a student graduates and begins applying for jobs or to enter graduate programs.  Offending 

one professor or graduate student may not seem like much when the average student may have 

several of them during the course of their time at college.  However, it is more likely that 

professors and teaching assistants talk amongst one another about “bad” students (much more so 

than about “good” students), and word may get around pretty quickly in the student's department 

about their “bad reputation”.  It is best to err on the side of caution with regards to professors and 

teaching assistants.  In fact, it is probably best for the average student to join an informal study 

group, and to have a well-mannered and knowledgeable representative of the group go to office 

hours to ask questions.  This way, the professor understands that they are answering a question 

that is vexing multiple students, which always has more gravity than questions posed by a single 

student, and it reduces the chance of irking a professor (who is usually under the stress of time-

constraints and therefore rather sensitive to flippant behavior). 

 

 Professors will not typically “hand hold” the average student (as some professors may 

often remind their classes).  Thus, the average student should expect to be directly responsible 

for their own education, expecting little real assistance from professors or teaching assistants at 

the university level.  For the majority of college courses, this is a realistic assumption, since most 

institutions profess that their students should be mostly self-sufficient at the college level.  Some 



college professors or teaching assistants are excellent teachers, and some courses offer 

exceptional services to aid the average student.  However, the average student should not count 

on this always being true for their specific situation.  In fact, even when “official” statements 

from professors and teaching assistants proclaim that study sessions, website material, review 

sessions and the like are provided to aid the average student, the average student should expect 

that these “supplements” are really bare minimums for passing a course.  Since everyone in the 

class can reasonably be expected to take advantage of supplemental aids, and the average student 

competes against everyone else in the class, supplemental aids either end up being extra required 

material, or mostly useless re-iterations of the same (often confusing) teaching lessons.  Lectures, 

teaching materials, professors and teaching assistants aren’t perfect.  It is most often a mistake to 

think that review sessions put on by professors or teaching assistants will offer up the exact 

solutions to problems on tests.  Also, as with office hours, it is best if the average student belongs 

to an informal study group, where one student who can best accommodate the time commitment 

attends the review session, passing on their notes to the others in the group.  If a student is unable 

to join or form a study group for a course with a review session, it is best to attend the session 

only when the student has had past experience with the professor or teaching assistant giving out 

useful nuggets of information, tips or guidelines.  Otherwise, the average student is usually better 

off spending their time studying from their textbook, class notes or homework problems instead 

of attending a study session.  Of course, some sadistic professors offer a few exact example 

problems for the test within review sessions, hurting those students who do not attend.  In this 

case, the student has no choice but to attend.  The student should contact the professor ahead of 

time to find out if this is the case. 

 

An Aside: Professors I Have Known 

 

 I’ve taken many college level courses and the professors that taught these courses had all 

the varieties of personalities and approaches to teaching you could think of.  One professor spoke 

about how he had always had great skill in mechanics, then sort of implied after saying that, that 

whoever was currently struggling with the material was basically doomed.  That didn’t instill any 

significant amount of confidence in me.  One semester I took an introduction to philosophy class 

and somehow I ended up talking to the professor after class until it was dark outside, neither of 

us able to end the conversation for some weird reason.  That was awkward.  Another professor 

teaching a course I took got upset at me for knocking on and then trying the handle of the locked 

door to their office because they said that I was being rude, even though I had dropped by during 

their office hours.  He was right that I had been rude, but it was unintentional and his subsequent 

help was poorly offered.  One professor of a girl I dated in graduate school insinuated in a 

conversation that even though I hadn’t gone to my girlfriend’s school, that surely I would get a 

job after graduation, even though I wasn’t good enough for their elite school.  That was just 

unnecessarily condescending.  Another time, in a senior level undergraduate course, the professor 

got upset at the class because we couldn’t recall the details to another lower level course that, as 

it turned out, had only passing relevance to the course that the professor was teaching.  He was 

right, we should have known what he was talking about, but with all the work people were doing, 

we just didn’t remember what he was referring to.  Then there was the professor who had had a 

life-changing stroke and had decided that everyone in his class would get “A”’s and “B”’s just 

for showing up.  Good for our grades, not so good for learning’s sake.  One professor got irate at 

me because I was 2 minutes late to the first day of class, deciding to make an example out of me 



for the class and chewed me out to the point of almost banning me from the class for the rest of 

the semester.  That didn’t end up happening, but that professor chose the wrong person to pick 

on, because if he had pressed me any harder on the issue my combustible personality would have 

manifested itself.  One professor that I had for an American History class was obviously part 

Native American (or at least had sympathies for Native Americans), and he had us focus on 

American Indian topics, and I guess rightly so.  But his tone was dismissive of white people, 

especially the ones in his class, because of the many evils that he placed at the feet of all white 

people, past, present and future.  I came away from the course with a different point of view 

about American History, but I didn’t enjoy the process too much.  There was the time that I went 

around the Mechanical Engineering department asking about available jobs for students that the 

professors might be offering, and landing a spot in a group working on a website for engineers.  

That opportunity lasted a single day, because based on my knowledge about data entry being 

error prone, I spoke up about this during the first meeting and I was quickly ridiculed and 

subsequently dropped from the group.  This taught me that some professors are pretty touchy and 

should be handled with kid gloves.  Finally, I had the unfortunate experience of talking to a 

group of professors around a lunch table at a college that I was considering for graduate school, 

who upon learning of my low GPA score in my undergraduate program promptly stood up and 

walked away without any further recognition of my existence because I was wasting their time.  

Ironically, 30 minutes later I happened to find another professor in the department that was 

looking for students and I ended up landing a spot as a research assistant at that school.  This 

taught me that persistence is often the key to finding opportunities. 

 

 So, I have had good experiences with professors in addition to the bad experiences.  

Regarding a positive point, I was able to get letters of recommendation from professors so that I 

could attend graduate school.  The letters didn’t say much in the way of positive assertions on 

my behalf, but the school I went to wasn’t very discriminating on that issue and just having the 

required number of recommendation letters was sufficient, regardless of their content.  In my 

undergrad, one professor was very helpful in providing a workspace in the mechanical 

engineering building for a group that I was assigned to, for working on a senior year capstone 

project course.  Another professor in my undergrad during some homework office hours 

suggested that I look into graduate school at UT, implying that I could be a student in his 

department, but because I had at that point given up on graduate school due to my GPA score 

being mediocre, it didn’t register to me that that was real a possibility.  Later, in graduate school 

at another university, a professor that was teaching a course of mine liked a presentation that I 

gave for her course so much that she invited me to write a paper on it, submit it for a conference 

and travel with her to the conference to give the presentation in person.  Lastly, one professor I 

had told me during an exam that I looked like Brett Favre, I think because I hadn’t shaved that 

day.  That is weird, because I didn’t then and I don’t now really follow sports. 

 

 Professors are fickle and the variability of their personalities means that your experiences 

with them will vary.  When you find a good professor, learn as much as you can stand from them, 

go to office hours, take lots of notes and speak with them frequently.  When you get a bad 

professor, drop their class immediately and if you can seek out alternatives.  Don’t let professors 

ruin your college experience, but tread lightly around them because they have much power and 

they can hurt your college career if you are not mindful of the dangers. 

 



Classmates as Friends 

 

 Some people find it very easy to meet new people in their classes in college.  Other 

people have more difficulty linking up with people in their classes.  Most often, especially in 

courses with larger enrollment, the ability to meet people in a course is rather low.  The students 

file in to class exactly on-time or late, and quickly file out of the class and move on to another 

destination soon after the professor or teaching assistant concludes the class for the day.  The 

time in between arriving and leaving is completely consumed by the professor or teaching 

assistant conveying material to the students in the class, and so this time is less favorable for 

making new acquaintances.   

 

The exception to this rule belongs to laboratory classes, where students are expected to 

interact with other students in order to complete their lab assignments.  Labs are an excellent 

opportunity to meet new people in the same major, since these people often share many of the 

same interests, especially as it is related to their major.  They often also have much useful 

information relating to the course, the college major and the university, which when aggregated 

across the entire semester can be rather significant.  However, especially for difficult majors, the 

student may be hard-pressed to find the time to form significant bonds with anyone in a lab, even 

those who are in the student's lab sub-group.  These labs are often scheduled and conducted with 

only enough time as intended for the overachiever student to finish the lab within the allotted 

time slot.  This makes it tough for the average student to keep up with the material and to also try 

to socialize.  But the average student should take advantage of any free moments that appear 

during a lab session to make social connections with lab partners, and to get contact information 

for the purpose of discussing the lab outside of class as needed.  Although it may be tough to do, 

these connections with other students are powerful, since the input by classmates is usually 

greater than the “sum of its parts”, where the synergy realized by teamwork can set the student's 

coursework apart from the rest of the lab class.  This synergy of teamwork is expected by the 

professors and teaching assistants in laboratory sessions, but this fact is not necessarily 

communicated effectively to students because it is assumed and because it is voluntary.  

However, during or following completion of a lab course, if the student has made some friends, 

acquaintances or contacts from it, then the student's coursework should be more manageable if 

the student forms or joins a study group with those people.  Since it is assumed that the student 

has made the effort in previous courses to meet people and to build up their social contacts, they 

gain the advantage of receiving input from their teammates, where “a pair of extra eyes” taking a 

fresh look at a task assigned in a course can be the difference between success and failure on that 

problem or task. 

 

 The other exception to the rule mentioned above is related to the time just prior to the 

beginning of a class.  During this time, students waiting to enter a classroom often congregate 

just outside of the classroom.  This is an excellent time for polling other classmates about the 

course.  Students often wish to clarify details about the course syllabus (exam dates, homework 

due dates, etc.), especially around the time of course deadlines.  Also, students tend to discuss the 

content of lectures at this time, seeking clarification about course content.  These same students 

are usually too busy leaving for their next destination, after the course ends, to discuss course 

topics.  Therefore, an average student who has an outgoing personality will gain much by sharing 

information with others during this pre-course time period. 



Forming Study Groups and Project Courses  TODO-HERE 

 

The student can form a study group that divides up the work amongst the members, who 

then share their contributions with one another.  Of course, writing assignments where the 

student is expected to compose their own material is an exception.  Also, word or math problems 

that the student can best learn by doing themselves is another exception.  However, when 

questions about study material comes up, students can send a representative from the group to 

speak with the professor or teaching assistant while the rest of the students continue to study.  

This representative student should be the best presenter or most knowledgeable about the 

question, so as to ingratiate themselves best with the professor or teaching assistant.  When the 

professor or teaching assistant conducts a review session, the study group can send a 

representative to the session to bring back pertinent details.  Forming study groups with other 

students in a course helps the average student to balance their workload against their social life, 

since the synergistic effect received from teamwork should help reduce the amount of time that 

the average student spends on any assignment.  In fact, in the rare case that the student's social 

life is already in good standing, the time that is saved due to teamwork can be further allocated 

towards the same class (when the student breaks off from the team and spends time alone 

studying the material), or for other classes (in which the student may not be a part of a team, for 

which more study time is necessary).  In addition, teammates from a course may also join a 

student's social circle, thereby partially merging their study group with their social life, further 

enhancing the average student's study life / work life balance. 

 

 Overachiever students, especially the ones who are enrolled in a difficult college major, 

tend to isolate themselves from other students.  They believe that they are fully capable of 

handling the course material themselves, without aid from other students in the class, or 

sometimes even without aid of a professor or teaching assistant.  When overachiever students do 

join a study group, they tend to dominate the study group, providing leadership and high quality 

input about the course material.  The average student can gain much by including an 

overachiever student in their study group for a course.  However, in order to avoid the situation 

where the overachiever student handles most or all of the studying and problem solving, the 

average student should make an effort to observe the overachiever student's study tactics and 

strategies.  The overachiever student often has much to offer by way of tricks or tactics that can 

aid the average student to improve their study abilities, thereby removing the gap between inputs 

from the overachiever and the average student.  This reduces the likelihood that the overachiever 

student does “everything” and the average student does “nothing”.  In the case that the 

overachiever student simply has a greater memory capacity, studying overachiever tricks and 

tactics may not yield much.  Also, overachiever students tend to isolate themselves from other 

students in a course, so the issue of working with an overachiever student may be moot.  

Regardless, at this point, the average student should focus more on extracting and coordinating 

input from other average students in their study group in order to realize an effective synergistic 

contribution and in order to maximize the productivity of their coursework. 

 

 Project courses are often assigned for lab courses and for senior-level “capstone” courses.  

These courses assume that the student can work with other students on a project topic that is 

either chosen by the students or provided to the students by the professor.  Project groups are 

similar to study groups, except that instead of simply studying the material from a textbook, the 



students are assigned work to complete that often combines textbook knowledge with research 

and development.  For instance, in a mechanical engineering project, a group may be tasked to 

complete a redesign of a common household appliance, like an electric mixer, a drink blender or 

a food processor.  Students would use their knowledge of fluid mechanics and machine 

mechanical design to discuss relevant physical properties involved with the device.  Students 

would use their creative faculties to tweak or add features to the product, thus developing a 

working prototype that outperforms the original device.  This kind of course is challenging 

because differences in team member abilities become more important than found in the study 

group scenario.  Creative abilities are mixed with textbook knowledge.  Presentation abilities are 

mixed with document creation skills.  Also, project management abilities are vital and leadership 

roles need to be clearly delineated, as a project course group where there is no leader or where 

leadership is lacking tends to miss deadlines.  If the group is large enough then each person can 

fulfill one of these roles.  Otherwise, people will take on multiple roles and/or people will share 

roles as necessary. 

 

An Aside: I never made strong connections with either classmates or labmates. 

 

 To be honest, all the above information that I have provided never really worked for me.  

Whether that was just because of dumb luck or the randomness of being in the same class with a 

room of strangers, I don’t know.  Some of the people I met in lab courses were jerks, but some of 

my TA’s had a lot to say about the topics in the course that made it interesting, if not a real source 

of meeting people.  I was able to get into a study group once for a required undergraduate history 

course, and that went pretty well, but I didn’t keep in touch with those people after the course 

was done.  But I am a weird person and it’s probably just hard for me to meet people in general, 

so don’t worry too much about this happening to you.  The average college student can make 

opportunities happen for them at these stopping points along their college path if they so wish to.  

It is possible that it will work out for the best for them and with this knowledge I describe here, 

they will be better prepared for it if it does. 

 

Study Tactics 

 

 The overachiever student often uses many tactics and tricks to enhance their study efforts.  

However, oftentimes the overachiever student simply has better capacity to remember 

information, as realized when the overachiever has near total recall of course material after only 

a single reading from a textbook or after a single lecture from a professor or teaching assistant.  

In addition, overachiever students tend to be able to work for longer hours than the average 

student, often staying up late into the night studying and waking the next day refreshed after less 

than 8 hours of sleep.  Therefore, not only can the overachiever student spend more time learning 

material, but also they get more out of the time they spend studying, since they require less 

review than the average student.  This disparaging gap between overachiever student and average 

student very often seems insurmountable to the average student.  However, the tactics and tricks 

employed by some overachiever students can work to lessen this gap to within reasonable limits. 

 

 The first study tactic that an average student should employ is to expect to spend many 

late nights studying.  The average student does not have total recall of information.  Instead, the 

average student requires 1 or more reviews of course material in order to retain new material, at 



least up until the student takes their exams.  A short time after an exam, the average student 

should expect to forget a large proportion of what they learned for an exam.  This is called 

“studying for the test”, because although future employers may expect new-hires to retain 

everything they studied in their college program, in fact the average student usually only retains 

information long enough in order to pass an exam.  Future exams (or work performed for a future 

employer) which depend on this information will need to be “re-learned”.  However, the effort 

that the student made towards studying material for an earlier exam will make “re-learning” 

material for a later exam much easier than without (for some reason, reviewing material that was 

already learned in the past comes easier to mind with each successful review session).Therefore, 

the student should expect to put much effort “up-front” or early on during a course in order that 

they can expect to keep up with the progression of the course into the latter half of a course term. 

 

 Staying up late studying is a difficult tactic to master.  For instance, the effectiveness of 

studying late at night can be questionable, since a sleep-deprived student is less likely to retain 

information, reading and re-reading sentences in a book before the material “hooks” itself within 

their sleepy brain.  In fact, whether it is late at night, early in the morning or right after a meal, 

sleepiness is the number one enemy of the studying student.  Many students rely on the caffeine 

in coffee or other products to stay mentally alert.  Other students rely on the nicotine in cigarettes 

to keep their minds sharp.  These crutches used by students are effective at relieving sleepiness, 

but like many other things they come at a price.  Caffeine can produce a terrible withdrawal 

headache in the person who goes without it, and it is well known that cigarettes can be harmful.  

Also, these products are usually not allowed in a quiet library.  Instead, it is suggested that the 

student should look into other means of staving off sleepiness, either by eating less sugary foods 

at meal and snack times (keeping a constant blood-sugar level by eating foods found in the food 

pyramid), or by incorporating an exercise routine.  This control of diet (by say eating 6 small 

meals a day) and exercise (by say jogging, lifting weights or doing yoga) increases confidence 

and improves mood.  The constitution of the student will be improved, making late night study 

sessions more tractable and staving off sleepiness whenever it strikes.  Then, if the student needs 

a little caffeine or nicotine to stay alert every once in a while, these options are still available to 

them.  If this works, then the student can stay up late on weeknights studying, and perhaps do 

what some of my classmates reportedly did, which was to sleep most of the weekend in order to 

catch up on lost sleep from staying up late during the week. 

 

The activity that professors rely on to convey their course material to their students is the 

assignment of projects and homework.  However, when the average student takes several courses 

at once, projects and homework tend to mix all together into a mish-mash of topics.  Students 

reading a textbook or course notes may not have time to review the material again later on when 

they must prepare for exams.  If this is the case, the student should practice what is called 

“overlapping review”.  If the student uses a book mark to indicate the current page that they are 

reading in a book or the current page of their course notes, the student should “backtrack” 

several pages before beginning a reading session.  In this way, the student is forced to review 

older content prior to encountering new content.  Overlapping review reinforces the acquisition 

and retaining of the content, as well as prepares the student to understand “new” content which is 

often built up from the older content.  The student should realize that overlapping review is not a 

substitute for a “full review”, but rather it facilitates the acquisition of material from the current 

reading session, and aids in recall during a full review.  If the student has the time, a “full 



overlapping review” is also suggested, where for each reading session, the student starts at the 

beginning of the textbook or notes, and either reads at a normal pace or skims through the 

material, in order to get themselves back “up to speed” on the topic, enough to begin acquiring 

the new material at the periphery of the old material and beyond. 

 

 Two additional factors are at play here.  One, staying up late in order to finish a study 

topic and two, stopping premature to finishing and taking up studying again in the morning.  

When the student is working and “on a roll”, it is best to keep this roll going until work is done 

while the student still feels like working.  On the other hand, if the student stops prematurely and 

picks up the thread later on, the student is forced to re-evaluate the material that the student has 

already covered in order to catch up to the point where they last left off.  This form of 

overlapping review reinforces retention of study material.  Another similar approach is for the 

student to take mini-breaks, 10-15 minutes at a time, to produce a similar effect where re-

evaluation reinforces retention.  Continuing a roll, taking breaks and leaving off until the 

morning are the key tactics that will maximize the effectiveness of the student’s study time.  The 

student will have to decide via trial and error which combination of these review tactics works 

best for them. 

 

 Another effective study tactic is for retaining the information found in lists.  Whenever 

material can be condensed into a list, the student can assign a letter to each entry in the list, 

creating an acronym using the letters from each entry.  For instance, given the following list, an 

acronym can be created. 

 

Scalability 

Maintainability 

Availability 

Reliability 

Testability 

 

Reusability 

Useability 

Security 

Trainability 

 

From above, using the first letter of each entry in the list, the acronym “SMART RUST“ can be 

used to quickly retrieve the list from memory, especially during an exam.  This same tactic could 

be used to remember a list of phrases, where the first word in the phrase provides the letter found 

in the acronym. 

 

Cost overrun 

Late delivery 

Lack of reliability 

Inefficient or slow 

Lack of user acceptance 

 

 The first letter of each phrase above can be used to create the acronym “CLLIL” which, 



although not as intuitive as “SMART RUST”, is still fairly easy to learn.  Now the student can 

quickly call to mind the key hurdles of managing a large software project. 

 

Another list, with longer phrases, can also be processed to produce a memory-saving acronym. 

 

Testing 

 

 Show that the system Satisfies the requirements 

 Show that the system Performs as expected 

 Develop Confidence for the system 

 Make sure that the system doesn't have major Defects 

 

Test methods 

 

 Use Several testing methods 

 Use Independent testing to find the defects 

 

 Thus, using the first letter of the most “important” word in each list entry, the acronym 

“SPCD SI” can be created to capture the essence of the list.  The most “important” word in the 

phrase is called the “keyword” of the phrase.  In this case, the first letter of each phrase had little 

to do with the phrase as a whole.  Since the phrase was fairly long, the keyword (and its first 

letter) in each entry was more effective at capturing the essence of the phrase.  The student 

should first work at learning the keyword for each letter.  Once this is done, the student can 

attempt to rehearse including a few words from each phrase that go along with the keyword.  For 

instance, “Satisfies the requirements” or “Performs as expected”.  Finally, if desirable, the 

student can work at recalling entire phrases based on the acronym.  In this way, the mind is 

trained to associate each phrase with each keyword, and thus the acronym is learned. 

 

 The “acronym trick” is effective because oftentimes total recall is more effective when 

the mind is given a hint or clue as to the information to be recalled.  Human memory seems to 

work in such a way that each unit of concept needs to be attached to some context in the world 

for the mind to recall it and for it to see the concept as important enough to remember.  There has 

to be something important about the information, or the mind won’t bother remembering it.  A 

letter in an acronym is the hint or clue it needs, where when the acronym is remembered, then the 

mind can work at remembering the word associated with each letter.  When the word associated 

with each letter is recalled, the mind can work at remembering the phrase associated with each 

recalled word.  This “chain of remembering” is easier for the mind to recall, where a definite 

process of construction is present.  The mind has a much harder time at remembering entire lists 

“cold” without prompting, hints or practice.  Acronyms are a bread-crumb trail that the student 

can use to more easily practice recall of the information found in lists.  Material is learned best 

when it is incorporated into an activity.  Establishing acronyms, as described above, is one 

simple activity which can work well for the average student.  The more review of the acronyms 

the student does, the longer and more accurately the student will retain the information. 

 

 If the student ends up creating many acronyms, they will need to study the acronyms, 

memorizing each one along with the content embedded within each acronym.  An effective way 



to study acronyms is for the student to create a “acronym list”, listing all of the acronyms on a 

single sheet of paper.  The student can choose to include the “keywords” if they wish alongside 

the acronyms, if there is room on the paper.  The student could then cover up the keywords while 

quizzing themselves on the keywords.  For instance, the acronyms created above would 

constitute the start of an “acronym list”. 

 

SMART RUST [scale, maintain, avail, rely, test, reuse, secure, train] 

CLLIL   [cost, late, lack, inefficient, lack] 

SPCD SI  [satisfy, perform, confidence, defects, several, independent] 

 

 Another study tactic for visual learners for use in memorizing lists is the “house” tactic.  

The student imagines a hypothetical house with rooms filled with items.  Some of the items are 

just the furniture that the room would normally have, for instance a couch in the living room and 

a dinner table in the dining room.  But the remaining items would be on the list that the student 

wants to remember.  For instance, the student could remember the following list by assigning 

each item to a different room, at a different spot in the room. 

 

 Kinetic Energy  - dining room, on the dinner table 

 Internal Energy  - dining room, on the dinner table 

Entropy   -  kitchen, in the spice rack 

 Enthalpy    - kitchen, in the spice rack 

 Temperature, Pressure tables - family room, in the bookcase 

 Psychrometrics  - back porch, hanging on the wall 

 

Once the places have been assigned, the student can practice walking through the “house” and 

picking up the items.  The items can be physical things or they can be abstract concepts like the 

list above.  The key here is that the student uses their visual imagination to capture the textual 

content.  This tactic may be less useful for non-visual learners, or more confusing for multiple 

lists when items from different lists are mixed together in the imaginary “house”.  The “House” 

technique was a common tactic used by people in ancient Greece and Rome.  It is also called the 

“memory palace” technique, or the “method of loci”. 

 

Another study tactic that the student should consider is controlling their reading pace.  If 

the student is studying technical material, it is best to establish a slow but methodical reading 

pace.  In this case, every sentence conveys meaning, and each sentence builds upon the one 

before.  If the student reads a sentence that is vague or unclear, they should continue reading 

onward but with the intention of backtracking to the vague sentence in the case that further 

sentences do not clear up the confusion.  If the forthcoming sentences do not explain the details 

that were vague, then the student should return to the vague sentence and re-read the material 

from there, attempting to clear up the uncertainty.  If the uncertainty is not removed, it may be 

because the sentence is referring to another section that the student has already read.  The student 

should mark the page that they are currently reading with a bookmark or simply with their finger, 

and search for the section that is being referred to.  For instance, the vague sentence might be 

referring to a previously described formula derivation, a previously shown or yet to be shown 

table or figure, or simply to a previously described section that supports the current section.  If 

this still does not clear up the confusion, the student can try checking the book’s index or table of 



contents for the topic that is being referred to.  Also, the student might try reading any 

supplemental material or class notes which refer to the ambiguous topic.  The student can even 

do a search on the internet to see if Wikipedia or elsewhere has a description of the vague topic.  

If all else fails, the student can simply try re-reading the confusing section repeatedly, as perhaps 

the student simply doesn’t understand the wording without repeated exposure to the material.  

The point to be made here is that whether the material to be read is technical or not, the student 

should be prepared to flip around in the text to clear up uncertainties.  This dedication to 

understanding the material is vitally important and a reflection on the student’s responsibility to 

be able to teach themselves the material, regardless of the difficulty.  If the student is used to 

reading quickly or skimming material, they would be used to skipping confusing sections with 

the thought that what cannot be understood on first glance is not important.  However, this 

attitude about reading pace will get the student into trouble if it turns out that the material they 

skipped ends up on an exam.  And by Murphy’s Law, skipped material always ends up on the 

exam.  Therefore it is highly advisable that the student tracks the material closely and works hard 

at understanding even the vague or difficult concepts.  At the very least, the student ought to note 

the tough concepts so that they can ask a professor or teaching assistant later on to get 

clarification on the matter. 

 

 A corollary of mastering reading pace is rehearsing content.  When reading content for 

the first time or when performing review for an exam, it can be a handy for the student to 

“rehearse” the material, either quietly to themselves or by reading the material out loud.  The 

student could be reading the textbook and taking notes, or re-reading notes from earlier in the 

course.  The student would try drawing a doodle or picture to describe the content, or reading 

their course material and attempting to restate the content in their own words without help from 

their notes.  This kind of rehearsal is a key way that the mind can retain information, because it 

trains the mind to remember an activity, which in many people is easier to remember.  The 

student may need to find a quiet, private space where their rehearsal will not offend or distract 

others.  This can be difficult to find but rehearsal is a vital tactic that can save the average student 

much time and effort. 

 

 The counter argument to a slow and methodical reading pace is the need to skim material 

to skip “filler” content.  In modern textbooks, authors spend an inordinate amount of time over-

explaining material.  A modern thermodynamics book, for instance, is packed with equations and 

example problems.  Within these sections are a generous amount of text descriptions.  While 

these text descriptions are informative, the formulas and example problems are usually what 

winds up on exams, not filler text.  A good approach for the average student is to skim through 

the text descriptions, and focus most of their attention on understanding formulas and example 

problems that use the formulas.  In other words, read the formulas on a page first, then go back to 

the text and try to understand the formula by skimming the text description.  This is in opposition 

to how the textbook is presented, but it turns out to be an efficient way to understand technical 

material.  Example problems are especially important, because exam questions tend to be based 

on textbook example problems.  The student can save valuable time skimming the text sections, 

and spend the remaining time focused on the formulas and example problems.  For instance, in 

the perfect world formula derivations should be examined closely, but unless they end up in 

example or homework problems, the student should consider a quick skim of derivations 

sufficient, so long as the student masters the formulas themselves.  Depending on the professor, 



formula derivations do not tend to show up on exams.  Usually the pain of taking a hit on for 

instance not knowing a formula derivation is made up for by the extra study time spent on for 

instance example problems.  This being said, it is still true that certain vague text descriptions 

that are vital for understanding formulas and example problems need careful reading.  Reading 

the formulas first and then going back to review the text should be a good approach that satisfies 

both the need to read in depth (when necessary) and the need to skim filler content. 

 

 A great way to capture information from the textbook so that the student can study for 

exams more efficiently is to take notes from the textbook while reading it.  This way, the student 

can capture the vital information from the textbook and review sessions done later can be made 

examining the textbook notes (which are usually abbreviated) instead of sifting through the 

entire textbook again.  For instance, in the thermodynamics textbook example, the student can 

have one set of notes that capture the vital points made in text descriptions.  A second set of notes 

could be devoted to recording the important formulas (without derivations).  A third set of notes 

could be a list of the important example problems, with page numbers so that the student can 

refer directly to the textbook and not clutter up their notes with lengthy example problem 

statements.  These three sets of notes (text, formulas and example problems), would be in 

addition to any notes the student takes during lectures.  In fact, if the student takes notes on the 

textbook, lecture notes would only be necessary when the professor presents material not found 

in the textbook.   

 

Taking notes from and reading the textbook prior to the corresponding lecture is a good 

idea but difficult to achieve in practice.  The student can be prepared for the lecture and can 

differentiate themselves from other students in the course by asking pertinent questions that may 

have been raised during their preparation for the lecture.  However, in practice the average 

student has enough trouble keeping up with their workload that oftentimes preparing ahead of the 

lecture is not reasonable.  In this case, the student will feel pressured to take lengthy lecture notes 

because all the material presented in lecture will be new to them and they won’t know what 

portion of the material is repeated in the book or what portion of the material comes only from 

the professor’s experience.  On rare occasions the professor will hand out lecture notes the day of 

or prior to the lecture and the student will be saved from the drudgery of frantic lecture note 

scribbling.  Professor lecture notes are preferred because of the work savings and because of the 

inclusion of material that goes beyond the textbook, but also because it can be difficult to keep 

up with the professor’s lecturing pace and student lecture notes can therefore be messy and 

unordered.  The student with messy lecture notes may feel compelled to rewrite lecture notes to 

clean them up and this may be helpful as a review process, but this takes time away from other 

tasks.   

 

Class notes provided by the professor are ideal, but most times this does not happen.  

Preparation before the lecture, if it can be done, is the way to go.  But since the average student 

will not be able to do this, the student therefore has several alternative options to go with.  First, 

the student can work with another student in the class to share lecture notes.  If 2 students are 

taking notes on the lecture, then after class they can coordinate to combine their notes together, 

so that gaps in one set of notes can be overcome with the content of the other student’s notes, and 

neither student needs to kill themselves over transcribing word-for-word their lecture notes.  

However, it is preferable for the students to compile their notes like this soon after the lecture, so 



that this process is tractable.  Waiting too long from the date of note taking to compile notes 

means the students have less time to review the notes and more effort to compile the notes when 

there are more notes in one session to deal with.  Another option is for the students to get class 

notes from a third party, like a website or the college office for the department the course is in.  

This is perhaps less desirable since it might be less likely for something like this to be timely (if 

a website has old notes) or available (if the college department doesn’t stockpile notes).  In that 

case, another third party like a tutoring service might supply course notes for a fee.  

 

 Another study tactic for the average student is getting tests from previous semesters to 

study from.  As was stated in “College Myths and Realities”, old tests can often be obtained from 

professional societies, professors themselves or other students.  These tests are an invaluable 

resource because without them the student must rely solely on information from lecture notes 

and from textbooks to study for exams.  Professors often construct test questions for exams that 

go beyond the lecture notes and textbooks.  In lower level courses these questions are designed 

to weed out students.  Professors intentionally obfuscate their exams in an effort to bolster their 

department’s prestige, to challenge overachiever students, and to prevent cheating, but also to 

uphold college reputations for toughness or rigor.  These questions are also often used in exams 

as a chance to supply a learning experience in addition to notes and homework.  Unfortunately, 

every student learns at a different rate.  Without copies of old tests to study, the student will 

likely waste valuable time during an exam acclimating themselves to the format and parsing 

through the questions posed and not enough time writing down solutions or explanations.  There 

is no time on an exam to “learn” new material or to “learn” the format of strangely posed 

questions.  Students that study only the textbook and class notes learn the format of the textbook 

and the format of course lectures (not the format of the exam), while exams are written by 

professors who give the student little practice on this third format.  It is better that the student has 

an old test to review at their own pace beforehand.  Also, old tests provide the student direction 

on what topics to focus their study on, in their lecture notes and textbook notes.  So studying old 

exams works both to prepare for new exams, and for studying lectures and textbooks. 

 

 An important study tactic for technical courses is creating the so-called “equation sheet”.  

This tactic is useful as a study aid whether or not a professor allows equation sheets to be used 

on exams.  Basically, the student writes down equations one after another, row after row, in neat 

columns down the length of a piece of paper.  Each column is between 2 – 4 inches in length.  

Equations or sets of equations are written down with a line underneath to separate them from 

other non-related equations.  Highlighters can be used to designate sections or highlight 

important variables.  The size of the equations are minimized to the greatest extent such that both 

more equations can fit on one side of a piece of paper and the student can still read the equations 

without overly straining themselves.  In the age of computers a good equation sheet can be 

created with a typical text editor, but using a ruler, a pencil and a piece of paper the old fashioned 

way can work just as well.  In fact, sometimes the typical text editor has problems shrinking font 

size so ruler, pencil and paper are sometimes the only option.  However, text editor versions are 

especially handy because it is much easier to change an equation sheet via text editor when 

appending or inserting equations into the sheet.  Actually, instead of waiting until a final exam to 

craft an equation sheet, it is a good idea to construct equation sheets throughout the duration of a 

course.  That way the work of adopting equations for your sheets is spread throughout the course, 

and valuable study time for exams is not used up on the process of equation sheet construction.  



Also, the learning value obtained from the process of making an equation sheet comes earlier on 

during the term, which it seems to better bolster the student’s understanding of material and 

prepares them better for learning upcoming material.  Professors sometimes offer the use of 

equation sheets on tests, both for the learning value for the student and also because the exams 

they proctor are difficult beyond the use of equations.  Also, if the student already has an 

equation sheet created, the student has a leg up on other students in the class who have yet to 

make their equation sheet. 

 

 On the other hand, studying example problems or case studies from for instance the 

textbook is the prime focus of any course.  This content is what is usually found in exams, and it 

will at the very least serve as the foundation for when an exam goes beyond the course content.  

It is important that the student should find a way to review these problems thoroughly, even at 

the expense of studying other areas.  The first thing to notice is that example problems have 

similarities with other example problems and cases studies have similarities with other case 

studies.  The format may be the same, there may be the same or similar assumptions or formulas, 

or drawings or plots may be reused or restated.  If the student masters these similarities early on, 

they have less of an obstacle with later problems or studies.  Professors are notoriously bad at 

pointing out which parts are more important than others (students study for the test, but 

professors teach beyond the test as if non-test material has the same value as test material).  As a 

general rule of thumb, mastering the early stuff is vitally important.  The second thing to notice is 

that in the body of a problem or study, the content that differentiates it from other problems or 

studies is presented and this is where the student will spend most of their time.  There is no trick 

or magic bullet to studying the body of the problem or study.  The student must carefully analyze 

the problem steps or study description and try to understand the logic as well as the intent of each 

step or argument.  In addition, if the student has the capability, by knowing the intent of the 

problem or study they can try to memorize key steps and trust themselves to figure out the 

missing steps based on context clues.  Formulas or arguments that they master from the course 

are just “plugged in” where needed.  For instance, an example problem from a thermodynamics 

textbook may be a fairly straightforward “plug and chug” use of a textbook formula.  However, 

the problem may introduce a utility formula to be substituted into the textbook formula that is 

basically a special “trick” that is only presented in the example problem and not within the body 

of the textbook.  If the student memorizes both the textbook formula and the “trick” formula, 

they can practice working through the steps of the problem and feel confident that they will be 

prepared for when a variation of the problem ends up on an exam (where the body may be 

different but the “trick” formula still comes in handy). 

 

An Aside: From Slacker Samurai to Note-Taking Ninja 

 

 When I entered college, I was not prepared for the amount of studying I would have to do 

to keep my GPA score high.  I had thought that coming from honors classes in high school would 

more than prepare me for studying.  But in reality my honors courses were inflated to keep my 

GPA high, while not being significantly more rigorous than the non-honors classes.  So I was 

fooled into thinking that I was already a scholar before I even reached college.  As a result, my 

grades tanked even just going into the first semester.  All the weight-lifting I did in high school 

was wasted as I quickly gained the so-called “freshman 15”, or 15 pounds of fat weight.  On top 

of this, I spent too much time socializing at the cafeteria when I should have been studying, and 



when I did study I was too tired from exercising, from just having eaten or from starting to study 

too late at night for me to retain any of the information that I did ascertain.  Starting at a new 

school, far from home, with new more demanding expectations, living in a dorm room with no 

privacy, in a college town that had too many distractions to count, it seems obvious to me now 

that I would have had the study problems that I did.  In fact, I guess you could say that I was 

lucky enough to figure out the study tactics that I did.  After 2 years of study at the university, 

and having trouble with my grades the whole time, it occurred to me that if I wanted to improve 

as a student I would have to 1) fix my social problems and 2) study more, recording the time that 

I spent each day studying, carry all my books in a big backpack everywhere I went on campus 

(so I didn’t have to waste time commuting back home for books), and so on.  This is when I 

picked up thinking again about how to improve my study habits, back from when I had last 

thought about the subject, which was in high school. 

 

 First, I had a terrible time trying to stay up late studying.  I could not hack having an 

effective concentration when sleepy.  And I tended to sleep in late, unless I had an 8 AM class.  

Second, I didn’t know about “overlapping review”.  I tended to read through a text one time, and 

then do the homework based on that one go through.  I didn’t take notes on the text while I was 

reading, and I didn’t read through my lecture notes at all after the lecture.  Actually, I didn’t 

know about overlapping review until years after college, when I heard that Ernest Hemingway, 

the famous 20th century author, did this.  Based on how I was able to wing it through high school, 

I assumed I could wing it in college, not realizing that the increased workload meant that I would 

have to modify my habits to adapt to the new rigor.  Third, I didn’t know anything about 

acronym lists.  When it came time for me to memorize lists, I either didn’t know to do this and I 

assumed a one pass read through the text was enough for me to muddle my way through tests 

(which never worked), or I made a weak effort to learn a list but without rehearsing it, failing to 

do the so-called “mini-tests” that solidify memory.  Fourth, I didn’t know about reading pace.  I 

would get worked up over all the work I had to do, and this would tend to make me read as fast 

as I could through the text, with no thought to retaining the content.  Instead of trying to learn the 

material as I read, I held out the hope that I would have time later to do a second read though (I 

never had time for that).  Overachievers have good memories and can often pull this off, but I 

could not.  Over time I learned to slow myself down and to read slowly enough to retain the 

information, even doing rehearsal memorizing anytime I took the time to read anything.   

 

I had even more deficiencies.  First, I didn’t believe in “filler” content.  It seemed to me 

that everything was important, and that I needed to learn everything since I could not know 

ahead of time what was going to be on the test.  This amount of study was unreasonable, and 

after a long time of banging my head against the wall in frustration, I finally came to realize that 

I didn’t have the time to learn everything completely, and that I would have to make trade-offs 

between what I could learn and prioritize the most important information (important at least as I 

saw it – professors say everything is important).  This leap of faith worked much better when the 

other study tactics were used at the same time.  Second, I didn’t know how to take notes.  For my 

undergraduate courses, I took notes furiously, thinking that something I missed would be on the 

test.  I didn’t know anyone in my courses, so I never had the option of compiling notes between 

multiple people.  I didn’t know how to write fast enough to keep up with the lecture pace, and I 

didn’t know about so-called “shorthand” note taking, which when used properly uses something 

like shortened code words to replace common words, for instance like “btw” for between or 



“thru” for through, etc.  Third, I didn’t know about studying from old tests until late in my final 

year of my undergraduate program, and by then it was too late to do.  I felt so cheated that other 

students, unbeknownst to the professors apparently, had access to old tests from the ASME 

(American Society of Mechanical Engineers) office.  And I didn’t have access to third party 

notes, like a website or a tutoring service.  Actually, I didn’t know much about the tutoring office 

at school at all, or I would very likely have used their services to the utmost.  I did know about 

and use “equation sheets” for instance for my Thermodynamics courses, but as I said those 

exams tended to go beyond the equation sheets, so this was more of a standard necessity, like the 

textbook and lecture notes, than it was a way to get an honest leg up on the competition.  Finally, 

just like for the textbook and lecture notes, I rarely studied example problems and case studies 

more than for the first read through, because due to lack of time, I never had the wherewithal to 

do subsequent review passes.  In conclusion, I was very unprepared for my courses and high 

school had never been a very great help in this regard, as the material you could learn in one year 

of high school was equivalent to one semester in college, and it was difficult to be unaware of the 

above study tactics and still get good grades in college. 

 

As for taking notes during a class, it can be difficult to say the least.  Next in difficulty to 

engaging in the physical act of taking notes, organizing your notes is also a challenge to be 

overcome.  Everybody has a favorite way to take notes and to organize their notes.  One 

approach to this starts with choosing the type of paper to write on.  “Ruled” paper (college ruled 

or otherwise) has lines preprinted on it so that your lines of notes can look orderly.  But lines like 

this tend to force me to write in narrow rows.  There is already very little time left to me to both 

hear and understand what the professor is talking about as they lecture.  If I have to worry about 

how to format my notes while the professor quickly breezes along, I will get behind and find 

myself scurrying to find the point of what the professor just said.  It is natural for a student to 

want to cram in as much information on a page as is possible, since all those lines on the paper 

indicate that it can accommodate many words and sentences.  But I find that taking notes on 

blank white 8.5” x 11” “Copy” paper, the kind that can be used in a computer printer, works out 

much better for me.  Without lines, the paper is not asking to be formatted.  I just trust in my 

ability to write in straight lines (from years of practice on those “ruled” sheets), and I don’t 

worry too much about formatting.  Also, I write larger letters than I otherwise would with the 

ruled paper, and I don’t focus too much on my handwriting quality.  I just write quickly, in a half-

cursive style with some letters connecting with the ones that follow.  I don’t worry at all about 

cramming in information on a page, and instead just let my writing flow naturally to fill up the 

page.  I make sure to have plenty of paper to take notes since my writing produces less content 

per page.  That means that I will be studying from more pages in my notes, but with less content 

on each one each sheet will be read faster.  This allows me to write fast and without the 

hesitation of managing formatting, since there is almost no formatting involved.  The only 

exception to this is my use of drawing lines between sections.  To keep sections separate, I use 

my experience with drafting to draw freehand straight lines between or around sections.  This 

minimal formatting is fast, but it does the job.  The other thing I do is number the pages, so I 

know the order of the pages in case they get mixed up.  While I am taking notes, I write say “4/ 

”.  On the next page I write “5/ “ and so on, until the lecture is over.  Once I have found out the 

highest number page, I go back to all my pages and fill in say “4/24”, “5/24”, etc.  I use this 

scheme to motivate me to keep studying pages, as knowing how many pages are left to read 

gives me hope that there is light at the end of the tunnel, so to speak.   



Beyond formatting, there is organization of notes.  I have tried using trapper keepers as a 

kid and that was ok for a few papers, but not ok for a college level class, of course.  Then I 

moved on to spiral notebooks that have multiple sections.  The problem with spiral notebooks is 

that if you make a mistake on a page then you are stuck with that error, unless you want to pull 

the page out of the notebook (but this can’t be undone).  You can’t rearrange pages without 

pulling them out of the notebook, and if you are not careful, they might get torn out by accident.  

Then I moved on to 3 ring binders, a hole punch and punched hole reinforcement stickers.  This 

purports to solve the issues that I had with spiral notebooks,  but it turns out that if you turn 

pages a lot going back and forth, the punched holes wear out and tear away the sheets.  So you 

end up having loose papers floating around, or you have to try to repair the torn holes with more 

hole stickers.  This led me to arrive finally at my solution of taking notes on loose copy paper 

sheets.  To keep them together, I use binder clips, which I have seen used in corporate 

environments.  Binder clips are very effective and they allow me to manage my note sheets very 

effectively, overcoming all issues I have with spiral notebooks and 3 ring binders.  The only 

problem to solve at this point is how to store them in a backpack.  That is where you can buy a 

plastic or cloth accordion style folders that are made to hold papers such as these.  Now you have 

the perfect system for note taking, organizing notes and transporting the notes with you without 

fear of the notes getting crumpled. 

 

 Entering graduate school, I felt that I had a second chance to get my study habits right.  

Starting with a fresh GPA score, I could use what I learned from my undergraduate program and 

do a better job of studying and learning.  Overachiever students are successful in their 

undergraduate program, so they don’t necessarily feel the need to prove themselves in graduate 

school, but I did.  I was living in Chicago, Illinois in graduate school, and living at my sister’s 

house in the suburbs for free.  This connection with my sister and her family meant that I didn’t 

feel as disconnected and alone as I had felt in Austin, Texas.  I could concentrate on studying 

instead of worrying about trying to meet girls, because early on in school I found a girlfriend 

who was also in graduate school, but at a different university in town.  This stabilized my social 

needs and I became a much more effective student.  Years passed and I went back to school for a 

second graduate degree, at the same school, but this time dating a different girl (who later 

became my wife).  Using all of the study tactics from this section of the book by this time meant 

that I was a proficient student and experienced enough to excel at courses that truly interested me 

and which could be thought to be good for developing very practical work skills.  These tactics 

served me well.  But I only wish that I had had access to this information before I entered my 

undergraduate program, and not after the fact when for most people this information would be 

too little, too late. 

 

Exams, Homework and Grading 

 

 Tests and exams differ according to the teaching style of individual professors, as well to 

the standards of the college department and the university as a whole.  Exams in technical 

professions often involve word problems, equation manipulation, formulae and drawings.  

Exams in other areas involve answering questions in prose essays.  Both types of exams are 

typically conducted within strict time constraints and using a limited set of supplies.  For 

instance, students taking a thermodynamics test would perhaps have 1 hour to complete the test, 

using only writing instruments, a calculator and the textbook for formulae and data tables.  



Students taking a philosophy test might only have access to writing instruments and the assigned 

textbook, where they could quote selected passages to support their arguments toward answering 

a specific philosophy question.  In theory, tests are designed to be completed within the 

scheduled times.  However, in practice, tests in challenging subjects can be very difficult to 

complete in the time allowed.  In these cases, the student needs as much preparation as possible, 

by devoting sufficient study time and effort prior to taking the test.  As stated previously in Study 

Tactics, a key factor for successful preparation is studying past exams.  Without these exams as 

guides, the student enters the exam cold and must spend vital time acclimating themselves to the 

format and questions posed that could be otherwise used to solve problems and answer 

questions.  Tests that are too difficult to finish in the times allowed are vexing and are best 

avoided, when possible. 

 

 Tests can be too difficult to finish in the times allowed, and professors often account for 

this by grading the test on a curve.  This style of grading means that instead of using an absolute 

scale to assess the student’s performance (93% correct = A), students’ test results are judged 

according to some other scale.  The professor can use what is called the “normal distribution” 

(this distribution of grades forms something called the “Bell Curve”, which is where this grading 

system takes its name) to reassign grades so that instead of 93% being the lower limit for an A, 

perhaps something like 86% becomes the new lower limit for an A.  There are many approaches 

to achieving this new distribution of grades, of which using the “normal distribution” technique 

is just one such approach.  A simpler approach that doesn’t involve sophisticated statistics 

formulae is to use the highest grade on the test as the new maximum, and then to recalculate 

ABCDF using this new maximum.  For instance, if 87% is the highest grade, the difference 

between 100% and 87% is 13%.  Now add 13% to all other test grades to achieve the new 

distribution of grades while keeping the ABCDF scale the same.  For instance, a test score of 

67% is increased by 13% to become 80%.  This test score of 67% was a “D” but now it has been 

moved to 80% to become a “C”. 

 

 “Take-home” tests are “gifts” that professors give to students when the students must use 

materials on the test that would be unwieldy in a test room environment.  For instance, in the 

thermodynamics test example, it may be unreasonable to make students juggle thermodynamics 

textbook, calculator and test while seated in an auditorium chair with limited desk space.  In this 

case, the student could be given 1 day to complete the test and hand the results in to a teaching 

assistant for grading.  The student would have the comfort of a dorm room or library desk to 

work at while taking the test at their own pace.  The approach somewhat removes the time 

constraint as a limiting factor in test taking.  It can be said that time constraints are a key aspect 

of test taking since intelligence is measured largely on how quickly the student can generate a 

correct answer, not just whether or not they can come up with the right answer.  Take-home tests 

remove this metric, allowing students that move at a slower pace a better chance at being able to 

compete with the faster moving students.  This style of test requires some trust on the part of the 

professor since it would be very easy for students to collaborate on take-home tests, which 

usually goes against the intent of the professor or the spirit of the honor system. 

 

Exams are usually scheduled to occur at even intervals of the term.  For instance, a 

typical approach is to assign a midterm exam at the half-way point within the term and the final 

exam at the end of term during the final exams period.  Sometimes professors make the final 



exam cumulative, meaning that the final exam includes material from the midterm exam.  Other 

times, especially when there is a lot of material to master in the course, professors make the final 

exam such that only material learned since the midterm is included.  Cumulative final exams are 

more difficult because they cover more material, but may also not go into as much depth as do 

non-cumulative final exams.  The decision process for selection of final exam questions is 

different for each professor and therefore varies with each course.  Some professors have 3 or 

more exams through the term and may have no final exam at all.  There are also courses where 

there is no final exam and sometimes no exams at all.  In those courses, they have homework, or 

they require class participation, or they have one or more projects that take the place of exams.  

Those courses present a different kind of challenge to students, but many students prefer these 

approaches because they dislike exams and don’t see the point in cramming for an exam with 

information that they will likely forget a week afterwards.  This alternate approach goes against 

the idea of strict measurement of ability via grades and tests, but it may help to bolster the GPA 

score of the average student who needs every advantage that they can get in this regard. 

 

Homework provided by professors is usually scheduled with assignment dates that 

correspond with the occurrence of reading assignments.  Homework varies by course, where a 

thermodynamics homework set would consist of a set of word problems found at the end of a 

chapter.  Homework for a philosophy course would consist of a set of questions assigned directly 

by the professor that would pose queries about the readings and would require the student to 

write thoughtful answers.  Homework should be written or printed on paper in a clean and 

legible fashion.  For lengthy homework assignments, the student may wish to label each page 

with page numbers and a short description of the assignment (i.e. “Bill Jones, Thermodynamics 

II, Homework #3, page 4”).  If the student or the grader happens to shuffle the pages by accident, 

referencing the label for each page will allow the homework to be quickly reassembled.  

Labeling homework pages greatly aids graders, and students who do this will be looked upon 

positively by graders.  Neat, well labeled homework assignments impress both graders and 

professors, so it is wise to employ this practice, especially when going to professors or teaching 

assistants for help with homework or exam study.  Also, it is usually a good idea to use margins 

along either side of a homework page, so as to improve the aesthetic quality of the homework.  

Professors and graders hate reading homework that runs off the edge of a page.  Writing on both 

sides of a piece of paper is optional, but it may be neater for the student to use just one side of a 

piece of paper, as paper is cheap and this may be a cleaner presentation over writing on both 

sides of a piece of paper. 

 

It is never acceptable that the student should attempt to cheat on homework or exams.  

For exams, students have been known to fill programming calculators or cell phones with 

formulas, or to use cell phones to text answers to other students.  These practices are highly risky 

and the average student should never resort to these tactics.  In fact, the whole purpose of this 

book is to provide the student with all the resources and tactics needed to be successful without 

resorting to cheating.  However, many professors will allow students the right of collaborating on 

homework assignments.  This approach to working on homework saves the student time and 

gives the student the chance to spend more time studying other material.  However, it is not 

advisable that the student should skip the review of homework assignments that a study partner 

completes.  The purpose of collaborating on homework is to cut short the time required to 

complete homework.  The student should spend quality time reviewing homework completed by 



a study partner, so that the student can master the homework material at an accelerated pace.  It 

may even be advisable that the student instead attempt all homework assignments, only checking 

their work against the work of a study partner when they encounter problems that they fail to 

solve on their own or that they feel could be augmented by review of the study partner’s work.  

This way the student maximizes their understanding of course material and minimizes the 

amount of time they spend doing homework. 

 

An Aside: Exams are the Bain of My Existence 

 

 I have studied Mechanical Engineering and Computer Science at the university level, and 

I have taken many of the less technical but no less challenging History, Linguistics, Philosophy, 

English courses and other electives that all students enroll in at college.  I must say that taking 

exams, while terribly stressful and ultimately for me futile, did accomplish the goal of getting me 

to focus on mastering material and aiding me in developing my strategies to deal with them.  For 

that reason exams were a useful experience to sharpen my mind and my resolve to graduate from 

school.  However, for me personally I found that exams were unfair to the average student like 

me, because these tests were almost always questions that went beyond the content in textbooks, 

and therefore went beyond my ability to realistically handle taking them.  Not knowing that some 

exams from previous years were available to check out from the ASME (American Society of 

Mechanical Engineers) office for instance, meant that many of my fellow students had a distinct 

advantage over me during test taking.  All my anxiety over tests was unnecessary if only I could 

have had the chance to study those practice exams.  But I did have the anxiety, and it did affect 

my personal life.  But I persevered, I ignored my bad GPA score, and I pondered over whether I 

was really qualified to continue in my engineering program. 

 

 Years later I took an online MOOC (massively open online course) and one of the 

lectures consisted of the instructor talking to a seasoned engineering professor about students and 

learning.  This guy’s advice was to realize that everybody in the class, including and especially 

the overachievers in the class were all alike in that everybody expected that pretty soon someone 

would catch on to the fact that they were frauds and that they would be forced to leave the school 

in shame and embarrassment due to their lack of competence.  This guy then stated that the 

student hotshot at the head of the class was in the hot seat more than anyone else because his 

excellence was under the most scrutiny and if he buckled under the pressure he would come 

crashing down with more failure than anyone else in the course.  While I don’t necessarily agree 

with the last statement, I do understand what the professor meant by saying that everyone had the 

same feeling of pressure and no one was spared, not even the slickest of the hotshots.  It is also 

good to have perspective and realize that only a small fraction of people ever get the opportunity 

to study in college, let alone study in a tough major, and therefore this privilege I and many other 

college students have had is really only a positive factor in the grand scheme of things. 

 

 That being said, I don’t know what the point is to taking impossibly hard tests.  Sure, they 

are a test of a student’s intelligence.  But isn’t the SAT test basically the same thing?  Why take 

what amounts to being a version of the SAT multiple times in a term just to prove to others that 

you once knew heaps of formulae or the details of Homer’s “Illiad”?   Is it to prove that one’s 

intelligence has not wilted away as the years have gone by?  What do tests prove to others except 

that one has the ability to take tests?  Sure, Mechanical Engineering exams could be said to 



mimic the real-world difficulty of solving problems on the job that never appear in textbooks, but 

I don’t think that taking an impossible exam where I fail the exam is going to somehow make me 

magically capable of solving the real world problems with any more ability than had I not taken 

the impossible exams.  Sure, it’s true that professors do this because they want to avoid 

rewarding cheaters who memorize old exams, because professors claim to be using the exam as a 

learning experience opportunity and because professors claim to be upholding the reputation of 

their college by administering difficult exams.  But it does not seem fair to punish the average 

student who likely mastered all the homework and thoroughly studied the case studies or 

example problems in the text only to have the rug pulled out from under them when the exam 

questions go “outside the box”.  In theory going outside the box would be fine, but only the best, 

most caffeinated students could solve these quandaries in the 45 minutes that the professors give 

students to finish their crushing tests.  So I don’t think of my average GPA score from my 

undergraduate degree to be a failure, but rather I see it as a badge of honor, where I can point to 

my trials and tribulations as proof that I persevered and accomplished so much that I can serve as 

a good example to my kids when they grow up and go off to college themselves, hopefully with 

enough good advice from me that they excel more than I ever did.  Now if only employers could 

believe what I know deep in my bones to be the truth and respect my degree, then maybe I would 

see all those impossible tests to be worthwhile as something more than just a cruel joke.  My 

solution: make exams closely align with homework, and if overachievers want more of a 

challenge, offer them extra credit assignments. 

 

Clubs 

 

 It is important for the average student to choose the clubs in which they get involved with 

carefully.  However, as is typical for most college students, the average student will probably try 

out many different clubs before settling on one or more which suits them best.  The purpose of 

belonging to a club is both for the experience of participating in desired club-specific activities, 

but also for the opportunity to socialize with other students outside of an academic environment.  

Clubs are the main source of socializing for a student, other than through dormitories or 

fraternities and sororities.  In dormitories, fraternities and sororities the main purpose for joining 

is housing, but in dormitories you can be as social as you please and in fraternities and sororities 

there is a strong focus on socializing.  In clubs, depending on club-specific activity, socializing 

can be a strong focus.  Also, depending on the size of the school, there should be a wide variety 

of clubs to participate in.  Some schools even offer students the ability to form their own clubs, 

so if the variety of clubs at your school is missing something, you can always gather together 

some friends and start your own club to suit you better.  However, most students will find that 

existing clubs are adequate.  Even if this is not the case, and the student doesn’t have the time, 

inclination or resources to start their own club, the student should try joining one or more clubs 

anyway, even if the club activity is only marginally interesting to the student.  Students involved 

together in a club tend to get along better than would perfect strangers, because they have the 

club activity to bond over.  This means that part of the trouble of socializing is accounted for and 

getting to know other people is easier.  Half of the job of getting to know people is proximity, 

meaning that people tend to socialize with the other people that are available and close by.  Clubs 

serve as vehicles to bring people together, and the club activities give the people something to 

participate in.  Therefore, it is in the best interests of the student to join at least one club, to 

maximize their socializing on campus. 



 

 People tend to join clubs that match their interests.  A person who played tennis in high 

school may join the school’s tennis team.  Even if the sport or club requires some kind of 

previous knowledge or experience to join (i.e.: football, basketball, baseball, etc.) which the 

student lacks, the student should strongly pursue their interests in the hopes that they can 

participate in at least some tangential aspect.  For instance, a student who is strongly interested in 

football may wind up working at the school’s athletic department if they ask around for job 

openings and pester (politely) people who make the hiring decisions there.  In another case, a 

student who is interested in radio, television and film (but who majors in say engineering) may 

ask around the student radio station for openings in time slots, and may find themselves a DJ on 

daytime cable radio.  From their initial position they would then have the ability to work their 

way up to a prime time spot.  If the student didn’t pursue their interests, they wouldn’t be able to 

take advantage of these kinds of opportunities.  Students come and students go, but the people 

who stick around can often go a lot farther in a club then they imagined, even those people who 

started out with little or no knowledge about the club activity to begin with.  College is a time for 

people to try out interests, even more so than in high school.  If the student sticks around with the 

organization, along the way the student will make good friends. 

 

Another reason to join a club is to have something to list on a resume.  Clubs often have 

officer positions, and with the coming and going of students with each semester, officer positions 

are often available to interested students.  A student involved in the rowing club may become in 

time a team leader, responsible for crew gear and scheduling and organizing competitions with 

other schools.  A student involved with the student radio station may be offered a position as the 

club Volunteer Director, being responsible for managing mandatory volunteer work for the 

station and directing student inquiries for volunteering to the appropriate officers.  These kinds of 

activities where the student must perform real work gives the student something positive and 

solid to list on their resume under the heading “Clubs” or “Extracurricular Activities”.  

Recruiters and hiring managers often have college degrees, so they are often aware of the 

positive benefits offered from belonging to a university club. 

 

Clubs have fringe benefits on offer for interested members.  For instance, a student 

working at the university athletic department may find that one special benefit of working there 

is access to special privileged viewing of football games from on the sidelines or end zones.  

Another student working at the student radio station may find that a special benefit of working 

there is access to new music, access to interviewing local bands and even access to free music 

shows.  These kinds of benefits are only available to students that make the effort to participate 

and give up their time to clubs.  These kinds of memories are what people talk about when they 

talk about all their good times at university. 

 

 Some students will shy away from joining a club, because they might be enrolled in a 

difficult major and they could feel that participating in club activities will take away from needed 

academic study time.  Unfortunately, these students are forgetting the many advantages that clubs 

have to offer, and unless the student already has a strong and supportive social network, they will 

be missing out on the vital socializing that clubs have to offer.  Students in this situation will find 

themselves spending precious time ineffectively searching for opportunities to socialize when 

clubs offer these opportunities in a structured and efficient format.  Time is spent either way, but 



one way is effective (clubs) and the other way (without clubs) is often not. 

 

 After college, in the working world, there aren’t many club organizations available.  The 

student may belong to an Alumni association, but depending on how far away they live from 

their college, and on the size and commitment of alumni, these clubs may only turn out to be a 

place for fans of college football to gather at an alumni bar and watch sports together on TV.  

Besides having a shared experience of going to the same university, attending these gatherings 

may not yield the number of new friends that a person is expecting or hoping for.  Some of these 

organizations offer opportunities to participate in club activities besides watching TV, and an 

interested alumnus should pursue these activities if it suits them.  However, it is typical that most 

of a person’s friends will come from time spent in high school and college, or at work after 

graduating from college.  So the best time to meet people is when the student is in college, 

because these people tend to be the ones who stick around after college and in to the working 

world. 

 

Fraternities and Sororities 

 

 Let’s be honest here.  I don’t know much about Fraternities and Sororities. 

 

An Aside: Fraternities and Sororities 

 

 But I can tell you about my experiences with them.  When I first arrived at UT as a 

freshman, I was investigating housing options.  I applied late to go to UT, so as I mentioned 

previously I lived first off campus, then in a study lounge in Jester dorm, then my long-term 

home of Simkins dorm (an all-male dorm).  Before I got the dorm room digs, however, I 

wandered over to the pan-hellenic offices (fancy name for Fraternities and Sororities central 

office) and talked to an “old guy” working there.  I was dressed in my rocker outfit at the time, 

which played into how this guy answered my questions.  I asked him about fraternities, what 

they were like and how I would like them.  The guy looked at me and said basically that it wasn’t 

for me and that I wouldn’t fit in at one.  Although I felt a little offended, I took his advice and I 

didn’t join a fraternity.  He was probably right. 

 

 A few years later, I started going to a fraternity party that happened semi-regularly, at a 

new independent fraternity called The Tejas Club.  Tejas is Spanish for “Texas”.  I knew a lot of 

the guys who lived there from my time at Simkins dormitory, although they were mostly only 

acquaintances of mine.  At first it was fun to be there.  They welcomed basically anybody who 

walked by to join in at their parties, so it was an inclusive place.  I guess I got tired of hanging 

out there, because I wasn’t meeting any girls there mostly, so I stopped going to those parties.  

Some friends of mine and I decided instead one night to go wandering around the neighborhood 

of fraternity and sorority houses for a party to crash.  We wound up at the backyard of a house 

where some frat boys were talking and hanging out, and thinking this would be like back at the 

Tejas Club, we strolled up to the door ready to enter.  But the frat boys had something else in 

mind.  They told us that we had come onto private property and that their security guard was 

going to have to escort us out, as they clearly laughed behind their hands over the joke that they 

were playing on us.  They then added, “but the girls can stay if they want to”.  We all left that 

night a little bit wiser. 



 

 Another time, I went with a friend of mine to a fraternity party that was hosting a hip hop 

artist performance.  We never got in to the party because we didn’t have invitations, but we were 

able to stand outside, watching the performance from far away and hearing the music, as the 

performance was outdoors.  This particular artist was an old school 1990’s artist that I didn’t 

particularly care for, so I was more than happy to leave, but my friend wanted to stay.  

Eventually I convinced my friend that we were wasting our time, and we left.  To me, that party 

was emblematic of what fraternities and sororities at the time represented: unhip bastions of 

conformity and bacchanal, lecherous festivities.  While as a college student the idea of this has 

some appeal, but in practice for me fraternities and sororities fell short of ideal organizations 

providing services for the average college student.  And so the takeaway you should have from 

my experiences is that you may get more out of fraternities and sororities than I did, such as 

social functions and lifelong friendships.  But as a teaching assistant once told my social studies 

class in high school, “I am not in a fraternity because I don’t need to pay money to have friends.” 

 

Parties 

 

 When you go to college, one of the main attractions is to attend parties.  Some high 

schoolers have parties, but in general most kids must wait until they go to college to drink beer 

out of a keg.  College students that party sometimes start on Wednesday and only stop drinking 

on Sunday afternoon.  Somehow they inject enough study time to keep their GPA from taking a 

hit.  As an engineering student, I mostly studied Sunday night through Friday afternoon, with 

some studying Saturday and Sunday days.  Looking back, I am sure that plenty of engineers 

studied almost all the time, with no time for drinking or bar hopping.  Had I perhaps been even 

this strict with my study habits, I could have managed a slightly higher GPA than I did, but I 

don’t think that it would have been worth it.  A large benefit of going to college is forming long-

term friendships and attending social events like parties, going out drinking, bar hopping, going 

to music concerts, and other things is a huge part of going to college.  The average college 

student is going to have to make decisions on a case-by-case basis to determine whether one 

particular event is worth the risk of hurting their academics.  A night of fun might relieve some 

stress, so maybe the trade off is avoiding the buildup of anxiety due to pressure of school by 

partying, and can then be justified. 

 

Supplies 

 bag, pencils, pens, staplers, folders, calculators, day planner 

 

Schedule courses: limited number of “easy” courses to pair with “hard” courses .. end up just 

being extra work (quantum physics, organic chemistry, computational heat transfer, Fourier 

Analysis, English Composition). 

 


